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IF

THE GROUND RULES ARE CHANGED

.

In a time when foundations are much in the
news, our Foundation is fortunate in having the
Chairman of its Board, Dr. Emory W. Morris, to
interpret to the public the philosophy and follow-through of the philanthropic organization.
Dr. Morris,

who was

called “the

doyen of

the

foundation world” by Fortune magazine in its
June, 1969 issue, has been with the W. K. Kellogg Foundation for more than 35 years, and
thus is especially able not only to tell of this
Foundation’s investment in people but also of
the role in American life of foundations generally.

pjiEW INSTITUTIONS develop to maturity with1/ out suffering the slings and arrows of misfortune — and foundations are no exception.
As the W.K. Kellogg Foundation begins in 1970
to celebrate its fortieth year, it is increasingly

apparent that this Foundationand all other
foundationsmust face criticism and attacks because of questionableactions on the part of a
very few organizations within the field of philanthropy.
Until recent years, foundations were relatively free from govermental or mass public
pressures, there being widespreadagreement
that it is essential to maintain free enterprise in
philanthropy. Most responsible Americans
have agreed that both governmental and private roles should be preserved in efforts for
greater social welfare and that such pluralism
maintains freedom and insures that a variety
of views and approaches will be encouraged.
The liberty to give, sometimes called the Fifth
Freedom, has long been a strong and independent part of our culture.

However, nothing multiplies more rapidly in
an era of stress than critics. There is apparently a trend to question many of the nation’s established institutions.Often reaction involves
proposed remedial legislation which, unless
carefully enacted, might drastically cause “the
baby to be thrown out with the bath water.”
With respect to foundations,Congress rightly
should curb any which operate for private rather than public benefit but reason dictates that
its legislationmust differentiatebetween such

W. K. KELLOGG
operationsand the many that obviously work
FOUNDATION
for the public good. Most foundations, and particularly those with larger assets, concur with
a number of the objectives and provisionsin
proposed legislationconcerning philanthropic
organizations — certainly foundations should
make full disclosure of their policies and operations; there should be no accumulation of
income which should be distributed; reasonable limits should be set for administrative
overhead of foundations;and there should not
be self-dealing or donor control.
Congressional inquiries into the operations
of tax-exempt foundations have numbered
three in the last seventeen years, and while the
Kellogg Foundation has not been a specific target of these investigations,we, in common with
all large foundations, have been deluged with
questionnairesconcerning every phase of operations. Such reviews are a part of the democratic process, and provided they are objectively motivated and dispassionately handled, they
cannot be resented by foundations proud of
their record. Indeed, there is value to any discussions which cause the public thoughtfully
to consider foundations and what their role
should be in American life.
Nevertheless, there is grievous error in viewing the great preponderance of philanthropic
organizations against the abuses of a few. The
unfavorable aura generated by the errors of a
minority is hampering the many. Particularly
in recent months, there has been a focusing of
attention upon foundationsby Congress and if
ever the more extreme and ambiguous proposals in this regard become law, there could be
grave consequences to philanthropic organizations and their role in opening new horizons
for the people. If the “ground rules” were to
be changed, and if foundations lost their taxexempt status, and their activities were placed
under rigid governmental controls, then free
enterprise applied to the wellbeing of the public, the imaginative pioneering made possible
by foundation grants, would be in jeopardy.
No one would quarrel with an ultimate purpose of promoting and strengtheningphilanthropic endeavor, but some of the remedies
proposed do not meet these objectives. They
1
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are excessive in

many cases and tend

to de-

plete the funds of foundationsavailable for the

support

of legitimate

would tend

to drive

aid the public, would

would foreshadow

a

philanthropy.They

funds away from

efforts to

hamper management,and
diminishingrole, and even

possible extinction, for foundations.
For example, recent proposalshave included
an annual tax upon the income of foundations,

thus directly reducing the amount of money
available for philanthropicpurposes and
prompting in some minds the question: Would
these funds as tax revenues in federal hands
be as wisely and economically invested in people as if the moneys were distributed by foundations? Some proposals would also narrow
substantially the scope of foundation activities
inveighing, as they do, against “affecting any
segment of public opinion” and against the use
of expert personnel from governmentin foundation deliberations upon where to channel its
funds. As an alternative, the Foundation endorses the idea of a fee that would be charged
to any foundation by the government for effective supervisionof foundation operation, this
in lieu of a tax. We like the idea of foundation
self-regulation,financed by non-governmental
assessments against foundations. Such selfregulation might include accreditation of foundations and require periodic certificationrelative to conformance with accepted guidelines
for good foundation management.
Should not foundations,as has ours, be in
the forefrontof aid to many enlightened attempts to come to grips with fundamental deficiencies in the structure of the nation’s sys-

tems and arrangements for health and medical
care? It is impossible to isolate the legislative
processes from the impact of new knowledge
or old knowledge newly presented, and the
nebulous definitionof “influencing legislation”
as carried by a recent legislative bill poses peril

to foundations and the public alike. Philanthropic grants are matters of judgment which,
like most human endeavors, can be secondguessed in the light of hindsightand developments over which a foundation has no control.
The extreme wording of the proposal would,
for instance, threaten philanthropic support

for almost any socially significantstudies and
experiments, and society as a whole will lose
if the foundations that have pioneered so many
advances in medicine, education, science, and
welfare are put into handcuffs.
Under some of the restrictions that have
been proposed, the Kellogg Foundation could
not have aided such vital programs as the effort
to better economic and institutional development in Appalachia— for it was necessary in
that mountainous region to improve institutional structure in counties and states in order
to deal effectively with complex problems. In
a doubtful category today would be Foundation grants which have materially aided studies of agricultural policy and adjustment in the
United States. Similarly, in foreign lands we
could not have helped the Republic of Colombia to fashion a national program of agricultural communications and food production
nor, if the proposed restrictionsbecome actualities, could we continue our aid to The International Center of Tropical Agriculture
(CIAT), worldwide in its implications — for
there necessarily is some relation to public policy and legislation in any programs fostering
economic development. Moreover, in the case
of CIAT, the Kellogg Foundation joined forces
with the Ford and RockefellerFoundations as
well as government in supportingconcentrated
attacks upon agricultural production problems
threatening the economy of many countries,
and some have called this “collusion” and “the
unwarranted involvement of foundations overseas.”

Grinding to

a halt in the

event of overly

strictive laws concerning foundations

re-

would

be such recent Kellogg-aidedefforts as those
to improve the natural environment — for those
programs are manifestly aimed at influencing
public opinion toward eliminatingthe pollution of our soil, water, and air. Similarly endangered would be our help to the Urban
Coalition with its concern for the urban disadvantaged.And citizens of urban and rural areas
alike will be penalized if any law jeopardizes
the Foundation’s assistanceto efforts to improve the administrationof justice, particularly in the state trial and juvenile courts.

3

The Foundation’s concern

improved
would similarly

for the

health of peoples everywhere

be affected.Aided programs of the recent past,

such as nationwide study and implementation
of community health programs, the revitalization or expansion of local and state health departments, methods of accrediting hospitals;
all these efforts to raise standardshave had implications of influencing public opinion and indirectly affecting legislation.

Other proposed limitations to programs asby foundations would prohibit fellowships or similar grants to individuals. Should
such proposal become an actuality,there
would be doubt as to whether the Kellogg
Foundation could legally continue to finance
sisted

for Latin

American health improvementa

thir-

ty-year-old fellowshipprogram for faculty de-

velopment and professionalstudies. Yet
through more than $5,254,890 of Foundation grants, 1006 Fellows from most of the
Latin American republicsand in the fields of
medicine, dentistry, public health, hospital ad-

have been able to
pursue advanced-level studies and observations in United States universities and agencies. European and Latin American agriculturalists numbering 641 had similar Kellogg

ministration,

and

nursing,

fellowship opportunities, utilizing $2,477,224
of total awards. Most of the Fellows have returned to positions of leadership in their home
countries — promoting improved health and
agriculture and causing the fellowship program
to be characterized as one “sowing seeds of international goodwill.”
During my 3V2 decades as a Foundation executive, I have seen social changes and community betterment vitally aided by grants of
our own Foundationas made to educational
programs in four continents. In the 1920s when
Mr. W. K. Kellogg indicated his desire to “invest my money in people,” he was foreseeing
that foundations rightfully would have creative concern for human wellbeing. And in the
period which followed,foundations in general
have earned a reputation for significantaccom-

tion

from

its

inception was based upon the con-

man and his possibilitiesfor
achievement, and the idea of using private
wealth imaginatively to attack mankind’s

cept of a faith in

problems has demonstrated over and over its
basic soundness.
Foundations through the years have received
much praise for making this a better world in
which to live, and perhaps it is good balance
for philanthropicorganizationsto receive occasional criticism,thus keeping us on our toes
to do an even better job. Certainly it is my belief that there will always be a role for the private sector of philanthropyto fulfill in the main
arenas of life. Foundations are implements created by society with certain privileges and responsibilities.The foundation idea has served
the public well and should not be written off
by unreasonable and overly restrictivelegislation.
If not

unduly hampered, the

total contribu-

tion of foundations can be at least as great in
the next generation as in the past, for the trus-

American foundations
have the wisdom and the will to make wise
tees and executives of

uses of the resources entrustedto their stewardship. Certainly if it is believed that our society — in its mix of private and public, national
and local activity, and strong local and private
initiative as a balance to the centralizingtrends
of our times — needs alternative possibilities
for social action, then foundations like ours
have a vitally important role to play.
However, philanthropicefforts can be obstructed, and changing of the ground rules to
restrict seriously the role of foundationswould
make it difficult, even impossible, to aid many
of the kinds of programs which have borne rich
fruits in times past. If income taxations reduce
or liquidate foundation resources, if punitive
provisions in legislation tend to restrict the
imaginationand cripple the leadership of foundation personnel, these unfortunate possibilities

would make

it

more

difficult to recruit

superior trustees and staffs and thereby could
stifle initiativeand

lead to unimaginative as-

plishments,humanitarianism,intelligence,

sistance and, therefore, to mediocre

flexibility, and the capability of swift

in vital social fields.

to demonstrated need. The

response

American founda-

We

programs

are confident that the people through the

K. KELLOGG
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Congress will correctly assess the significance
of foundationsto the common welfare and that
any legislation enacted will be tempered by
reason. Nevertheless, no matter “how charged
with punishment the scroll,” the Kellogg Foundation will continue to aspire to open new horizons for mankind. To the extent permitted,
we will continue to help people to help themselves, to aid

programs stressing

cative approach. These longheld tenets and
characteristics of this Foundationmust still
hold constant, even under new ground rules,
with “the greatest good for the greatest number” continuingto be our guiding beacon.

the applica-

tion of knowledge,to support projects that
have possibilitiesfor wide replication,and particularlyto assist programs that stress the edu-

EMORY

W. MORRIS,
Chairman of the Board

The President Comments On

.

.

.

LOOKING AHEAD TO OUR
40th BIRTHDAY
This Annual Report, covering the Foundation’s fiscal year of 1969, is reaching its readers in the early days of 1970, a year in which
the Foundation attains its 40th birthday. In
1930, when Mr. W. K. Kellogg established the
philanthropicorganizationbearing his name,
his creative motivationwas to “invest my money in people,” and in the four decades that
have followed, people in four continents have
been the focus of Foundation-aided programs
approximating $200 million.
These programs over the years have highlighted practicality with assistance to leaders
who will get thought into action, who will use
known and evolving information for the public good. A premium has been placed on the
identification of people who can discover an
idea and leave a heritage. Such leadershipin
many communities and institutionsof varying
size makes valid the trustees’ longheld conviction that there is a place on the American
scene for a foundation emphasizing the application of knowledge to solve the problems of
people.

Recently,in speaking on “Foundations and
J. George Harrar, President of the Rockefeller Foundation, mentioned that “in the forefront of private effort
for public benefit ... has been the W. K. Kellogg Foundation, with its great contributions
to the fields of medicine, nursing, rural health,
and nutrition,and to American education generally.” In these, as well as in the additional
the Public Interest,”Dr.

fields of public health, hospitals, dentistry, ag-

riculture,and public affairs, the trustees, officers, and staff of the Kellogg Foundation

have

endeavored to give “the far vision and the fair
look” to every one of the many proposals sub-

mitted to us annually and most of the more
than 3,500 programs supported over the years
have proved sound social investments through
philanthropy.
In the year under review, fiscal 1969, the
Foundation has had the privilege to aid many
humanly appealing causes, the programs largely being those based upon citizen participation
and cooperation with a view toward marked
changes for the better in community life. Each
one of the programs aided during the year is
listed in the Report of the Treasurer showing
the purpose and financial details and several
illustrative programs have special write-ups in
the pages which follow.
For Briefer Publications

Because of today’s stepped-up tempo, many
persons read as they run. Accordingly,we believe that publications, including annual reports, should take cognizance of this trend. The
Foundation’spublications are being shortened,
even though such briefed reports will continue
to have the same concern as formerly for full
disclosurewith respect to the organization’s
policies and operations. Obviously,not as
many details can be presented as heretofore,
but the new-format publications do endeavor
succinctly to

tell

the essential story.

For the 1969 fiscal year, about eighty-five
percent of an expanded audience will receive
a “short” Annual Report of only 24 pages, with
it being made clear to those readers that a
longer version is available upon request and
so long as our supply lasts. You are one of the
remaining fifteen percent who initially receive
this longer version intended for selected individuals and many libraries and institutions.
5
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Even this “long” version is 30 percent shorter
than annual reports issued in other years.
Convene Ad Hoc Committees

The Foundation has always enlisted expert
counsel on problem areas of interest and during fiscal 1969 convened three Ad Hoc Advisory Committees, respectively on Continuing
Education, Teacher Education for the Allied
Health Fields, and Foundation Publications.
Income, Appropriations,and Expenditures

The Foundation’s income in 1969 totaled
$16,393,446, with the expenditures of

made by the Foundation’s Trustees
during 1969 amounted to $19,139,396.
During the fiscal year, Mrs. Kenneth (Josephine) Scott retired after more than thirty
years of valued service as a secretary to several Foundation executives. Joining the Foundation late in the year as AssistantTreasurer
was Mr. Lloyd E. Holt, formerly Director of
priations

Banking and Cash Management and head of
the Portfolio Management Committee of the
Upjohn Company, Kalamazoo. There were no
other personnel changes during the year.

$16,791,521 exceeding the income by $398,075.
Of the program payments, $12,832,882 were ex-

pended within the United States, while the
international programs aided in Canada, Europe, Latin America, and Australia involved
total

disbursements of $2,854,199. New appro-

PHILIP E. BLACKERBY,
President

Social concerns
in their visit to a

—

such as those evidenced for these youngsters
Land-Grant University campus

—

are the increasing focus of

many

of the Foundation's grants.

HUMAN POTENTIAL in many areas of
1 endeavor is not being realized and this

ryiHE FULL

fact is instrumental in the Foundation’s conviction that its grants should reflect continu-

Continuing
Attention to
Social

Concerns

and increasing attention to social concerns.
During fiscal 1969, therefore, grants were made
or payments continued to aid Negro colleges
and universities,as well as to help Negro students to adjust to campus life; to help minority students attain professional educations;to
assist distressed peoples in rural and urban
regions; to increase the employabilityof the
disadvantaged; to improve judicial administration in behalf of juveniles; to encourage
family planning in the U.S. and Latin America; and to promote cooperation among Atlantic area countries to solve common problems. Most of these programs are sketched
in pages of this chapter and all are listed in
the Report of the Treasurer.
ing

Aiding the Predominantly Negro Colleges

Respondingto

a proposal developed by the
7
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presidents of public, predominantly Negro colleges under the aegis of the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Col-

Foundation in February of 1968 made
a two-year grant covering one-half the costs
of establishing a developmental office to generate alumni and private support for public
Negro institutions.Fully two-thirdsof all students in Negro colleges and about one-third of
the Negro students in all of higher education
attend the public Negro colleges. The Foundaleges, the

tion believes

it

essential that these institutions

be strengthened and assisted as they

carry

out their valuable function in higher education for the Negro, particularly at this crucial
period in our society.
In accepting the grant, the President of the
Land-Grant organization said:
no more importantventure on which
Associationhas ever embarked. These institutions, as you know, have provided educationalopportunity for the majority of our Negro college
graduates.They have been inadequatelyfinanced
and particularly in respect of their inability to es"I can think of

this

tablish substantial sources of private support.

What

you have done shall not be forgotten and I would
think in the long run will prove to be one of the
most helpful programs that the Foundation has
ever helped to initiate.”

An Office for the Advancement of Public
Negro Colleges was opened at Atlanta in April
of 1968, and a director, a small staff, and an
advisory committee are currently implementing chief areas of program activity with particular emphasis upon communicationswith
not only past and potential supportersbut also
with all participating schools. Included is a
publications program which pictures to a wide
audience the viability and values of this important tier of American colleges.
Helping Selected IndividualInstitutions

Foundation aid also fosters the development
of selected individualinstitutions within the
predominantly Negro college group. At North
Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University, Greensboro, assistance is being given
to improve its faculty and curriculum, with
particular help to certain curricular areas and,

School of Engineering. Alabama
Agriculturaland Mechanical College, Huntsinitially, to its

being aided in establishing a new promedia at the master’s degree
level, with provision for an undergraduate
minor — this in view of the facts that Alabama
is one of the states needing trained people for
libraries and there are increasingopportunities for employment of Negroes in this field.
Langston (Oklahoma) University, with a fouryear grant from the Foundation and with increased support from the Oklahoma Legislature, has underway a program of development
for its faculty and is giving special emphasis
to strengtheningits basic science curriculum.
Fort Valley (Georgia) State College is using
Foundation funds to strengthenits faculty and
curriculum in the Departmentof Business and
Economics.
ville, is

gram

in library

Higher Education for the Disadvantaged

The Foundation is assisting three programs
Michigan which are providing higher education opportunitiesfor disadvantaged young
people who would not be academically admisin

who do not
have the financial resourcesnecessary for college study. A Michigan State University(MSU)
program is focused on the inner city of Detroit and works through city high schools to
identify both black and white youth of college
potential who would not otherwise have an
opportunity for higher education. The university is able to provide financial support for
these students. Foundation assistance is providing special student counseling to support
the youths in their transition to what for most
is an alien cultural milieu. Of the original 66
project students, 36 were eligible to return for
their sophomore year. Of the 36, twenty-eight
met the usual MSU academic standards and
8 were special students. Since all were classified as “high-risk”students and the drop-out
rate is essentially the same as that of the regular student body, this record is very encouragsible under normal standards and

ing.

As

of the Fall of 1968, three Detroit Proj-

were on hand and totaled 85 stuacademic year, 25
new students were admitted each quarter.
A second program is administered by the
ect groups

dents. During the 1968-69

Association of Independent Colleges and Universities of

Michigan (AICUM) and

recruits

9

its “high-risk” students

through secondary

school leaders in each of the state’s 38 senatorial districts. The participantsthen are

assembled in special six-week orientation sessions held at six of the member schools, preparatory to college enrollmentin the fall, either
in one of AICUM’s 25 institutionsor in another
setting, depending on the student’s preferences
and special interests.
The first year involved 95 students in the
Independent Colleges OpportunitiesProgram.
Despite reasonable expectations of some dropouts, in light of the characteristics of the participants,all 95 completed the

summer

orien-

tation experiences. Of these, 78 were accepted
in AICUM colleges and universities,9 enrolled
in community colleges, 6 enrolled in one of
the state universities, and only 2 elected not
to participatefurther because of personal

reasons.

Whereas the

MSU

Project recruits its stu-

dents from center city Detroit and the

AICUM

formula involves senatorial districtsfrom all
over the state, the Foundation-aided Western
Michigan University project is focusing on
the southwestern Michigan service area of that
institution.Components of the

WMU

Negroes entering the dental profession has
steadily decreased in recent years.
To help correct this imbalance, the
tion in 1968

Founda-

made a challenge grant to

American Fund

the

for Dental Education to pro-

vide for recruitment activities and scholarship assistance to attract a greater

number

of

qualifiedyoung Negroes to the study and practice of dentistry.Under the

the
ies

Fund
on a

terms of the grant,

will seek to match Foundation
1:1, 2:1

and

mon-

3:1 basis, respectively,

over a period of three years. Scholarship aid
be given to carefully selected students,
on the basis of individual need, beginning
with their last year of pre-dentalstudy and
continuingthroughout their four years in dental school, if required. In addition, the Fund
is undertaking, with Foundation support, a
nationwide educational and recruitment program to encourage more young Negroes to
choose dentistry as their life’s career. As the
program entered its second year, in the Summer of 1969, good progress is reported by the
Fund, with 56 students applying for the scholarship awards.

will

program

include a “talent search” among high school
students to identify disadvantaged young people with college potential, an orientation and
counselingprogram at Western Michigan University,and intensive counselingsupport once
the students are enrolled in college work.

AFDE —

Negro Dental Scholarship Program

The problems

of population growth and in-

creasing demand for health services are nowhere more dramatically illustrated than in
the field of dentistry. Public recognition of
the importance of dental health has greatly
expanded in recent years, with a resultant increase in demand for dental care that is already outstripping the capacity of the dental
profession to supply. And the shortage of den-

manpower is especially acute in the Negro
segment of society, which has less than two
percent of the nation’s dentists, compared to
tal

a black-to-whiteproportion of around twelve
percent in the general population.Even more
significant is the fact that the percentage of

The Foundation,along with other major foundations
and industrialand private sources, is supporting
the leadership efforts of the Urban Coalition
in dealing at both local and national levels with such
serious urban matters as racial, poverty, and civil
disorder problems.Its significantefforts are
encouraged by many eminent citizenssuch as the
members of this committee shown discussing the
CoaJition with President Nixon.

K. KELLOGG
FOUNDATION
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IncreasingEmployability of the Disadvantaged

With the public schools struggling to esprograms for disadvantaged adults, leaders view education sponsored by industry as an equally important
vehicle for increasingthe employability and
advancement potential of minorities, particutablish crash training

Negroes. The reasoning is that the majorsuch people are employed, even though
in low-skill, low-pay jobs, so that in-plant
training assures attendance at classes and
makes visible the goal of moving upward in
employment. Several large corporations currently have training programs with content
ranging from basic literacy to the encouragement of leadership.
In recent years, the Board for Fundamental
Education — headquartered in Indianapolis and
aided by the Foundation in a number of programs of social and educationalimport — has
devoted much of its efforts to the development
of in-plant education programs to upgrade the
skills and knowledge of employees on lower
larly

ity of

levels of the

company

job ladder.

The Board is convinced that in order to
make the maximum impact, in-plant basic education and skill training must be

accompanied
and

by short courses and seminars for foremen

other middle-management personnel. Therefore, in a new program aided by the Foundation, there are being developed materialsand
instructional techniques for training of supervisory-management personnel, to increase understanding of the human coefficient in production and to give supervisorsadded skill in
dealing with workers in their units.
The Board for Fundamental Education has
developed materials and is conducting short
courses and seminars for five specific in-plant
groups: top management; middle management;
first-line supervisors; industrial relations per-

sonnel; and union representatives. The courses
train representativesof each participating industrial plant, with these representativessubsequently returning to the home plants to
conduct seminars and institutes for their respective counterparts.

This pilot effort to mobilize resources of
industry toward increased Negro and other

The Children’s Charter of the Courts of Michigan has
been developed with Foundation support to provide a
study-action effort to mitigate child neglect and
juvenile delinquency. Since its establishment in 1959,
the Children’s Charter has worked to increase the
effectiveness of courts dealing with children and
youth, and during 1969 the Charter joined forces with
Western Michigan University to establish an
interdisciplinary“Institutefor Children’s Court
Services." The pictured publications illustrate some
of the activities of the Children’s Charter
and the new Institute.

minority employment should have considerable influence in helping to solve a major social
and economic problem in the country.
Establisha

Human

Resources Center

Within the fiscal year, a Foundationgrant
exceeding one million dollars was made to
Tuskegee Institute to aid this predominantly
Negro institution in Alabama to establisha
Human Resources and Community Services
Center. The funds over a four-yearperiod are
enabling the Instituteto expand its continuing
education and community service programs,
permitting additionalstaff to provide leadership in these fields, and making possible the
conversion of an existing building to serve
as the administrativeand central program facility for such activities. Thus Tuskegee is
being helped to continue a tradition dating
from its establishment in 1881 by Booker T.
Washington, that of carrying on vital programs
of community service and education involving both professional and lay personnel of the
region.

Tuskegee is

in a region hard-hit by the ef-

fects of the technologicalrevolution in agri-
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culture. With private sources of support,

and

with a racial make-up, location, and tradition
of service particularly appropriatefor its task,
Tuskegee is well suited for programs of service to the region. In increasingdegree, it is
helping to deal with the problems of disadvantaged people and communities and is at
the same time aiding in effective cooperation
with and coordinationof similar efforts among
federal, state, county, and local governmental
agencies.

The new Center has four

units, including

one to coordinate education and adjunct services to disadvantaged people, thereby increasing the employability of large numbers
of people. Coordination is also provided by
the Center for the Institute’smental health,
child health, and cooperativehospital service
programs, and for a multicounty obstetrical
and pediatric services program.
As an institution of recognized competence,
Tuskegee may well provide an example for
programs of similar purpose over the nation.
Progress in Appalachia

The Eastern Kentucky Resource Development Project (EKRDP) is an action-oriented,
educational, and public service program aimed
at finding and implementingways to bring
about overall economic, institutional, and
human resource developmentin a depressed
area. Focused on a thirty-countyregion in
Eastern Kentucky, EKRDP was initiated in
1961, with Foundation assistance, by the Uni-

versity of Kentucky through its College of
Agricultureand Home Economics. The interdisciplinary project staff works through a network of development organizations in the area
— county development associations,industrial
development corporations,tourist promotion
regional committees, Economic Development
Districts,and area Cooperative Extension Service Councils. Action programs are addressed
to such problems as resource development,
community service, tourism and recreation,
business management,agriculturalproduction,
and public affairs education.
During the year, experimentswere conducted on the use of community aides to serve
as liaison between the professional specialists

and the target population. Natives of the area,
the aides work with a specific community as
catalysts for the initial steps of community
development. Initial findings indicate that the
aides may be able to communicatemore effectively with target groups than can professional
specialists, who concentrate on problems identified by aides. This approach holds great
promise for the future development plans of
Appalachia and other depressed areas of the
United States.
As fiscal 1969 marks the final year of Foundation assistance, the project will be continued through the CooperativeExtension Service
of the University of Kentucky. This significant
project has provided a model for resource development activities of federally funded poverty programs, and has resulted in enriched opportunities for the people of Appalachia.
Arctic Industry Based on

Musk Oxen

Initiatedwith Foundation assistance in 1964,
a University of Alaska program has the purpose of domesticatingand improving an animal naturally adapted to the Arctic regions so
that there can be formed an economic base for
native people in Arctic regions of the world.

The musk ox, indigenous to very cold climates, produces and sheds each year a fine,
silky underhair called qiviut. Superior in textile potential to angora and other wool fibers,
the qiviut can be readily spun into a fine yarn,
with remarkable heat-retainingcharacteristics. This means that a home textile industry
based upon the musk ox has the potential of
increasingcash incomes of the Eskimos and
contributingto the well-being of the native
population. A project textile specialist has
taught different knitting procedures and techniques to Eskimo women in the Alaskan villages and the first qiviut product developed by
the

women

is a lacy mantilla-like scarf intend-

ed for church or evening wear.

After the processing and manufacturing
techniques have been perfected, the next step
will be the distribution of animals from the
experimentalherd to selected Eskimo villages.
Native leaders are very enthusiastic about the
possibilities represented by the project and
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there is no dearth of applicants for this opportunity.
Selective breeding has continued at the University of Alaska. Nine calves were born during the 1968 calving season and twenty

more

The musk oxen have adapted
quite well to conditions of confinement and
have been a source of pleasure and amusement
to project officialsbecause of their playful
arrived in 1969.

characteristics.

Since the

musk ox

is native to the Arctic

coastal and tundra regions, efforts are currently

under way

to establish a project field station

The University is located
in a forested region and does not currently
have the animals in optimum ecological surroundings for their development and utilizain the coastal area.

tion. A coastal unit would also be closer to the
Eskimo villages which will work with the animals when enough of them are available for

distribution. The educational, experimental,
and administrative roles of the Universitystation will, of course, remain vital to the program.

To stock such

a station, the project has re-

ceived permits from both the state and federal

governments to capture 250 additional musk
ox calves from Nunivak Island during the next
Such an increase of breeding stock,
bred for distribution at the University, will help to meet the requests from
villages and greatly speed up the establishment of the industry.
five years.

added

to those

judgment of the director of the program, the number of animals available and the

sized foundations, particularly for those not

having the benefit of professional staffing.
Critically needed is help in the development
of good management and reporting techniques,
as well as the necessary vehicles for keeping
foundation officers, trustees, and staff abreast
of developments concerning foundations,particularly taxation and management problems.
Of the several thousands of organizations
which can be categorized as foundations,only
167 are known to publish annual reports.
To provide such counseling, the Foundation
is assisting over a five-year period the activities of the Council on Foundations, which organization is expanding its endeavors in behalf
of foundations.
Also to aid the improvement of philanthropic organizations,the Foundation during the
year

renewed its assistance

to the activitiesof

The Foundation Center which is housed in
New York and maintains branches in Atlanta,
Austin, Berkeley, Chicago, Cleveland, Kansas
City, and Los Angeles. The Center was initiated in the late 1950s to provide a vehicle for
keeping the public informed on foundation activities and has since expanded its activities
to include the publicationof a triennial Foundation Directory, scholarly studies relative to
the foundation field, and the provision of consulting services, particularly for the smaller
and middle-sized foundations.
The Atlantic Institute

In the

The Atlantic Institute is a unique

interna-

organizationestablished

pro-

teaching of textile processing techniques are

tional, private

the only limiting factors to the establishing of

mote cooperation among the Atlantic countries in dealing with common problems which
none of them can solve effectively alone. For

the domestic

economy

musk ox as the basis of

a

new

for Arctic people.

Aiding the Administration of Philanthropy

to

several years, the Foundation has assisted the

program which includes studywork in the Atlantic area, organizing private meetings, and preparing analyses and policy recommendationsfor those
who influence opinion and mold decisions in
their countries. The board of governors and
Institute in its

The past twenty years have altered,in many
respects, the image of American foundations
as well as the environment in which they function. The number has vastly increasedthrough
the addition of thousands of medium-sized
and small foundations. The Kellogg Foundation has been concerned for the past several
years about the obvious necessity for counsel
and direction on the part of small and middle-

ing the forces at

staff of the Institute are multinational, with 18
countries engaged in its activitieswith headquarters in Paris, France.
Late in 1966, the Institute’sAtlantic Com-
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munity and Eastern Europe program on EastWest relations was launched with a three-day
conference in Rome which included fifty specialists in Soviet and Eastern European affairs,
key journalists and political and business leaders from the United States and Western Europe. The conferees gathered to identify
changes both actual and potential, within the
Communist bloc, and to examine the prospects
of relations between the nations of the Atlantic community and those of Eastern Europe.
Out of this meeting and subsequent studies

have come two significant publications, The
Atlantic Community and Eastern Europe: Perspectives and Policies and Europe’s Future Be-

tween East and West.

The Institute has embarked on a program
for the promotion of Atlantic studies at the
university level, in collaboration with the Atlantic Council of the United States. After two
years of fruitful activity in North American
universities,it was decided that a similar program should be initiated in Europe.
Organized recently has been a series of conferences of young leaders — those who will
be called upon in the future to play a major
role in the formation of their countries’ policies. This program is designed to provide the
opportunity for frank, informal discussion in
which the participantsdevelop, define, and
compare with other members of their generation their own conceptions of the problems
and objectives, both political and economic,
of the Atlantic area. The objective of the exercise is first to choose not just the potential but
the probable leaders of the next twenty years,
who would, by definition,eventuallyhave to
deal with each other, and thus lower the
threshold of acquaintance and understanding
by bringing them together now, in frank, offthe-record debate.

For Family Planning

Since 1968, the Foundation has been aiding
Planned Parenthood-WorldPopulation in the
establishment of a national technical assistance center for the developmentof domestic
family planning programs. The center, in turn,
is helping local public and private agencies

The program of the International Planned Parenthood
Federation implements person to person interviews
with families in rural areas of Latin America.

over the United States to implement family
planning services to an estimated 4.6 million
American women who do not now have access to consultationand facilities. The funds
are not being used to provide clinical services
but rather for necessary planning and assistance personnel who help local agencies, upon request, to design and implement service
programs. The financing of the community
programs will be largely through local, state,
and federal tax funds.
The assisted activity is designed to furnish
family planning services to the population
with a maximum use of scarce resources. It involves detailed planning for the location,
scope, and coordinationof needed services by
a variety of delivery agencies. The national
staff provides professionalassistanceat the
community level to help involve the different
local agencies, to build support for implementing the plans, and to coordinatethe efforts of
diverse groups into a cohesive program.
A first step in implementation was a detailed
analysis of communitiesand states to determine the unmet need for family planning and
establishmentof prioritieson a national basis.
This involved compilation of data on current
services being rendered by hospitals and health
departments, studies of birth and mortality
rates, and identificationof facilities available
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as potential channels for the delivery of family
planning services. Staff people were assigned
to local communitieson an interdisciplinary
basis. Technical assistance was provided in establishing clinical facilities, coordinated referral and appointment systems, medical standards, record-keeping systems, training programs, and evaluationmethods. Considerable
progress has already been made in the overall

study.

Planned Parenthood-World Population’s
group
of full-time personnel qualified to work with
communities in designing specific programs
and to provide the professionalassistance required for implementation.A typical technical
assistance team includes a director, a community organizationspecialist,a health specialist, and a community relations worker. Depending on the complexities of the problems
involved, a technicalassistanceteam spends
one to six months of concentrated work in a
specificregion. This team helps each community to gain greater competence in planning, implementing,and coordinatingcommunity-wide
family planning services. Plans are also under
way to provide assistance to increase professional education programs to assure the numbers of skilled personnel needed to staff the
clinics and community services.
present staff is being enlarged to create

a

Also Aid Latin American Planning

The Foundationhas made grants each of
the years since 1966 to the International
Planned Parenthood Federation in recognition
of a particular need for Latin Americans to
face up to the problem of uninhibitedpopulation increases.

Latin America has a faster populationgrowth rate (2.9 percent per year) than any of
the other major regions of the world. The present population of over 280,000,000 has already
more than quadrupled during this century, and
is now doubling every 24 years.
This rapid rate of growth is having devastat-

ing effects. The slums of the major cities

grow

alarmingly, exacerbatingalready serious prob-

lems of housing, education,employment,and
health. Paradoxically, the rapid increase

is

the

improvements in health and sanitation, in which the Latin American countries
have made good progress in recent years. Unfortunately the reduced mortality has not been
accompanied by a reduction in the birth rate,
result of

and so the populationincreases at an explosive
speed that tends to nullify economic and social
progress.

There is, however, increasing recognition of
the urgent need to face and solve this overwhelming problem. Organizations to promote
family planning are expanding their activities
in nearly all the Latin

Foundation

American countries. The

providing support for these activities through its assistance for the Latin
American educational programs of the International Planned Parenthood Federation. During
the past year the Federation used that assistance, together with other funds, to intensify its production and distribution in Latin
America of educational materials on family
planning, in cooperation with the local organizations in the various countries.
The general objectives of the intensifiedprogram are to inform the public, the leaders of
public opinion in all walks of life, and officials
of the governments, concerning the statistics
and seriousness of the fertility problem in each
country, and to make suitable suggestionsand
is

recommendationsfor

local action.

A

parallel

objective is the introduction of population and
birth-control information in the schools

and

universities, including medical schools, with

co-sponsorshipof universities and other interested agencies where practicable. And, of
course, a major purpose is to give all possible
support to the local family-planningactivities
that are already under way. Thus this new and
more aggressive information and education
program of the Federation is both complementing and supplementing the activities of
private and public groups working in the field.

EORGE STEWART in his book Not So Rich As
Vj" You Think discusses pollution in the

f'l

United States.
“When some future

historian sits

down

to

summa-

what the present generation of Americans has
accomplished,his climactic sentence could read:
‘Of the waters, they made a cesspool; of the air
a depositoryof poisons; and of the earth itself, a

rize

dump
”
These harsh words dramatize the fact that
the era’s advances of science and technology
must be reconciled with today’s social and
economic considerations.
In contemplating improved environmental
quality as a possible major theme of assistance, the Foundation early in 1967 convened
at Battle Creek an “Ad Hoc Committee on the
Environment,” composed of experts from several fields pertinent to the subject. This Committee defined the nature of environmental
problems in terms of scope and long-range implications and suggested specific aspects that
might lend themselves most practicably to
support. Subsequently, some of the problems
have already become targets of programs aided by the Foundation.
.

.

Anti-PollutionGuidance by
National Academy of Sciences

Late in 1968, the Foundation made a fiveyear grant to enable the National Academy of
Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering to expand the work of their Environmental Studies Board. This Board is responsible for coordinatingthe resourcesrepresented by the two Academies and for developing
ways and prioritiesto guide science, industry,

Aiding
The Attack
Upon Pollution

and government to

protect the nation’s envi-

ronment from further pollution and deterioration. While it has given initial attention to control and abatement of the pollution of air,
water, and land, it is expected to widen its
counseling to other areas in which science,
technology,and engineering relate to man’s interaction with his physical and social environment.
A task of the Environmental Studies Board
is to help establish acceptable levels of contaminants and to provide advice on methods
for measurement and control of pollution. The
15
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Board also is formulating significant experiments and models related to environmental
quality and will assess the economic and social
impacts associatedwith proposed new directions of technology.One of the Board’s most
valuable functions is in its ability to provide a
flexible means for significant participation in
public discussion and decision-makingby spe-

from universities,industries, and government, and it is planning to sponsor a study
conference on the contributionsof the social
and behavioral sciences to problems of environment.
The National Academy of Sciences, a cocreator of the EnvironmentalStudies Board,
was granted a federal charter in 1863 and since
then has fostered the orderly developmentof
science, and has also had the responsibility of
advising the federal government, upon request,
relating to scientificand engineeringmatters.
In 1916, the Academy created the National Research Council, which is a part of its structure,
and now has a full-time staff of more than seven hundred scientists.In 1964, the officers of
the National Academy of Sciences, in response
to a request from the engineeringprofession,
created the National Academy of Engineering
as a counterpartinstitutionand the two Academies work closely together in guiding the operations of the National Research Council.
The work of the Environmental Studies
Board, to bring together high-level groups and
individuals to analyze major environmental
problems, is resulting in valuable counsel and
coordinationfor anti-pollution efforts.
cialists

Basic Sciences in Environmental Health

Early in 1969, a grant was made to aid over
a five-year period the Center for the Biology
of Natural Systems at Washington University,
St. Louis, to find new ways to utilize knowledge of the basic sciences in the solving of
problems in environmental health. Focused on

today’s problems of the city dweller, the pro-

gram

is assisting attacks upon air pollution,

noise, thermal pollution, the control of vermin,
specific toxicities,and general sanitation.

The Center has entered into agreements
with a number of operating agencies in St.

Louis to serve these agencies as a scientific

and

educationalresource. One immediate concern
is the ghetto problems in downtown St. Louis,
and a Center task force is developing information as a basis for action programs to improve
environmental health within the ghetto.
A similar pattern is being fashioned relative
to the pollution of the Missouri River in the St.
Louis area. The Center is monitoring the Missouri for syntheticorganic pollutants in connection with a plan to release wastes from a
new herbicide plant into the river. This monitoring program will serve as a basis for task
force discussionsand the general involvement
of all concerned with water pollution by
Greater St. Louis industry.
Some of the Center’s studies concern the
concentrationof insecticides and organic pollutants in lakes and streams; the effect of nitrates on living organisms; surface water pollutants from sewage, industrial waste, and

snows and rains; and new methods to determine the amounts of free organic compounds
in surface water. The concept of such a Center
devoted to specific problem areas may suggest
an approach to the national environmental
problem, one which would materially alter the

contributions of universities in this field.

Grants to National Sanitation Foundation

Early in 1967, the Kellogg Foundationand
the Stetler Foundation

made

grants to help the

National SanitationFoundation (NSF) in the
preparationof teachers for technician training
programs in public health departments,the hotel-motel-restaurant-hospital
industries,and

community colleges.
Operating from headquarters in Ann Arbor,
Program of Teacher Education for Environmental Technicians has had the cooperation of the School of Public Health of the University of Michigan, official public health
groups at various levels, the American Association of Junior Colleges, and several universithis

ties as well as many community colleges which
are developing demonstrationprograms for
training environmental health technicians.
Particularly is the NSF seeking to identify and
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implement the kinds of learning experiences
most effective in transforming practitioners
within the health field into instructors to prepare technicianswho can aid sanitary engineers, scientists, physicians, and veterinarians
to gather data, inspect and evaluate facilities
and industriesconcerned with commodities
and services utilizedby the public. Included in
the overall program are continuing education
courses for techniciansalready employed in
industry and public health.
Late in fiscal 1969, the Kellogg Foundation
made a new grant to the National Sanitation
Foundation to fund both a study of environmental quality in several Michigan cities and
an action program in response to this study.
Beginning in the community of Grand Rapids,
the plan has been to establish and activate
within the city such processes as will be necessary for attaining and maintainingimproved
environmentalconditions. The approach is
multi-faceted involving industry and business,
official agencies at the local, state, and federal
levels; educationaland voluntary agencies, as
well as the individual citizen, his family, and
his neighbors.
Getting away from the crisis concept in
which action is taken only when a situation
becomes seriously threatening, the overall
program concentratesupon prevention rather
than cure. This effort is being developed in
close cooperation with the School of Public
Health at the Universityof Michigan and with
local colleges and other colleges and universities in the state, with the budget also providing
for graduate student training to assist the wide
disseminationof the findings.Hence the Grand
Rapids project may well become a model for
other communities in Michigan and elsewhere.
Combatting Pollution

in

Rural Areas

Within the United States there are only two
organizations dedicated exclusively to the pre-

vention or mitigation of diseases and hazards
within the farmer’s environment. Both of these
— the Institute of AgriculturalMedicine establishedat The State University of Iowa in
1955, and the Institute of Rural Environmental
Health, being created at Colorado State Uni-

versity since Spring of this year — were

made

possible largely through Foundation funds.
For nearly fifteen years, the Institute in

Iowa

has been conducting studies and communications increasingly important to the health of
much of rural America, disseminatingwidely
an increasing flow of research findings relative
to farm-associatedillnesses and accidents. As
a part of the University’s Medical School, the

had opportunitiesto relate the
medical aspects of injuries to their causes on
the farm. The Instituteincludes a comparative
medical section which researches animal diseases transmissibleto man and an environmental toxicology section which analyzes poisonous substances used on the farm.
In light of the present concern regarding
DDT and other pesticides and their pollutional
effects, it is interesting to note that the Institute as early as 1964 conducted basic research
concerning the effects of these widely used
agents. In late 1965, an “Iowa Community Pesticide Study Contract”was negotiated with the
U.S. Public Health Service to determine a community profile on the use of pesticides in a given area, to develop long-range retrospective
and prospective epidemiologicapproaches to
the effect of pesticides upon human health,
and to initiate a monitoring program of human
and animal tissues as well as samples from the
environment including plant tissues, soil, water, and air. A subcontractwas negotiated with
Institute has

Iowa State University, Ames, to assist in the
development of residue levels and illness of
domestic animals related to human beings.
These are ongoing studies and their findings to
date have prompted the Public Health Service
to request an expansion of the Instituteefforts.
The new Institute for Rural Environmental
Health at Colorado State University is mounting an interdisciplinary attack upon farm
health problems, through cooperation with
farm organizations, with the University’s Cooperative Extension Service, and with the
State Health Departmentand the Department
of Preventive Medicine at the University of
Colorado Medical Center in Denver. Particular
attention is being given to the disseminationof
the data from field and laboratorystudies of
farm health hazards.
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Initially, two sections were formed within
the Institute,one emphasizing Chemical Epidemiology— the study of possibly dangerous
chemical substances in the human and animal
environment — and the other Zoonotic Ecology — comparative medicine relative to diseases transmissiblefrom animals to humans.
Activities in Chemical Epidemiology are concerned with chemicals, food and feed additives, industrial process materials and other
environmentalpollutants and the possible
roles they play in human and animal health,
while the incidence of acute poisonings of all

types will be researched. Investigations are being

made

relative to the risk of zoonotic dis-

ease for rural residents—

as, for

example, the

danger from Rocky Mountain spotted fever
transmittedby ticks — as well as with respect
to disease common to man and animals but not
usually passed on from animals to man directly.

Some major

areas for future study by the In-

waste disposal
and of accident prevention. As an environ-

stitute include those of solid

mental health factor particularly significantin
Colorado where there is extensivecattle feeding, contributions by the Institutewith respect
to solution of the waste disposal problem will
be of maximal help to official health agencies.
After specific study projects on various
phases of farming begin to yield data on the
involved problems, there will be dissemination
of the information as well as related training
programs involving graduate students in the
several fields. Also a formal program of services eventuallywill be offered to professional and lay interest groups such as physicians,
veterinarians, and public health and agricultural personnel. Workshops will be held and
leaflets,bulletins, and audiovisual materials
will be distributed regarding a wide spectrum
of rural health hazards and their prevention.

Early in the fiscal year, a meeting at Foundation headquartersincluded the directors
ContinuingEducationestablished through
Foundation funding, as well as a number of other guests distinguished in the field and
some members of the Foundation staff.The Foundation has granted in excess of
$22 million to aid the facilities and programming of residentialCenters for Continuing
Education at the Universities of Chicago, Georgia, Nebraska,Notre Dame, and Oklahoma,
and at California State Polytechnic College (Kellogg Voorhis Campus at Pomona),
Columbia University, Michigan State University, Oxford University (England), and the
New England RegionalCenter located on the campus of the University of New Hampshire.
of all ten of the residentialCenters for

T TNPRECEDENTED TECHNOLOGY reshapes

Personal and
Professional
Retooling Through

Continuing
Education

OF

LJ adds or deletes vocations and also creates
leisure time demanding to be filled. Consequently, the age requires personal retooling,
be it job-oriented and/or cultural in nature.
The new technology also greatly affects the
professions,demanding the re-education of
their members in order to keep up with kaleidoscopic changes. Required, therefore, is professional retooling to enable many to remain
abreast of scientificadvances.
For some years, the Foundation has increasingly realized that the era calls for a vibrant
kind of learning, a refreshingbased on the
concept that learning is a lifelong process and
that to cope with life, communities and people
must have the desire and ability to change
19
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respective programs in resource development,

community college faculty inservice educaand performing arts, and gerontology.Programming at the Universities of
New Hampshire and Vermont also continued
to expand during the year and the New England Council for Continuing Education — made
up of the presidents of each of the six New
England state universities— was created and
given responsibility for determining policy and
overall direction of the New England Center.
Plans for the Continuing Education Center
at California State Polytechnic College, Pomona, to be known as “Kellogg West,” protion, the visual

ceeded with concurrent activity regarding

West

both programs and

facilities. The Kellogg

director, who

trained at the Foundation-

was

aided Center for Continuing Education at the
The Tower-in-the-trees residentialunit, pictured here,
a Learning Center, and an administration unit,
comprise phase one of the New England Center for
Continuing Education which was activated on the
campus of the University of New Hampshire
last October. Two more residentialtowers will be
added to the facility later.

University of Oklahoma, was appointed.
Working drawings of the project’s physical facility overlooking the Pomona campus progressed to actual bid-letting during the sum-

mer of 1969.
Columbia University’sCenter for Continuing Education further developed program

with the changing times. Hence for nearly forty years, continuing education has been an intrinsic part of many Foundation-assistedprograms and since 1951, Continuing (Capital C)
Education (Capital E) has alerted the public to
a new residential pattern of learning, defined

New England
Center/ 1965
(at University

of

New Hampshire)
Michk
Univei

University of
Chicago/1963

as:

University of

Nebraska/1961

“...continuingstudy by adults, utilizing periodic
learning experienceswithin a university environment and featuring a specially designed facility.”

University of

Notre Dame/1965

State
Polytechnic
College.
Kellogg-Voorhis/1968

California

University of

The ten, coast-to-coastFoundation-financed

Oklahoma/ 1962

Centers for Continuing Education and the nation’s more than eighty similar Centers which
reflect at least in part the influence of the pro-

totypes, all attest a road to learning which is
being traversed by hundreds of thousands of
adults annually.

The physical facility for the

New England

Center for Continuing Education on the University of

was

New Hampshire campus

at

Durham

activated last October. Four of the participating Universities, Maine, Massachusetts,
Connecticut, and Rhode Island, were given
new commitments by the Foundationduring
the year further to expand and improve their

Centers for ContinuingEducation established by the
universitiesthrough Foundation aid are

shown in

geographicspread on the above outline map of
the United States. One of the University Centers,
that at Oxford University in England,obviously
their

could not be

shown in

this illustration.

The

Foundation,over nearly a twenty-yearspan, has given
in excess of $22 million for the establishing and
programmingof university-sponsored
Continuing
Education Centers.
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plans in anticipation of the completion of the
physical facility now anticipated in 1970. Programs in international Continuing Education
were carried on under Center auspices in temporary quarters pending the building completion.

During fiscal 1969, a grant was made to Albion (Michigan) College to support the first
three years of a Continuing Education program. This grant is experimentalin that all other Kellogg Continuing Education grants have
been made to universities whereas Albion’s is
a pilot program centering on an undertakingby
a small, undergraduate,liberal arts college and
involving students and faculty in the life of the
community. A large country home donated to
the College will serve as a physical facility for
the new Center.

A Center for the Teaching Professions
Nearly 2V2 million dollars was granted by
May to aid Northwestern Universityover a six-year period to establish a Center for the Teaching Professions. The
new Center is being designed to develop and
evaluate methods and techniques to help university college professorsbecome more effecthe Foundation in late

tive teachers. It will also establish a

permanent

service to enable elementary and secondary
teachers to keep abreast of new developments
in instructionaltechniques and educational
technology. The Foundation’sgrant toward the
development of a senior staff and programs
and constructionsof a special facility will be
supplementedby at least $41/2 million to be

expended by Northwesternfor this first permanent program dedicated exclusively to Continuing Education for the improvement of
teaching. One and one-half million dollars of
the grant will go toward the total $3V2 million cost of the especiallyconstructed and
equipped facility to house this unique service
for the teaching professions. The Center, located on the Evanston, Illinois, campus is a
part of a new School of Education facility and
is within the University Social Science complex.

A Canadian Program to Improve Teaching
Late in the fiscal year, the Foundation agreed

Pictured are judges from various jurisdictions
emerging from one of many seminars conducted
annuallyby the Foundation-aidedNational College of
State Trial Judges. Growing out of initial Foundation
support of the predecessorJoint Committee for the
Effective Administrationof Justice,assistance by
the Kellogg and the Fleischmann Foundationsresulted
in the establishmentof the College. It is located on
the campus of the University of Nevada, serves
as a national clearing house for court and court
personnelmatters, and is becoming a major center
for judicialeducation.
to help the Ontario Institutefor Studies in Education in a national program for Canada to
improve teaching methods and curricula in the
professional schools through a comprehensive
project to assist Canadian university faculties
in assessing their own performance and to aid
individual professional schools of all kinds in
all parts of Canada in planning improvements.
The plan is the result of extensive preliminary
experience in testing and exploring aspects of
the project primarily with faculty members of
professionalschools at the University of Toronto. These innovative activities in professional education have involved faculty members associated with schools of law, architecture, engineering, social work, library science,
medicine, nursing, business administration
and urban planning. Out of these preliminary

grown a conviction that the Instimake an extremely important contri-

activities has

tute can

bution to the educationaleffectiveness of uniand can help to
improve the working relationships of professional societieswith each other and with institutions of post-secondary and higher education which will reinforce and improve professional education.
versity professionalschools
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The Foundation’s grant over a 30-month
period will supplement Institute resources to
inaugurate on a national scale this Canadian
effort to improve professional instruction and
develop institutionaland faculty commitments, organizations,and relationshipsthat
will ensure continuity and maximum effectiveness.

Continuing Education For

Community Health Workers
For the past four years, the Foundation has
supported the National Health Council in a nationwide project to help keep community
health workers abreast of new knowledge, developments, trends, and techniques in the
health field. The mechanism for accomplishing
this purpose is a system of coordinated,continuing education programs in suitable educational institutions strategicallylocated
throughout the country. The Council established this program in recognitionof the fact
that personnel in voluntary health agencies are
frequently not trained to carry out the community health functions their organizations
have undertaken. Many of these persons are
proficient in specialized areas but often do not
possess the skills or knowledge necessary in
dealing with a great variety of administrative
responsibilitiesin

community

health.

The Council’s continuingeducation program
provides a working milieu in which to exchange experiences, explore problems and discuss principles applicable to the broad field of
community health services. An increasing
number of educational institutions are being
involved in order to provide courses within
easy access of the personnel of the various
agencies.

Over the past four years, twelve

colleges

and universitiesand almost 1,000 students
have participated in courses on executive de-

velopment, community planning, school
health, communications,personnel management, and similar subjects. The experiencesto
date have indicated the value of this type of
national program, and the numbers of courses
and attendance are increasing at the expected
rate.

Continuing Education For
Hospital Echelons
The need

for

improved and expanded efforts

in continuing education has long been recognized by the Foundation in

many

fields, includ-

ing hospitals.The

personnel problem confronting hospitals is multi-faceted. There continue
to be acute shortages in various categories, especially in professional areas. Further there is

compared
wage scales, hours of
employment, and general employee benefits.
Consequently, hospitals in many communities
find it very difficult to compete effectively
still in

the hospital field a real lag as

to industry in terms of

.with industry in attracting personnel.
Hospitals have a two-pronged responsibility
in continuing education

—

to provide inservice

training for unskillednew

keep

employees and

to

personnel up-to-date in terms of continuing technologicaladvancements.

ACHA

all

Coordinates Continuing Education

Through Foundation

support, the

American

College of Hospital Administrators (ACHA)

is

strengthening and expanding its educational
activitiesin both the United States and Canada. A director of education has been appointed, as well as two regional coordinatorsin the
United States and one in Canada. A Committee on Education has been created, with representation not only from the College’s own
membership but also from the American Hospital Association and the Association of University Programs in Hospital Administration.
In some respects this group is acting as a coordinating force concerning continuing education activitiesof the three national agencies.

An interesting innovation introduced by the
College in 1968-69 was the presentationof a
new series of “Executive Skills Seminars.” In
structuring the seminars,the College arranged
with 15 universities to present 36 of these
three-day, intensive workshop sessions for
hospital administrators. To provide maximum
benefits to all participants, registrations are
limited to only 30 administratorsfor each seminar.

As originally conceived, the seminars were
designed to help the administratorincrease his
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competence as an executive by helping him
learn

how

to apply accepted managerial con-

cepts and improved techniques — not only in
his present position but as preparation for
greater responsibilities.About half of the seminars were presented by eight universities
which are affiliatedwith the Industrial Relations Center at the University of Chicago.
They offered one or more of four differentformally structured courses which had been prepared by the Industrial Relations Center and
which the College had reviewed and accepted
for the series.

keen interest by sister universities and other
concerned groups.
Canadian Council Develops Approaches

Foundation assistance has aided the establishment of the Western Canadian Council on
Education of Health Personnel. Membership is
comprised of the provincial hospital associations of Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba,
and Saskatchewan, the Canadian Hospital Association, and the University of Alberta. The
graduate program in educationfor hospital administration at the University of Alberta

is act-

ing as secretariat for the Council.

Program for Hospital DepartmentHeads

A highly innovative statewide continuing
education program for hospital department
heads is being undertaken by the University of
Missouri’sGraduate Program in Hospital Administration and the Extension Division. A
problem of real concern to hospitals is that department heads have usually not had the benefit of any formal preparationfor managerial
responsibilities. The University of Missouri
approach to this situation is by a combination
of working with community junior colleges
throughout the state in the development of appropriate courses and also by offerings on the
University campus itself. Hence, the University views its role as being both a “facilitator”
through its cooperation with community junior colleges and as a “doer” in conducting certain courses directly.
Specifically, the University works closely
with selected junior colleges in developing
their capabilities in the hospital-healthcare
area. This makes it possible for hospital department heads to obtain certain management
skills through courses provided in their own
communities. More specialized courses are being offered by the Universityof Missouri,e.g.
through a combination of correspondence
study and work given directly on the campus.
It is anticipated that the total enrollment in the
program — both junior college and on-campus
— will number in the several hundreds each
year. And as a comprehensiveapproach to a
vexing and ubiquitous problem in the hospital
field, the experiment is being followed with

The purpose of the Council is to develop
various approaches to the continuing education needs of Western Canadian hospitals.
Each province is initiatingcontinuing education programs, and considerationis being given to cooperativeefforts. For example, certain
institutesor programs are planned to be moved
from province to province. Other offeringswill
be tested in one area and subsequently made
available to sister council

members. In some

provinces, education directors have been retained by the respective associations and usually with a close relationship to a university,
i.e., a joint appointment.
A Multi-Faceted Approach

The “Hospital Continuing Education Projunder the auspices of the Hospital Research and Education Trust of the American
ect,”

Hospital Association,is receiving Foundation
aid for a nationwide effort to extend and to
strengthen continuing education in the hospital field.

As one effort to expand opportunities in continuing education for various categories of
hospital personnel, the Trust has entered into
agreements with seven graduate programs in
hospital administration.Through Foundation
funds, support has been provided to each center for its general program development in
continuing education.The university centers,
selected on a basis of geographical spread
throughout the country, are located at the Universities of Alabama, California, Michigan,
and Minnesota, and Columbia, Duke, and St.
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Louis Universities. Although Foundationaid

tional

for the Centers is terminating,

tinuing educationneeds of hospital executives,
particularlynuns. The three-week Summer
Program for Hospital Executive Development
at St. Louis continues to be the basic component of the Center’s continuing education

it is

anticipated

that the activitiesof each center will be substantially continued

by the sponsoring

uni-

versity.
In addition to the

Duke

Center’s traditional

programs structured to meet the con-

institute and conference approach to continu-

effort.

ing education, an in-depth on-campus type
program called the “Hospital Administrators

Through Foundation assistance to the Trust,
several university programs in hospital administrationhave been enabled to establish
residential-correspondence
courses for hospital administrators. Institutionspresently aided
are Alabama, California, Minnesota, and Trinity College of San Antonio.
The format of the offering by each is substantially the same, consisting of an initial
two weeks on campus, followed by a series
of correspondencelessons extending over
eight to nine months, and concluded by another two-week period at the university. Reception by the field has been excellent, with full
class enrollments.Consideration is now being
given by the Trust as to how this program
concept may be extended to benefit many more
hospitals and related health facilities.
A major aspect of the Hospital Continuing
Education Project has related to helping individual hospitals develop and improve “inhouse” inservice training programs. During the

Management Improvement Program” is now
being offered. The course begins with a fiveday on-campus session, followed by eleven
two-day sessions at monthly intervals and concludes with a final five-day meeting.
In 1968, the Universityof California Center
continued to conduct a variety of programs
for the hospital and nursing home fields. The
keystone of its effort is the “Basic Course in
Administration” (correspondence-residential)
which is offered on different campuses of the
University and also in collaboration with other
colleges outside of California.
The hospital supervisory training program
initiated at the University of Minnesota during prior years with cooperating colleges remains active in Minnesota and in South Dakota and with the addition of St. Martin’s
Junior College in Rapid City. The “Health Services Administrators Development Program”
at the University of Alabama continues to
flourish. Interest in this one-year, extensiontype program continueshigh.
The major programming activity of the Columbia University Center continues to be the
Management Development Course for hospital
department heads, designed with a residentialcorrespondence format over a one-year period.
Seminars for executive directors of state hospital associationsand hospital directors of
volunteers are also being conducted.
The thrust of the University of Michigan
Center’s activitiesis directed at the development of a series of one-week intensivesummer courses on technical management subjects. Four such courses were given in 1969,
including two subject areas included for the
first time: “Unit Management — the Organization of Patient Care” and “Reimbursement
Matter of Public Policy.” The St. Louis University Center focused on providing educa-

—

project’s initial years, intensive staff work

was

done on such development, including extensive new materials and guides. Beginning in
1967, a series of regional training conferences
have been held across the nation to bring’ directly to the field the recommendations and
conclusions. By the end of January, 1970, hospitals in all states plus British Columbia and
Manitoba will have had the opportunity to
send individuals to at least one of these conferences. Hospitals have expressed real interest in expanding their inserviceeducation
programming beyond the traditional area of
nursing. It is expected that this growth will
continue.

One

of the most promising recent undertak-

ings of the Trust’s total continuing education
relates to support being given to nine state hospital associationsand one regional hospital
group for the retention of full-time educational directors.Initial Foundation funding was for
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only three such programs, but the impact in
these states was so great that the Foundation
agreed to aid six additional states for a multistate effort. Six state hospital associations
Delaware, Florida, Iowa, Virginia, Wisconsin,
and Ohio (working with the Cleveland Hospital Council) — and the New England Hospital
Assembly have been added to the earlier states
of Arizona, Arkansas, and Louisianain receiving Foundation assistance for an associationwide continuingeducation program. Although
in each of the projects the main emphasis has
been on continuingeducation needs, the states
have been encouraged to develop programming in the directions judged most desirable
by the associationsand their constituencies.
As a result, the activitieshave varied among
the states in terms of purpose, emphasis, and

—

organizations and agencies. Another goal is to
strive for continuity and depth in program offerings to prevent fragmented,“one-shot”presentations. A major effort is also taking place
in

working toward the formation of

a state co-

ordinating agency for such education. Finding

ways and means

to evaluate continuing

educa-

tion for nurses is, and will continue to be, a

major considerationof program staff.
Built into the program, and representing one
of its most important aspects, is faculty development at the MSU School of Nursing. This
has been accomplished by recruiting educationally qualified faculty and by a development program designed for current faculty
members so that they may gain the expertise
necessary to function as practitioners and educators.

Probably the most important single source of
information distributedis a bibliography of
reference materials which is expanded and updated on a regular basis. Requests for copies
of the bibliographyamount to more than 1,000

One interestingapproach to faculty development is the faculty inceptorship. The inceptorship or introduction to the field was developed
in response to the persistent shortage of wellprepared faculty which often resulted in the
appointment to facultiesof young, baccalaureate graduates inadequatelyprepared for teaching. This led to frustration and dissatisfaction
and a loss to the profession. The new approach
provides for recent baccalaureate graduates
upon employment to receive guided teaching
responsibility and an opportunity to practice
their nursing skills in one of the School’s cooperating agencies. Appointments are from
two to four quarters and only candidates eligible for graduate school are considered.In
this way, each young prospective teacher is introduced to the role of the faculty member in

inquiries per year.

the collegiateschool of nursing prior to starting

scope.

Under

the national program, several

“dem-

onstration” undertakingshave been instituted.
The Universityof Rochester has received support for a “Clearinghouse on Health Facility
Self-Instructional Materials,” which is now in
its third year of operation. Increasingly, it has
grown from a regional to a national, and now
to an establishedinternational exchange for
information on individualizedinstruction for
health personnel education. The Clearinghouse
collects and annotates research abstracts and
educational materials for reporting to the field.

her graduate studies.

Continuing Education In Nursing
Now

in its

second year

of operation, a state-

wide continuing education project of the
School of Nursing at Michigan State University (MSU) is assessing program activitiesand
considering approachesand techniques that
can be used to meet the needs of Michigan
nurses. One of the objectives is to avoid duplication of continuing education programs already in existence, this by coordinating its
efforts with statewide professional nursing

ADN Demonstration Program
The growth of Associate Degree Nursing
(ADN) programs has been so rapid that faculty
preparationfor these two-year schools has not
been able to keep pace. The result is that many
Associate Degree faculty members lack the
formal training necessary for their positions.
To supplement formal educationprograms, the
Foundation has supported a demonstration
center in Associate Degree education at Manatee Junior College in Florida. The original
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funding was for two years but the need was
a second commitment was
made for an additional two years terminating
in 1969. The purpose of the Manatee demonstration center has been to provide a real-life
laboratory where newly appointed faculty can
observe and participate in an ongoing technical
nurse education program. Priority is given to
Associate Degree faculty but State Board of
Nursing representativesalso attend the sessions as well as representatives from graduate
programs in nursing. Each year of the program
has seen a substantial increase in the number
of requests to participate in the study visits.
In 1969, the study-visit sessions were attended
by over sixty persons from all sections of the
country.
still so great that

Retooling to Heighten Rural

Leadership
A

Farmers’ Study Program was initiated by
Michigan State University with Foundation
help in 1965 to address a concern among agricultural leaders that farmers, despite a growing
technical and managerial sophistication, are
lacking in liberal arts and social science
knowledge and the understanding necessary
effectively to influencechange in today’s ur-

and involvement in their local
communities. The groups are limited in numparticipation

ber to thirty participants each.
Principal media for the training are study institutesduring the winter months on the campus of Michigan State University, and summer
study institutes (with wives participating) at
selected sites around the State of Michigan.
The subject matter is selected from a variety of
areas, with the purpose of broadening the individual’s intellectualbase in order that he may
become better equipped to analyze and deal
with problems at the local, state, and national
levels.

Emphasis is given to politicalscience, sociology, economics,communications,philosophy, and the arts. Classroom experienceis supplemented through traveling seminars carefully planned and supervised by faculty — during
the first year within the State of Michigan, national travel in the second year, and a program
of international travel during the third year.
While time alone can document the effectiveness of this concentrated program of leadership development, certain indicators of success are the following:
1. The attrition rate from the groups has
been minimal.
2. The participants have been very well received by cooperatingindividuals and or-

banized and industrialized society. The need
for enlightenedfarm and agricultural spokes-

men

is

particularly critical at a time

when

agri-

culture’s position within the nation’s socio-

economic structureis rapidly changing. The
Farmers’ Study Program represents one approach toward helping the growth of young
leaders in the agricultural sector.
Participants in the program are chosen

from

a list of nominations submitted by leaders in

the rural sector, followed by on-farm visits
made by University faculty members as another step in the selection process. Ranging from
25 to 35 years of age, they are successful farm
businessmen committed to agriculture as their

means of livelihood, and have demonstrated an interest in public affairs through

chief

ganizations.

Many

of the young farmers have subsequently become more involved in public
affairs and community activities at the local and state level, some directly because
of their association with the program.
4. Recognized agricultural and political
leaders in the State of Michigan have
made favorable appraisal of the program
because of the increased participation in
community affairs and the sense of mature responsibility they find in the par3.

ticipants.
In June, 1969, the Foundation

made a sup-

plementary grant to enable Michigan State University to admit a fifth group to the study
program.

rriHE PROFESSIONSand the public
-L nize the necessity of creating

alike recog-

new

patterns

for the delivery of health services. People are

becoming much more sophisticated in their expectationsfrom the health care system and
have indicatedwillingness to pay reasonable
charges for the desired services — although becoming increasingly concerned about the quality and cost. Physicians, public health personnel, hospital administrators, nurses, and dentists are generally in accord regardingthe desirability of a comprehensive reorganization of

ways that health services are delivered
Americans and their communities.
the

to

Shortages of personnel dictate the necessity
for the increased output and better utilization
of all health and medical manpower. The increased use of health care teams supported by
technical and vocational auxiliaries is prominent in today’s arena of activities and is tending to free the time of professionalsfor the
more complicated decisionsin diagnosisand
treatment.

Concern for the improved delivery of medand nursing care is not
new to the Foundation. Over the years, there
have been many commitments for activities
designed to overcome shortages in health
personnel and to meet the problem of rising
costs, while at the same time maintaininghigh
quality health services and increasing the efficiency of their delivery to the people.
ical, dental, hospital,

Health technicians are a vital part of the health care
team. Accordingly,the Foundation is aiding
the Association for the Schools of the Allied Health
Professions organized in early 1967 to relate allied
health training programs to the nation’s health
manpower considerations. Additional funds are for
the development of new training programs as well as
for the preparation of instructors for the field.
Pictured is the training of medical emergency
technicians in a program at New York City
Community College.

Medical Profession
Looked To For Leadership
In the medical field, the Foundation currently

New

Patterns

For The Delivery
Of Health Services

is assisting three schools with studies and demonstrationsto improve the organizationand
provision of health services to the public and
to reduce the cost of such services. The medical profession is being looked to for leadership, and medical education is committed to
devote careful attention to developing and implementing health plans to meet society’s
needs. These responsibilitiesare being carried
out concurrentlywith the programs to prepare
more and better physicians. Organizations
within the profession have specificallyindicat-
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ed the responsibility of medical schools for
providing models and demonstrations of how
health care can best be delivered.
The problems of maintaining quality and effectiveness of health services and making them
more generally available to the public at a reasonable cost require the full participation of
the medical schools of the country. The three
schools working in this area, with Foundation
support, have this as a general major objective.
Experimental Programs at Washington University
In a
at the

new Division of Health Care Research
Washington UniversitySchool of Medi-

cine (St. Louis), Foundation support is facilitating plans for two different types of experiments in medical group practice. One is
concerned with a practice housed in the Washington University Clinics facility, and designed
to care for 400-500 families. This program is
devising ways to provide continuity of patient
care, care for families as units, and to utilize
medical center facilities and personnel, with a
minimum of duplication. Particularly is it
studying the effectiveness of health-caresystems in different populations,relating cost to
quality. The group is staffed by a variety of
specialists,all holding teaching appointments
in the University hospital.
The second experiment is being carried on
within a low-income community in the south
central part of St. Louis. A group practice
seeks to provide for the people not only home
and office care but also to combine the program with in-hospital services. The objectives
are to assess the costs, effectiveness, and patient satisfaction provided by this experimental model of service. The area will also serve
to provide field training in various paramedical
skills.

Another major responsibility of the Division
is the participation in Foundation-aided plans
to improve the ambulatory care facilities of the
medical school and associated hospitals. Under way are developmentsto study applications of computer science to medical histories
and records, improvementof emergency rooms
in hospitals, and patient perceptions of the
medical care they are receiving.

Duke Looks

Duke

to the

Community

University’s Medical School is upgrad-

ing health services through the increased co-

operation and interchange between the Uniand practicing physi-

versity Medical Center
cians of the

Durham community.

Foundation funds are assisting the establishment of a Physician Support Center with one
office at the teaching hospital and the other in
the Durham metropolitan area. Staff in these
centers are providing liaison between the faculty and practitioners.A major goal is to find
new ways for continuing education involving
medical practitioner participation on a day-today basis. The Center is also providing consultative information on special procedures
and laboratory services,as well as bibliographic service related to use of the Medical Center
Library.

Cooperative clinical research is being facilitated by the pooling of the efforts of physicians

and the faculty,utilizing specialized
consultants for special studies. It is hoped,
through this system, to create an environment
in which innovativetechniquescan be tried for
improving medical education and practice. A
goal is to bring about new organizational patterns which will be useful in conserving physicians’ time and in improving the quality of patient care. These centers represent only the
first of several sequential steps by the University’s Department of Community Health Science to establish a community effort to solve
vexing health problems such as easy patient
access to medical care, better care for indigent
groups, and better utilization of health facilities and personnel.
in practice

USC

Seeks Better Medical Care Delivery

Assistance to the University of Southern
California School of Medicine

is

largely for ex-

periments with organizational patterns for the
delivery of medical care to the public. This
School is using Foundation funds to bolster its
already strong program of postgraduate and
continuingeducation of physiciansin the area.
Through these educational instrumentsof
change, it is hoped an improved medical care
delivery system will be developed by and
closely related to the practicing physicians of
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the community. There exists a need for greater
involvement of the practicing physician as a
planner and it is hoped that this pilot demonstration will evolve into a system in which
physicians will take leadershiproles and
where there will be give-and-takeregarding
the changing nature of the practice of medicine
and the importance of transition of individual
effort to more cooperativeplanning and action.
Small study groups of area physicians are
being established in community hospitals,with
meetings several times each week for discussions of problems related to patient care. Included are reviews of scientific experienceand

new

learning

methods as

related to the day-to-

day activitiesof the practicing physician.

To Bolster Hospital
Productivity and Quality
becoming increasingly apparent that hosmust aggressivelyseek more effective
ways and means of achieving a greater degree
of integration and coordination. There are two
It is

pitals

dimensions

to this question

—

one concerning

costs and productivity; the other, quality.
Authorities in the field believe that to attain
a more viable system of hospital care, hospitals
must be brought together in some more meaningful fashion. It is now also a consensus that
a root of the problem is simply the fact there
are “too many” hospitals in the country, and
with a consequent too great duplication of
service and effort. This duplication is believed
to result in lower productivity and higher
costs, and frequently poor care.
It is, therefore, perhaps not surprising that
in some communities actual mergers of hospitals are now occurring. It is estimatedthat over
20 such mergers in the United States, ranging
from those involving teaching centers to very
small rural hospitals, were effected in the past
year. In many other areas, discussionsare under way as to how hospitals may achieve benefits of consolidationand sharing short of actual merger.
Very much needed are more demonstrations
of cooperativeaction. As part of its concern related to this problem, the Foundation has assisted over the years many cooperativeproj-

ects in the hospitals field. In 1969, the

Founda-

tion continued to assist several programs
whose major thrust is to undertake a collaborative activity that will be of benefit to many
hospitals directly,and which indirectly represents examples that will be helpful to the field
at large for replication.

Manitoba Develops Hospital Information System
Since 1964 the Manitoba Hospital Associabeen assisted by the Foundation in the
development of an experimentalmultiple hospital information system. The purpose of the
program is to develop centralized data procestion has

sing (initially in behalf of 14 pilot hospitals) of
hospital accounting and financial information

and also for some aspects of medical records.
As systems and programs are satisfactorilydeveloped and tested in the pilot group, the project will be extended to all hospitals in the province desiring to participate.

Several provincial hospital associations,
government agencies, and individual hospitals,
have communicatedwith and visited the Manitoba project. Not only has there been an expression of agreement with the Association’s
approach to hospital utilization of computer
equipment, but also, similar development is beginning to occur elsewhere in Canada, frequently using experience and information
available from Manitoba.

HAS Now

National in Scope

In the 1950s the Foundation provided initial
aid to Hospital AdministrativeServices

which

is

now

(HAS)

a national hospital financial and

statistical reporting service. From a very

mod-

beginning in its initial field testing in Colorado, Nebraska, and South Dakota, the project
presently reaches nearly 3,000 hospitals
throughout the country. Participating hospitals
submit a monthly statement relating to finance
and other operating data, and in return, receive
a detailed report comparing hospitals’ performance with similar sized institutions,both
regionally and nationally. In addition, a further
refinement is available, Cost Allocation Procedure, or CAP, which provides members with
est

a detailed cost

pay

a

modest

breakdown.Member hospitals
based upon their bed ca-

fee, as
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tional operation and there probably is no other
voluntary program in the hospitals field having
such potentialityfor the direct improvementof
health care for the

American people.

The standards for accreditationhave

Since the Commission on Professional and Hospital
Activitieswas organized in 1953, the Foundation has
made several grants to aid its programming and
facilities. The Commission’s Professional Activities
Study (PAS) supplies a battery of information
concerninghospitals and patient care and its Medical
Audit Program (MAP) facilitates in-depth appraisals
of hospital medical practices.More than 1,100
hospitals are serviced by the two components.
Pictured is a seminar in the “kiva” portion of the
new headquartersin Ann Arbor, Michigan.

evolved from years of experienceand observation of those hospital practiceswhich have
proved consistent with high quality patient
care. Approximately 5,000 of the nation’s 7,200
hospitals have requested surveys by Commission teams and eventually have received accreditation.

The Commission

is in a position

to influence the organization

favorably

and operations of

hospitals and will use Foundation funds to expedite the careful field testing and

implemen-

tation of evolving standards as well as a concurrent educationalprogram directed to physi-

pacity. CAP has

now been accepted by

the So-

Administrationas meeting one of
the requirements for hospitals’ participation
under Medicare.
During the past year, Foundation funds have
been utilized to strengthen and to expand the
educational activities of the program and to
contract for the production of case study material involving HAS type data. The thrust has
been to increase the abilitiesof hospital top
and middle management personnel to use financial and statistical data as tools to assist in
more effective administration. This aim is being met through the development of special
programs for member hospitals and increasing
participation in the institute program of the
American Hospital Association and other organizations. Because of the emphasis on cost
containment programs engendered by federal
health programs and the recent rapid increases
in personnel expenses,the HAS education programs have been increasingly accepted by participants and others.
cial Security

Accreditation Favorably Affects Hospitals

During fiscal 1969, a two-year grant was
made to the Joint Committee on the Accreditation of Hospitals to upgrade its standards for
accrediting health care institutions within the

United States. With its entirely voluntary program, the Joint Commission establishes standards encompassing many aspects of institu-

cians and hospitals and intended to correct a

Commission standards as a “ceiling” and not as a “floor.”
In mid-March of 1969, the Foundation made
a two-year grant to the Canadian Council on
Hospital Accreditation to aid the Council’s
continuing efforts to reconstructand upgrade
its nationwide program for the voluntary achospital tendency to regard

creditation of

Canadian hospitals. The Foun-

dation’s funds are being used to implement the
findings of recent special appraisals of the pro-

gram conducted in Canada since 1959 and will
permit further operationalstudies to improve
standards for hospital accreditation.
The new effort will permit a complete analysis of the Council’s standards for health care
administration, pointing to those necessary to
be revised as matters of urgent public interest.
The expanded and improved activitiesshould
have great effect upon patient care in Canada’s
more than 1,500 hospitals and especially in the
smaller institutions.It is contemplated that by
the end of the second year of Foundation assistance, the Canadian organization will be
able to take over in entirety the operational
costs of the enlarged program.

Nursing Role In Delivery Of
Health Services
The National Commission for the Study of
Nursing and Nursing Education, charged with
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responsibility for delineating the role of nurs-

project seeks to effect changes in the School

ing in health services, is completing its second

and in the UniversityHospitals of Cleveland
so that students and staff can practice in an environment conducive to continued learning,
the promotion of research activities, and the

year of operation. An outgrowth of the report
of the 1963 Surgeon General’s Consultant
Group on Nursing, the Commission was established as an autonomous agency by the American Nurses’ Association (ANA) and by the
National League for Nursing (NLN). A twoyear commitment made by the Kellogg Foundation was matched by the Avalon Foundation and additional funds were received
from an anonymous donor. The Commission is
independent of nursorganizedgroups.
During its second year, the multi-funded
Commission has narrowed its inquiry to three
specific areas: nursing roles and functions;
nursing education and its institutions; and
nursing careers, includingrecruitment, retention, and economic rewards. A final report, including recommendations, is expected in early
1970 and should have important implications
for the future of Nursing in this country.
carrying out

its activities

ing associations

and

of other

DecentralizingNursing Education

Almost four years ago, the School of Nursing
of Case Western Reserve University began a
demonstration project to decentralize nursingservice education and research. The five-year

improvementof

patient care.

Realignments have been made in the organizational structureof the University and its
School of Nursing, and in the University Hospitals, so that the traditionalgap between nursing education and nursing service is narrowing. At the same time, new roles are developing
for professionalnurses and their supporting
personnel. Improvement in the delivery of
health care is being attained through the effective collaboration of professionals, administrators, and auxiliaries.
A conference at Case Western Reserve University to report on progress was attended by
more than one hundred nurses and administrators from the United States and Canada. Reported by the program were accomplishments
in recruiting and retaining staff, collaboration
between the various health field echelons, and
improvement in nursing care. A scientificassessment is underway and will include an evaluation of patient care as seen by physicians,
nurses, and patients.The results of this assessment, which will be disseminated,will be critical to the success of the demonstration and its
general acceptance by nurses, administrators,
physicians, and trustees.
Identifying Nursing Functions

At the University of Florida the College of
Nursing is completing the second year of a role
demonstrationprogram. The purpose is to
identify the patient care functions of baccalaureate and associatedegree graduates and
their relationships to each other. This is a timely project

because no definitivejob description

for the two-year graduate,a technical nurse,
The National Commission for the Study of Nursing
and Nursing Educationhas completed its second year
of reviewingand delineating the role of nursing in
health services,and a report shortly will be issued to
the nation. In the picture and discussing a model
curriculumare shown Nursing Advisory Panel
members Dr. Jeanne Berthold of the School of Nursing
at Case Western Reserve University, Dr. Luther
Christman,Dean of Vanderbilt University
School of Nursing, and Dr. Jerome Lysaught, Director
of the Commission.

has been developed, and yet of all nursing education efforts, associate degree programs
have shown the most rapid growth, particularly in the South. In addition,the definitive
American Nursing Association position paper
on nursing education advocates a two-level
preparationfor nurses; namely, baccalaureate
and associate degree. This position paper in-
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fluenced the growth of the two-year schools
and the gradual decrease in the number of diploma programs. Now the nursing profession
must define the roles that these two levels of
nurse training should fulfill in relation to nursing service.

The initial step in the Foundation-aided role
demonstration program in Florida was to designate one of the medical floors at the University Hospital as a demonstration unit and to
staff it with baccalaureate and associatedegree nurses. Next there was the decision to relieve these nurses of as many nonessentialduties as possible. For instance, a unit manager
was assigned to assume all managerial functions including supervision of floor clerks.
Pharmacy services were decentralized and two
pharmacists were assigned to the demonstration unit to process drug orders and to prepare
drugs for the nurses to dispense.
One of the techniques employed by the baccalaureate nurses on the demonstration unit is
the nursing history or assessment of the patient. This is a written appraisal, from a nursing standpoint of the patient’ssocial and
medical characteristics.On the basis of the appraisal, nursing goals are established and nursing orders are designed to reach these goals,
with the activities of the associate degree graduate stemming from these written nursing orders. The nursing history as a tool is the key to
role differentiation,and through this approach
it is

hoped

specificallyto identify the respec-

tive patient care responsibilitiesof the baccalaureate and associate degree graduates.

A

Federation of World Health Foundations

A

year grant over a four-yearperiod
will aid the Federation of World Health Foundations in its general operationsand in its efforts to establish and implement world health
foundations in a number of countries. Since
the Foundation’s initial grant to aid the creation of the Federationin 1967, this organization
headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland, has developed a global program for the improvement
of health in the various continents. Several international assemblies of the Federation have
considered a broad framework of health profiscal

grams — national health planning; the development of more adequate health manpower; the
improvement of man’s environment; the control of diseases; the betterment of nutrition;
the increase of knowledge through research;
and the encouragement of population planning.

The United States, Switzerland,the United
Kingdom, Canada, and Iran have formed foundations and have affiliatedwith the Federation, while India, Italy, Japan, The Netherlands, Pakistan, Peru, Sweden, and West Germany are currently in the process of creating
additionalunits. Explorations with a similar
goal are in progress in thirteen other countries.

Internationalhealth leaders, including the

World Health Organization (WHO)

agree that

the social force of business and industry

may

favorably express itself through health foundations in the various countries. These organizations can carry on the necessary fund raising and the developmentof programs in collaboration with WHO and national units so
that local resources can be employed more effectively for the solution of health problems.
And the export through these foundations to
other countries of the U.S. philosophy of voluntary giving is also recognized as desirable.

Of Dental Auxiliaries
In Health Services

Utilization

The shortage of dental personnel,in the face
of a growing public demand for dental services, is one of the more critical components
of the health manpower problem today in the
United States. The effective use of auxiliary
workers (dental assistants,hygienists, and laboratory technicians) has been shown to aug-

ment

substantially the practicing dentist’s ca-

pacity to serve people and offers real promise

as one means of

alleviating the personnel
shortage in this field. As a pilot effort in Canada to stimulate wider acceptance of this concept, the University of Toronto Faculty of Dentistry, with Foundation aid, has incorporated
into its regular curriculum a plan for teaching
its dental students how to use chair-side assistants effectively.

The

teaching is done in an eight-chair clinic
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of the dental school especially equipped for
“four-handed, sit-down dentistry.”Experienced, full-time assistants are employed for
this purpose and the students are assigned to
the special clinic for several weeks during their
senior year, for intensive training in the methods and procedures involved in the efficient
use of the assistant.
The program at Toronto, initiated four years
ago, has already had a definiteimpact on dental practice in the Ontario area, with a followup survey showing that nearly all recent graduates who participated in the program while in
dental school have employed assistantsin
their practice and are following the work simplification proceduresthat they learned in
school. The program has also been extended to
practitioners in the area, through continuing
education courses. The Toronto experience has
been disseminated to all Canadian dental
schools, with the result that most of the other
schools have initiated similar activities as a
part of their teaching programs.

Improving Health Services
In Latin

America

Some of the medical schools in Latin America have attained a position of leadership in
medical education so that they are able to help
the development of similar institutionsin their
surrounding region. In most cases this progress
has resulted, in part, from programs to which
the Foundationhas provided cooperative financial assistance. An outstandingexample of
a medical school that has attained this kind of
leadership is that of the University of Antioquia in Medellin,Colombia. In 1965, the Pan
American Sanitary Bureau (PASB) helped that
school draw up plans to establish a program of
graduate training for medical educators, so that
Medellin could serve as a training and education center for faculty members from other
Latin American medical schools. The Foundation then made a five-year commitment for this
program which was begun in May, 1966.
The Pan American Sanitary Bureau also participates in this program by awarding fellowships to medical educators for training in Medellin and by providing expert counsel and

guidance for the general conduct of the program, in close consultation with the Foundation.

This effort for
ing

its

improvementis now complet-

fourth year and has been successful not

only in providing training for medical educators as planned but also in stimulating continuous improvementin the quality of all instruction within the medical center itself.
The medical center of the University of Nuevo Leon in Monterrey, Mexico, is a similar
example of progressivedevelopment in which
Foundation assistance has helped build up a
remarkable momentum.
The Foundation made a five-year commitment in 1967 to help the Medical School in
Monterrey to establish a graduate program for
the training of Latin American medical educators. As in Medellin, the program in Monterrey
is assisted by PASB through the assignment of
consultants and awards of fellowships for
trainees, and the development of improved facilities for graduate training is simultaneously
contributingto the general progress of the
medical center as an educational institution.
A plan for the reorganizing and upgrading of
the University School of Nursing and the nursing services of the University Hospital was put
into effect in June, 1968, with assistance from
the Foundation under a supplementary fouryear commitment and with the guidance of
consultantsprovided by the Foundation and
by PASB. In addition, the Universitysubmitted a proposal for a program of continuingeducation for medical practitioners to serve the

Mexico (Sonora, Chihuahua, Durango, Coahuila,Nuevo Leon, and
six northeastern states of

Tamaulipas),which comprise 42 percent of the
area of the country and a population of over
7,000,000. The Foundationmade a five-year
commitment in February, 1969, to help implement this interesting plan, which is both a supplement to and an extension of the program of
graduate training for medical educators.
A frequentlycited example of the benefits
of Foundation assistance is the Medical School
of the University of El Valle, in Cali, Colombia,
which has had considerablesupport from the
Kellogg and Rockefeller Foundations with
gratifying results. The assistancebeing pro-
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vided

present by the Kellogg Foundation is
five-year commitment for a regional
program of clinical pathology. This has helped
improve the facilities for teaching and service
in clinicalpathology in the medical center in
Cali, and includes the establishment and suat

under a

pervision of clinical laboratories in the principal hospitals of six nearby cities.

Pathology departments are also being assisted in two other medical schools at present, at
the Universityof Pernambuco in Recife and at
the University of Bahia, both in Brazil. The
program at the University of Bahia includes
Kellogg assistance for the Departments of
Pharmacology and Pathology. In both these Departments,men who recently had U.S. training
as Kellogg Fellows are putting their newly acquired knowledge to use in improving the departmental organizationand the methods of
instruction. The Department in Recife, like the
one in Cali, conducts a program of regional significance, since it trains pathologistsfor the
surrounding area and maintains a continuing
close contact with them. Through visits and
consultations by the competent staff, which includes four Kellogg Fellows, the pathologists
in that region receive help in improving their
programs of service and education.

Aiding Pan American Federation
of Medical Schools
In a

program of

potential benefit to all the

medical schools of Latin America, the Foundation is providing assistance for the Pan American Federation of Associations of Medical
Schools under a four-year commitment. Part of
the assistance

is for

the general activities of the

Federation and part for

its special project of

American medical
and
administrativepatterns of these schools. The
data obtained in that program will be helpful
operational studies of Latin

schools; that

is,

studies of the operational

weaknesses and problems of such
medical schools, and in determining the most
suitable ways of guiding them in their plans
for development and improvement.
In its general activities, the Federation has
been of help to its member institutionsand to
the progress of medical education by promoting the strengtheningof national associations
of medical schools, collaboratingin conferences on matters related to various aspects of
medical education, and publishing a bulletin of
informationconcerning activities and developments of special interest.
The commitment to the Federation also included funds to help establish and maintain a
in analyzing

To Develop Community Medicine

Under commitments made in 1967 to

the

University of Chile, in 1969 to the Catholic
University and the University of Concepcion,
also in Chile, the Foundation is assisting the
development of programs of instructionin
community medicine. The program of community medicine at the Universityof Chile has
now been functioning for nearly three years
and is proceeding well. It is incorporatedinto
all years of the curriculum so that the concepts
of community medicine are taught together
with the other aspects of medical science and
patient care. The other two programs, at the
Catholic University and the Universityof Concepcion, began in 1969, and it is expected that
they will have a similar importance in supplying a new dimension to the medical curriculum. All three programs have guidance from
the Pan American Sanitary Bureau.

new Intensive Care unit in
the San Juan de Dios Hospital, Bogota, Colombia,
received its first patient.By the end of the year, five
additional intensive care units started functioning in
major teaching hospitals within Brazil, Chile, Costa
Rica, Peru, and Venezuela.It is hoped that these
experimentaldemonstrations,
aided jointlyby the
Foundation and the Pan American Sanitary Bureau,
will make a significantcontribution to
patient care in Latin American hospitals.

In the Spring of 1969, the
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branch office in Brazil which is subsidiaryto
the headquarters in Colombia. The Brazilian
office has helped lay the groundwork for a series of activitiesthat will help to coordinate
the progress of schools in all the health fields
and promote the accomplishment of their common objectives. As one phase of this effort, the
Foundation is helping to establish in Rio de
Janeiro the office of the Associate Secretary of
the Latin American Associationof Faculties of

as naturally fluoridated waters, diets, differing

temperatures,and the like. A PAHO questionnaire regardingthe current status of fluoridation is helping to provide baseline data for all
the countries.
It is

hoped

that the overall program as

it

con-

grow
most Latin American na-

tinues will help fluoridation of water to
in appeal

and

that

tions will eventually endorse and promote the
practice.

Dentistry.
Dental Education in Latin America
Latin

A

American Fluoridationof Water
grant by the Foundation late in 1966

was

to match an amount simultaneouslyprovided
by the Pan American Sanitary Bureau (PASB)
to finance a four-year program to encourage the
fluoridation of public water supplies in Latin
American countriesfor the control of dental
caries.

Because of differing governmental structures
and cultures, and the fact that most public water systems in Latin America are administered
by federal governments, educational programs
and demonstrations are being directed in large
part to governmental departments concerned
with public health and welfare. Collaborating
in such demonstrations are personnel from
PASB, the first international agency of health
actively to promote fluoridation in countries of
the world.
The first steps in the program were to educate PASB staff and native sanitary engineers
to work with dentists, public health, and governmental officials to provide the necessary
leadershipfor the movement. Special courses
and considerableother program activity have
taken place in a number of the Latin American
nations. In addition, engineers, dentists, mining engineers, and architects are being used to
give technical advisory service to implement
fluoridation of water in Latin America. There
go forward the developmentof methodology,
the exploring of techniques, and research with
simplified equipment adequate for small operations. Particularly in the research field does
this represent “starting from scratch,” for there
are no existent data with regard to safe fluoridation levels when related to particular characteristics of Latin American countries, such

Latin American dental schools that have had
Foundation aid also demonstrate,like the medical schools, the cumulative force of a series of
grants of assistance. The situations are, in fact,
very similar and the accomplishments of cadres of Kellogg Fellows in each institutionhave
the same energizing and catalytic effect.
One of the outstanding examples of this
progress is the Dental School of the University
of Antioquia in Medellin, Colombia, where the
Medical School has also benefited from the
progress that can come with capable, energetic
leadership, as described in the foregoingpart
of this report. The two Schools share the same
basic science departments and central library
and, of course, the UniversityHospital.
The Foundation is assistingthe teaching program of preventivedentistry and the course to
train dental assistants at the School in Medellin, under two five-year commitments made in
1965. The program in preventive dentistry has
been developed in such a manner that it has
set the pace for all of Latin America.
In an interesting extension of the program,
the School has used some of the funds provided under the Foundation’s commitment for a
course to train dental nurses, who perform
some of the procedures of operative dentistry
under the supervision of dentists. This is an
experimentalproject, unique in Latin America,
to demonstrate the usefulness of this type of
personnel in supplementing dental manpower
resourcesand in extending the scope of dental
care and education in preventive dentistry,
making it available to a broader segment of the
population.
The course for regular dental assistants,as
distinguishedfrom the dental nurses, is given
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in ten

months;

last year ten

students complet-

now employed either in
dental services elsewhere. Ac-

lation to the relevant aspects of the other sub-

ed the course and are

jects.

the School or in

they apply to clinical problems and treatments

tually they receive training to be a combination of assistant

and

hygienist, so that each

graduate can function in both capacities.Dental students work with the assistant-hygienists
during the last semester of their training to
emphasize the team concept in dental practice.
Two other leading dental schools in Latin
America that have made especially good use of
Foundation assistance are those of the University of San Carlos, Guatemala and of the University of Costa Rica. Aided by a four-year
commitment of the Foundationin 1968, the
Dental School in Guatemala is establishing a
new program of instruction under a reorganized curriculum.
Under the new plan, there is a complete integration of all subjects so that no subject is
taught separately; rather, each is taught in re-

Thus the basic sciences are presented as

and the clinical sciences are related to the
whole field of dentistry without the separation
of each specialty area that existed formerly.
The Dental School in Costa Rica also owes
much of its progress to the cooperativeefforts
of its active group of Kellogg Fellows and their
application of sound, systematicplanning.
At present, the Foundation is assisting this
School to help establish a course to train dental assistants and to improve its library. An additional commitment was made for the purchase of used teaching equipment made available by the University of Michigan when its
new Dental School building was completed
this year.

Programs in other Latin American dental
schools assisted by the Foundation during the
past year include those in oral pathology and

The Foundation helped to introduce the idea of training and using auxiliary dental
personnelas an importantpart of relieving the dental practitioner shortage. Shown at the
University of Costa Rica are senior students working with instructors of dental assisting.
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preventive dentistry at the University of Colombia in Bogota; the program of improving
the teaching of oral medicine at the National
University of San Marcos in Lima, Peru; and
the program in dental materials science at the
Dental School of the State Universityin Porto

the Foundation granted assistance in 1962-65,
of improving nursing on the surgical wards of

Alegre, Brazil.

extend them to the rest of the hospital, so that
can serve as a demonstration for other hospitals in Colombia.
The Foundation made a five-year commitment for the comprehensive project of improving nursing in Guatemala that was begun in
March, 1969, with cooperativeassistance from
the Pan American Sanitary Bureau. The commitment was made to the National School of
Nursing in Guatemala City, which is under the
National Ministry of Public Health.
Gratifyingresults have been accomplished
in the first two years, including the holding of
one-week instituteson nursing service administration attended by nurses from institutions
throughout Guatemala (with a follow-up visit
by faculty members to the institution of each
participant), two-week seminars on nursing
education for all Guatemalan instructors in
nursing, a series of courses on visual aids given for instructors, and monthly forums for
nurses from institutionsthroughout the country. The institutes and seminars, and the
courses on visual aids, are given with the help
of special consultantsbrought to Guatemala
for those specificpurposes.

The Foundation is aiding the University of
Chile to improve the library of the Dental
School and to establish a clinicallaboratory,
to serve diagnostic and teaching needs in all of
the School’s clinical departments. The basic
purpose of the new clinical laboratory is to
provide diagnosticservices needed to facilitate appraisal of the health status of patients
in relation to their dental problems and treat-

ment needs. The laboratory is used cooperatively by all clinical departments, facilitates
correlation of basic science and clinical instruction, and provides support for the improvement of patient care and for the training
of dental students in the

ulum

undergraduate curric-

as well as dentists in the graduate

and

continuingeducation courses.

Latin

American Nursing Education

In Bogota, Colombia, the Foundation is as-

Colombia in a proimproving nursing service throughout
the principal teaching hospital. This is an extension of the preliminaryprogram, for which

sisting the University of

gram

of

the sixth floor of the hospital as a pilot

demon-

stration.The advantages of the higher caliber
of nursing care on the surgical wards
readily apparent,and
it

now

became

the objective is to
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T A THILE THE NUMBER of medical schools is
V V increasing over the nation and the existing schools are expanding their capacity for
preparing physicians,it undoubtedlywill be
ten to fifteen years before there is a significant

Pictured is a class in session at Albany (New York)
Medical College, one of several schools of medicine in
recent years to use Foundation financialassistance for
institutionalsurveys and subsequent strengthening
of departmentalor administrative structure.

expansion from the present total of medical
practitioners.Similarly, while educational programs for hospital administratorsincreased
from two to forty in the last twenty-five years,
likely a number of years will elapse before
most hospitals will have professionally trained
administrators. Five new dental schools have
been established in the past ten years, but with
the growth of population and the public’s
awakening demand for oral health, the gap between dental manpower supply and demand
continues to widen. And the great scarcity of
nurses has worsened in recent years.
Rapidly expanding health programs throughout the country, and the unavoidable time-lag
between the planning of new schools and their
production of graduates to assume roles in the
various health services, all tend to emphasize
the acuteness of the personnel shortages.
In recognition of these austere facts, the
Foundation for some years has sought to help
increase the number of professionalschools,
to strengthen a number already existing, and
to foster the establishmentof programs to train
a variety of auxiliaries and technicianswho
increasingly are becoming important members
of health care teams.
To Increase the Number of Medical Schools

For the Increase

Of Health

Manpower
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National associations involved with medical
education have agreed that every young person
interestedin and qualified for entry to the
study of medicine should have this opportunity. On the basis of progress already made,
about 11,000 students will enter United States
medical schools in 1972, this representingan
increase of over one-third in a ten-year period.

Since 1960, the Foundation has awarded
over $8,800,000 in grants to assist in establishing seven new schools of medicine (and aiding
the expansion of another) in the United States
and one new school in Canada. The U.S.
schools all started with plans for two-year programs in the basic medical sciences. Five of
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these are now planning complete four-year
medical curriculums. Since a decade may
elapse between the planning phase for a new
medical school and the time when graduatesof
that school begin practicing their profession,
fact-findingsurveys in the 1950s and related to

medical education and physicianshortages led
to early efforts by the Foundationto assist
several universities interested in establishing

schools of medicine. These efforts centered
particularly on the establishmentof Schools of
the Basic Medical Sciences, offering two years

of pre-clinical studies, with a view toward
transfer of the students to traditionalfour-year

medical schools. Since such two-year schools
do not need expensive teaching hospitals and
other clinical facilities,they can be established

more economically.

Foundationfunds were used primarily to
provide early professionalpersonnel to plan
the institutions and to assist in the development of a curriculum and facilities. The
schools are in various stages of progress at the
present time, and current planning will lead to
the graduationof more than 400 physicians per

year

when the new programs are

fully ac-

tivated.

A School

of Medicine at the University of

New Mexico

enrolled its first class in 1964.
Subsequently,a full four-year program was approved in 1966. The early entering classes were
limited to 24 students, but with the completion
in 1967 of a new medical sciences building, a
class of 48 students

Brown

became

practicable.

University, through its Division of

Biological Medical Sciences,offers a six-year

program leading to the master’s degree. Students completing the program are qualified to
enter the third-year class of traditionalmedical

schools or to pursue further graduate study in
a basic medical science. Members of the first
medical class were enrolled in 1968.
The University of Connecticut School of
Medicine is being built concurrently with a
dental school, a hospital, and an outpatient department. The School of Medicine enrolled its
first class of 31 students in the Fall of 1968.
Classes will be increased to 48 when present
constructionis completed. The ultimate class

both medicine and dentistry will be 64.
first class of 28 students entered the
Universityof Hawaii Medical School in September, 1967. This institution,because of its
location in the Pacific area and its proximity to
the Orient and the exotic diseases therein, affords educationalopportunities unique among
American medical schools and these are of
benefit not only to medical students but also to
techniciansand laboratory personnel within
the allied health fields. Also there are unusual
opportunities for research in marine, tropical,
and ethnic problems.
The Michigan State University College of
Human Medicine admitted its first class of 26
students three years ago. Plans are under way
for a full medical degree program, and funds
are in hand for constructionof a life sciences
building which will permit an increase of class
size to 64 students. The curriculum departs
from traditional medical school programs in
many respects, particularly with its emphasis
on community medicine and the social problems related to the delivery of health services.
The University of Nevada, late in the Foundation’s fiscal year, was granted assistance to
establish a new School of the Basic Medical
Sciences at Reno. The Nevada program seeks
to reduce the period between high school graduation and completion of medical school from
eight to six years. This will be done by organizing and teaching the curriculum as a major
field of undergraduate college education — incorporatingstudies traditionally taken in the
first two years of medical school and leading to
a Bachelor of Medical Sciences degree. The
students would thus, after four years of undergraduate work, be qualifiedto transfer directly
into the third year of a conventional medical
school. The year-round curriculum does not
shorten the actual time devoted to medical
studies but does reduce the time students
spend in the pre-medical phase. The medical
curriculum is being established within the
framework of a university-wide program in the
health sciences, featuring shared faculty and
common courses among 15 undergraduate and
graduate degree programs. The aim is to
achieve improved collaboration among future
size in

The
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health professionalsin various fields and to
make the best use of available resources in

Association of Schools of Allied
Health Professions

their training.

Financial assistanceis being given by the
Foundation to the newly established Association of Schools of the Allied Health Profes-

In Canada, the Foundation has assisted the

University of Sherbrooke (Province of QueThe school already has students in the
first three years, with enrollment of 64 in each
class. The curriculum is unique in that it is divided into three major Sections pertaining to
the Basic Sciences, Clinical Sciences, and Social Medicine, rather than the usual basic sciences and clinical departments, and emphasizes the social and economic factors in health
and disease.

bec).

For the Strengthening of Medical Schools

The Foundation has made grants to eight
medical schools which have indicated awareness of areas and/or departments needing to
be strengthened.Each of the institutions first
used Foundation financial assistance for selfstudy to pinpoint where help was most necessary and in what priority. The subsequent
grants were generally for the strengtheningof
the administrationof the schools and of one or
more of their departments— often in the basic
sciences — where budget shortages were jeopardizing the quality of the educational programs. Through the use of the Foundation
moneys, the goal was to attract highly qualified
teachers who not only would improve the educationalofferings but would also enable the
departments further to develop their graduate
activities and to attract from other sources additional grants for teaching and research.
While Kellogg funds were used primarily to secure new faculty members, in some instances
they were also used to purchase addititmal
equipment necessary for upgrading their instructional programs.
Included in the assisted institutions have
been Albany Medical College, the Creighton
UniversitySchool of Medicine, Meharry Medical College, the St. Louis UniversityMedical
College, the Stritch School of Medicine of Loyola University (Chicago), the medical schools
of the Universities of Utah and Vermont, and
the Woman’s Medical College of Pennsylvania.

sions.

The

allied health professionsare

composed

of individuals other than physicians and dentists

and professionalnurses who,

as part of

the health team, assist with diagnosis and patient care. These supportive persons may be required to hold at least the bachelor’s degree,
but, for the most part, have had lesser training.
Health technicians of various kinds, associate
degree bedside nurses, and dental assistants,
hygienists, and laboratorytechniciansare included in the category.
The Association of Schools of the Allied
Health Professions was organizedin early 1967
by representatives of thirteen key institutions,
with a function to relate allied health training
programs to professional and technical associations already well established and to the
health manpower activities of governmental
councils and agencies. Thus, there is provision
for interagency,interorganization, and interprofessional cooperation in terms of health
manpower and the facilitatingof educational
programs. The new Association, with national
offices in Washington,D.C., is providing opportunities for the sharing of experience and
knowledge and the utilizationof the resources
of universities and colleges to meet current
manpower needs.
University and collegiateprograms for training allied health personnel have been in existence for many years, but the growing enrollment in these programs and their rapidly increasing numbers over the nation call atten-

tion to their place in the structure of higher education. Recent trends have been to place

them

a separate school within the
on a par with other professional
schools, thus insuring greater acceptance by
collectively in

university,

educators of the role of colleges and universikinds of personnel.
Institutional memberships in the Association are open to universities, and associate

ties in training these

memberships to

junior colleges, societies,and
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Coun-

related agencies. Therefore, there is concerted

ior College District of St. Louis-St. Louis

attention to the problem of developing curricu-

Missouri,and concerned with the training
of technical personnel in the health field.
During the three-year span of the undertaking, curriculumshave been developed and implemented for the following health-related occupations: Clinical Laboratory Technology;
Dental Assisting; Dental Hygiene; Hotel, Restaurant, and InstitutionalOperation (much of
which related to hospitals);Medical Office Assistant;and RadiologicTechnology. Tentative
curriculums were also developed for possible
future implementation in the followingareas:
Clinical Research Laboratory Technology;
Dental Laboratory Technology; Hospital Unit
Service Manager; Inhalation Therapy Technician; Medical Record Technician; and Opto-

lums for each specialty group, as well as the
procurementof teachers, the recruitment of
students, and determinationof the skills needed by those in the various programs.
The Association’s central office is similar in
function to those set up by other national educational organizations. It is undertaking studies, issuing publicationsand a journal, conducting annual and special meetings, and directly assisting in the establishment of programs of interest to students embarking on
health careers. Data are being collected on current and needed allied health manpower and
the Association is cooperatingwith other
health organizations, professional groups,

and

ty,

private and governmental agencies, as well as

metric Assisting.

educationalinstitutionsthroughout the nation.

The Junior College District publishedin mid1969 a detailed report of its program, including
complete descriptions of all curriculumsdeveloped. Also included in the publication are various factors to be considered in the structuring
of possible core curriculums in the health occupations, a concept that is of interestto many
community junior colleges involved in such
training programs.

For the Training of Health Technicians

A

continuing and critical problem in the

health field, as previouslynoted, is the short-

age of personnel at

all levels,

from the highly

skilled professional to auxiliary workers. The

Foundation has responded

to this

need

in

many

ways and has assisted numerous experimental
programs directed to some resolution of the
problem. An example is the “Allied Medical
DevelopmentProgram” conducted by the Jun-

All students in the Medical Dietetics Program at The
Ohio State University have opportunities to work with
physicians in nutritionalcare of patients needing
complicateddietary modifications. Since 1962, the
Foundation has aided this effort to educate in an

intensifiedperiod dietitiansparticularlyqualifiedfor
the hospital scene. The latest grant to Ohio State
is for the graduate preparation of teachers of
Medical Dietetics,thus facilitatingthe establishment
of counterpart programs across the nation.

Health TechnologyTeacher Preparation

Leaders in the field of health care have beacutely aware of the pressing need for a
vast increase in the supply of health workers
at the technical level — if there is to be any
hope of responding to public demands for
more and better health services. As those responsible for providing health care have
looked increasingly to the community colleges
for stepped-up training programs for healthrelated technicians, the community colleges
have discovered they have no ready source of
instructors for such programs. With the exception of nursing and dental auxiliaries (for
which some teacher-preparation
programs for
technician instructors have been developed
with Foundation aid) there have been few programs to prepare community college instruc-

come

tors for the health technologies.

Three Foundation-assistedprograms have
been concerned with developing models for
teacher training of health technology instruc-
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tors.

At the State University of

New York

at

Buffalo, within the School of Health Related

Professions,an effort is underway to implethat potential teachers for
two-year college health technology programs
can be recruited for and prepared in an academic program of less than master’s degree
level. The problem being faced in this effort is
formidable.Community colleges have demonstrated a willingness to institute programs
such as X-ray technology,inhalation therapy,
occupational therapy assisting, and medical
records technology.However, they are faced

ment the concept

with the alternatives of staffing these

The pictured exhibits van is but one of many devices
used by the Michigan Health Council in its
development of a health careers recruitment program
over the State. A belief of the Foundation-aided
Council is that a coordinated state program will be
more effectivethan the efforts of individual agencies
and professional groups to meet current
and future health manpower requirements.

programs

with inadequately prepared faculty, or delaying the implementation of much-needed programs.
It is from the practitioner ranks that community colleges will be recruiting potential instructors for their health technology programs.
The most notable characteristic of these practitioner groups is their diversity of academic,
technical, and professional preparation and
background. This diversity may range from a
high school education with one or two years of
training in a hospital (as with many X-ray and
inhalation therapy technicians) to two, four, or
more years of academic preparation(e.g., medical record librarians,occupationaland physical therapists).The Community College Teacher Preparationprogram at Buffalo is in the process of carrying out a program to plan, design,
and conduct a curriculum for this diverse
group of health service practitioners to enable
the trainees to teach health technologies in
two-year colleges.
In like manner, a similar program for preparation of health technology instructors was developed at City University of New York but
concentratingon different technologies. While
the State Universityprogram has emphasized
programs in medical record technology,occupational therapy assisting, biomedical engineering technology, and dental assisting, the
City University program has concentrated on
such programs as X-ray technology,inhalation
therapy technology, and physical therapy assisting.

The National Sanitation Foundation has un-

The accelerated tempo of development in community
health services has greatly increased the activities
of schools of public health. Consequently,the
Foundation is aiding the Universities of Hawaii and
Michigan to expand their Public Health facilities in
order to expedite programs to cope with the “health
revolution.” Pictured above is the new Hawaii facility,
the Biological Sciences Building scheduled to be 7
storieshigh and completed by early 1970. At the
University of Michigan,the Foundation is providing
assistance toward additional construction of
classroomsand laboratories badly needed by the
School of Public Health to meet its teaching
requirementsover the next ten years. Shown below
the groundbreakingceremony
Michigan building.
is

for the

new
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as clinicalspecialists and consultants, and to
teach in schools of nursing. At Toronto is one

Universityof California
at San Francisco

I

Universityof California
at Los Angeles

Columbia University

sr*

Since 1959, the Foundation has granted more than
$3 million to aid AssociateDegree in Nursing
Programs (ADN) in community junior colleges as one
of the chief means to move Nursing toward adequacy
in numbers. The originally aided programs in the
States of California, Florida, New York, and Texas
were statewide and more recent grants have
been made for similar purpose in Illinois, Indiana, and
Kentucky. To encourage greater numbers of qualified
ADN faculty,teacher training programs have been
aided over the nation as indicated in the map above.

dertaken with Foundationaid a Program of
Teacher Education for Environmental Technology. Many of the same problems apply to
this undertaking as for other teacher training
in the health technology field. However, the
National Sanitation Foundation has decentralized the task with the cooperation of selected
technician training demonstration centers in
community colleges throughoutthe United
States. The trainees, thus, do not need to
change their residence but rather visit only for
short periods the Center at the National Sanitation Foundation in Ann Arbor where educational materials such as curriculum models and
audiovisualtraining aids are developed. In addition, it serves as a national information center about college programs in environmental
technology and offers courses for instructors
of those already employed in industry and
public health.

Canada
A five-year grant to the University of Toronto School of Nursing to develop a twoyear master’s degree program is enabling this
school to prepare nurses on a graduate level in
medical-surgicalnursing, community health
nursing, and psychiatricnursing. Graduates
will be qualified to contribute to patient care
in hospitals and other health agencies, to serve
Graduate Nurse Programs

in

of only four graduate nursing programs in
Canada and it is a natural outgrowth of a
strong baccalaureateprogram which has made
a significantcontribution to nursing education
in Canada. Emphasis was on research methodology and statistics during the initial year of
this program and will be on the investigation
and analytical study of a nursing problem during the second year.
Help Meet Dental Demand

Recognizing the increasingly short supply of
dental manpower, and the important role of
auxiliary personnel in helping the dental profession to meet the growing public demand for
its services, the Foundation for a number of
years has given impetus for expanding training
programs for such personnel, especially in the
community colleges. Grants have been made
to 23 educationalinstitutionsin the U.S., Canada, and Latin America to help initiate training

programs for

dental hygienists, assistants, or

laboratorytechnicians.
Of the three colleges in the U.S.
educational opportunities for

all

now

offering

three types of

auxiliaries,two have been aided by the Foun-

dation in the initiationof such programs.
These are Palm Beach Junior College, in Florida, and Diablo Valley Junior College, in California. In the more typical institutions, training
is provided in one or two of these vocations.
For the country as a whole, the recent marked
increase in the supply of dental auxiliaries is
illustratedby the fact that the total number of
training programs has been expanded by over
five hundred percent, reaching 112 in dental
hygiene, 171 in dental assisting,. and 27 in dental laboratory technology,as of June, 1969.
Among such programs initiated with Foundation aid, there have been several which have
represented distinct innovations, departing

from
ety of

traditional curricular patterns in a vari-

ways

that

may

offer possibilitiesof rep-

lication by other institutionsand

new

paths to

careers in the dental auxiliary field. These

have

included a program at the Universityof Pittsburgh that combines, in a two-year sequence,
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training in dental assisting and dental hygiene
and provides a career ladder plan that will permit graduates in dental assisting to resume
their education,at a time of their own choosing, and to qualify for licensure in dental hygiene. At the Universityof North Carolina, the
correspondence course principle has been
used to develop curricula in dental assisting
and dental laboratory technology, enabling
students to acquire training in either of these
specialties

while employed, through home-

study and supervised practical experience in
selected institutions,dental offices or laboratories approved by the University of North
Carolina. Instructional manuals developed at
North Carolina for these correspondence/extension courses have been widely acclaimed
for their quality and are already being used as
reference texts by dental auxiliary schools
throughout the U.S. and abroad. At the University of Manitoba, a new curriculum in dental
hygiene provides for the expansion of the duties of these auxiliaries to include training in
certain aspects of prosthetic dentistry formerly restricted to the dentist,himself. This is the

vanguard of a trend toward broadening the services of auxiliaries to relieve the dentist of
routine duties which can be safely delegatedto
a properly trained auxiliary and will permit
him to devote more of his time to more professional kinds of services.
Latin

America Trains Dental Auxiliaries

The Foundation is assisting the Dental
Schools of the Universityof Costa Rica and of
the University of Antioquia in Medellin, Colombia, in their pioneering programs of training and demonstrating the utilizationof dental
assistants. As these represent an important
step ahead for dental education and the dental
profession in Latin America, they are examples
of the kind of leadership shown at progressive
dental schools.

During their course, the trainees work with
dental students in helping provide patient care

under faculty supervision so that the student
dentists learn how to utilize assistants to improve their professionalpractice of dentistry.
In Medellin, to meet local needs in dental of-

fices, clinical

and health centers, it was found

desirable to prepare all the trainees to be hygienists as well as assistants via a single one-

year course. The graduates are prepared to
serve either as dental assistants or hygienists,
or both.

Health Fellowships for Latin America

At the base of the cumulative effect of Foundation assistance for advancement of professional education in the health fields within Latin America lie the awards of fellowshipsfor
outstandingyoung staff members. The Fellows
are persons of leadership caliber who are nominated by their institutionsand selected by the
Foundation after careful screening of their
ability and motivation.Thus they are persons
who are likely to have an influentialrole in the
progress and development of their institutions.
Their fellowshipexperience in the United
States gives them a prime opportunity,in the
early years of their careers, to expand their talent and fortify their grasp of the scientific researches of their specialties.
During the past ten years the Foundation’s
awards of fellowships have been more and

more

clearly related to specific plans for insti-

tutional development, and this tends to increase the amount of force that each fellowship adds to the cumulative total of Foundation assistance. There is an average of almost
exactly forty Latin American Fellows in the
United States at all times; and since most
awards are for two years, this means approximately twenty new Fellows each year.
In the year of this Report, the Foundation
awarded 21 full-termfellowships for Latin

Americans in

the health fields (including four-

teen physicians,six dentists, and one nurse)
from eleven institutionsin six Latin American
countries — Argentina,Brazil, Chile, Colombia,
Mexico, and Peru. In addition there are awards
of short, second fellowships for four former
Kellogg Fellows.*
Although the number of fellowshipsawarded each year is relatively small, the impact of

*A listingof the Foundation’sInternational Fellowsduring the
year will be found in this book’s Report of the Secretary.
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the Fellows on their

home

institutionsfollow-

erable humanitarian appeal. The National

Ap-

ing their U.S. experience is disproportionately

prenticeship Service administers placement

great. As faculty

tests in elementary school subjects, and those

members

in schools of medi-

nursing and dentistry, they become leadprocess of modernizing curricula and
making their schools better attuned to the circumstances and needs of their countries. Approximately two-thirds of the Fellows have risen to the rank of associate or full professor,
and more than a third have major administrative responsibilities as department chairmen,
deans, or rectors (presidents) of universities.
Nearly all were under 35 years of age, and usucine,

ers in the

ally held the position of instructor or assistant

professor, at the time of their fellowship.
Auxiliary Nursing in Latin America

Under present commitments, the Foundation
is assisting five Latin American schools of
nursing — at the Universityof Bahia in Brazil;
at the National Universityof Colombia and at
the University of El Valle in Colombia; at the
National School of Nursing in Guatemala City,
Guatemala; and at the University of Nuevo
Leon in Mexico — in projects of importance to
the

improvement of

nursing in the regions sur-

rounding these schools.
In Cali, Colombia, the assistanceunder a
four-yearcommitment has helped the University of El Valle activate a regional

program of

who pass are given elementary diplomas.
Those who fail can remove their deficiencies
by attendingclasses taught by student-teachers under supervisionof instructors from the
UniversitySchool of Education.These classes
are designed to permit each pupil to progress
in terms of her own background, motivation
and ability; concurrently, she can take courses
in the regular program for auxiliary nursing
personnel.
One of the major accomplishments of this
project is the interestit has aroused on the part
of the National Apprenticeship Service in collaborating with the Universityin the training
of aides and auxiliaries. It is now expected that
the Service will eventuallytake over the permanent responsibility of continuing and
strengtheningthe regional program. Furthermore, as a result of its involvement in the training of nursing personnel, the Service has also
developed programs to train other categories
of hospital workers, which will lead to the general improvementof hospitals and patient care
in the region.

The Foundation since 1968 has been helping
the Nursing School of the Universityof Bahia,

newly es-

expanding and improving the training of auxil-

Brazil, to carry out its plans for its

iary nursing personnel. This University has es-

tablished course for auxiliary nursing person-

tablisheda strong working relationship with
the Colombian National Apprenticeship Service which operates vocational and technical
training programs. The two agencies are working together in developing the training not only
of the regular practical nurses who must previously have completed at least five years of
elementary school, but also of nursing aides
who have not completed that much schooling.
Giving the unschooled aides an opportunity
to improve themselves is a program of consid-

The program was well planned in advance
by the faculty of the University of Bahia
School of Nursing. Students were recruited
throughout the State of Bahia which has a population of over 7,000,000 and an area of 243,393
square miles, approximately equivalent to the
combined areas of Michigan, Indiana, Illinois
and Wisconsin. There were 179 candidates
presented, from whom 45 students were selected by tests on subjects taught in elementary
and junior high schools.
nel.
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A Decade

of

Aid for Community Junior Colleges

One

Foundation grants exceeding$3 million
have encouraged Associate Degree
Nursing programs in community colleges.

colleges in the U.S,
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Grants since 1960 to the American Associa'
of Junior Colleges(AAJC) have materially
improved its ability to provide necessary
national leadership.

Regarding community junior colleges as “the
educational innovation of this Century,” the
Foundation for a decade has aided the movement generally in both the U.S. and Canada as
well as specific aspects and programs.

MSI

AAJC OccupationalEducation task
Foundation funds

to

forces use

encourage training of

technicians for engineering, health, business,
and public service areas.

Twelve universities have used Foundation funds to
prepare administrators for the nation’s communitycolleges through graduate and inservice programs.

Recent Foundation grants are assisting
community colleges to develop their functic
n
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To increase the ease and frequencyof communication among national higher education
organizations headquarteredin Washington, D.C., the American Council on Educationhas
used Foundation aid to procure the pictured building on DuPont Circle, thus concentrating
the activities and promoting a sense of community among the various groups which
are tenants. The building was occupied by the Council and the collaborating organizations
in late 1969.

rTiHROUGH THE YEARS, many Foundation-

The Era Calls For
Greater Emphasis

Upon Management

J- aided programs have emphasized management. This Foundation has always channeled
a major portion of its resources to help communities solve their problems and, in the course
of such assistance, numerous grants have been
made to provide leadership training toward
improving the administrationof medical, dental, and nursing services and bettering the
management of hospitals and educational,
public health, public affairs, and agricultural
enterprises.

The resultantmanagement skills and the
consequent overall enhancement of community services led to a conviction that the fundamental principles of administrationrepre48
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sent a

be

common

core of

knowledge which can
any area of

effectively applied in almost

endeavor.
Particularly does the present era of unprecedented change and pace call for guiding genius
in leadership and management. Superior leadership is a prerequisite to

human

and
measure the

progress

characterdetermines in large
direction and rate of man’s advancement.

its

Seeking Improved

Management For

Hospitals

Surmounting any national boundary, there is
demand for improvementsin the

rising public

delivery of health services. Prominent in these

concerns are hospitalsand, particularly, the
rising cost of their operation. This

is

especially

evident in the United States and is, in good
part, related to Medicare and Medicaid, Titles
18 and 19 of Amendments to the Social Security Act. Payments in behalf of these program
beneficiaries are soaring, and hospital benefits
represent a significantpart of the cost. Associated problems have generated considerable
discussion,together with numerous suggestions as to their resolution. In such discussions, there is a consensus with respect to the
need for improved management and administration of all health services, including hospitals.

Concurrently there

an explosion in terms
of demand for individuals who have had training for administrativeresponsibilities in the
health field. The proliferation of governmental
health programs, not only Medicare and Medicaid, but also Regional Medical Programs and
ComprehensiveHealth Planning, has placed an
increasingly greater strain upon existent training facilities. The graduate programs in hospital administrationhave representeda substantial source of such manpower, since their curriculums appear to approximatethe kind of
administrative preparationmuch of the health
field

is

demands.

A two-prongedproblem exists — the need
-

for better administrationof health services,
and the growing demand for more trained personnel. The Foundation is currently endeavoring to ameliorate the dual problems through

support to various programs in education for W. K. KELLOGG
hospital administration and health facility FOUNDATION
management. This assistance is international
in scope — extending to Australia, Canada, and
Latin America, as well as the United States.
Aid Programs

in the

U.S.

The Association of University Programs in
Hospital Administration [AUPHA] has in the
past few years “come into its own,” in good
part because of Foundation support. In 1964,
the Foundation agreed to provide over a fiveyear period assistance for the establishmentof
a full-time secretariat for the Associationand
the developmentof a wide range of membership services. In these years, the Association
has, in fact, accomplished much for the improvement of graduate education in hospital
administrationnot only in North America but
in other parts of the world as well.
The Association understandably is vitally
concerned with what students in this field are
now taught, what they should be taught, and
in general how curriculums can be improved
to meet today’s needs. To this end, several curriculum task forces have been appointed, dealing with specific content areas, such as Medical Care, Long-Term Patient Care, Hospital
Organization,Management, and Health Services Planning.

New Program Support
As previously suggested, there is a major
need to increase the programs in education for
hospital administration to obtain a greater
number of prepared administrativepersonnel
for the health field. While such programs have
grown from two to approximately forty over
the world in the last quarter century, many
more must be added to help hospitals successfully meet the crises at hand with relation to
cost and productivity. Recently, the Foundation has provided support for the establishment of three new programs at the University
of Colorado, and at The Ohio State and Tulane
Universities. The Colorado program is located
in the School of Medicine, Ohio State’s is an
interdisciplinaryplan involving the Colleges of

Medicine and

of

AdministrativeSciences,

while Tulane’s program

is in

the School of Pub-
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Health. The Colorado and Tulane efforts

tion to the preparationof practitioners, these

than the preparation of administratorsalone.
In addition to this primary responsibility,such
programs can exert a considerableinfluence in
continuingeducation, community service, and

new courses will have

research.

lie

will serve a region of the country that previ-

ously did not have such an endeavor. In addi-

ing education and

a concern for continu-

community

service, as well

as for the conduct of pertinent research.
Continued Support of Existing Programs

A 1969 Foundation grant to the University of
Iowa is making possible an increase in that
hospital administration program’s student
body. Some authorities have suggested that
rather than a marked proliferation of new programs, enrollmentin existing endeavors be expanded. In the Iowa experiment,a new class of
twelve will be admitted at mid-year, in addition to the normal fall period. Further, the augmented faculty will permit acceptance of a
larger student body, perhaps thirty, at the beginning of the next school year.
With the growth of graduate programs in
hospital administration, obviously there is also
a demand for faculty personnel — scholars in
teaching and research. To help meet this need,
the Foundation is currentlyassisting several
universities in the developing and strengthening of curriculums for doctoral preparationin
hospital administration.

The hospital administration doctoral program at the Universityof Iowa is the oldest in
the United States. Since its establishmentsome
twenty years ago, Iowa has awarded 24 degrees of this nature. Many of these graduates
are presently occupants of important positions
in the field, including seven who are currently
directors of hospital administrationgraduate
programs. Presently there are over 20 such
doctoral candidatesat Iowa, the largest enrollment in the country.
In addition to the center at Iowa, the Foundation is also assisting in the developmentof
similar advanced programs at the Universities
of Chicago and Michigan and at Duke and
George Washington Universities.The lastnamed is second only to Iowa in the total number of present doctoral candidates, with 14.
The Foundation has believed that graduate
programs in education for hospital administration should play a more comprehensiverole

WashingtonUniversity in St. Louis, Founmaking possible a “mid-career”
continuing education program for the practicAt

dation help is

ing hospital administrator, and also a cooperative effort with the School of Medicine’s Divi-

sion of Medical Care in a pilot out-patient
Research and Planning Unit. At Yale, aid is
given to bring to the campus an active administrator who can spend a semester as a teacherconsultant-‘Yesident
thinker.” Support to the
Virginia Commonwealth University is to
strengthenthe program’s efforts relating to research, continuing education,and community
service, and aid to the University of CaliforniaBerkeley is for the development of research
activities.

Experimental UndergraduatePrograms

Support
ate

is also

program in

being given an undergradu-

health facility

management, at

Georgia State College. It is designed to prepare
“mid-management”personnel for hospitals. A
principal concern is the weakness of many
hospitals in terms of competent management
at the departmental level. Most hospital departmental heads are prepared mainly in a
technical area, e.g., nursing, dietetics, technology, etc.,

and with

little,if any,

management
The

training included in the basic curriculums.

purpose of the program at Georgia State is to
prepare graduates for management responsibilities at the mid-levelin the hospital, principally in nontechnical areas such as food service, finance and accounting,nursing or service unit management, purchasing,personnel,
and the like.
Hospital Administration in Latin America
In recent years the Foundation has granted
assistancefor the development of courses in
hospital administrationin medical centers at
Mexico City, Medellin (Colombia), Caracas
(Venezuela),Sao Paulo (Brazil), and Santiago
(Chile). During the past year, assistance was
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continued for such a program conducted by the
School of Public Health, Central Universityof
Venezuela.
The Venezuelan program provides training
for physicians who are assigned to administrative positionsin hospitals throughout Venezuela. The trainees begin with a semester of
graduate work in public health, followed by a
semester of studies directly related to their duties as hospital administrators. They then complete a supervised residency of seven months,
during which they improve their skills through
practical experience in activities serving to
demonstrate the bases, methods, and objectives of modern, well-planned administration
of hospitals.

Australian Program Evolves

The program in education for hospital administrationat the University of New South
Wales in Australia was establishedseveral
years ago through Foundation support. It was
the first, and continuesto be the only, graduate
program of its kind in that part of the world.
In 1967, the University requestedfurther Foundation aid for a marked expansion of the program activities,particularly in the areas of
research capabilityand community service.
Concurrently,there have also been some substantive changes in the curriculum.A former
nondegree extension course given on campus
has been discontinued and students can now
receive an undergraduate degree in this field
through a correspondence-extensionprogram.
Another innovation (one that would be considered very unusual in the United States) is the
award of a master’s degree in hospital administration to candidates who present satisfactory evidence of research achievement in hospital or health service administration.Thus,
practicing hospital administrators,or other
health service administratorswho hold a first
degree (baccalaureate) and who have demonstrated capacity in research applications, may
be considered for this advanced degree.
Canadian UniversitiesAssisted

In 1967 the Foundation made a three-year
to the University of Alberta for
establishmentof the first graduate program in

commitment

hospital administrationin Western Canada.
The Alberta undertaking represents a cooperative effort embracing the provinces of British

Columbia, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan as
Medcine’s Division of Community Medicine, the
new program draws upon several other disciwell as Alberta. Located in the School of

plines in the University, including the Graduate School of Business.

A graduate program

for education in hospi-

tal administration at the University of
al

was

established a

number

Montrewith

of years ago

the assistance of the Foundation. It

still is

the

only hospital administration graduate program

Canada conducted in the French language
and consequently serves a significantproportion of the Canadian population and hospitals
under French-Canadianauspices. The Foundation is presently providing support to Montreal for the development of a correspondenceextension program in hospital management.
The format is based on a series of specific
courses which students may take over a period
of three years and which cover essential components of hospital organization and management with the lessons adapted from an evening
course given by the Universityof Montreal. In
addition to the correspondence aspect, students also receive the benefit of a series of regional seminars that are held throughout the
province of Quebec.
in

Hospital Cost and Productivity
The dilemma of hospital costs and productivity is summarized in the following paragraph
that appeared in a recent edition of the American Hospital Association’snewsletter,The
Week:
“The average expense per patient day among
the nation’s 5,850 community hospitals increased during 1968 to $65.24, a 12.4 percent
increase above the 1967 figure. The number of
employees on hospital payrolls increased by
6.8 percent, bringing the number of hospital
workers per 100 patients to 272, compared to
the 1967 ratio of 264 employees per 100 patients. In addition to the raise in payroll expense, hospitals also experienced increases in
expenses for equipment, services, supplies,
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employee fringe benefits, and other

items,

bringing their total expenses to $14.7 billion, or
$2.1 billion
crease

was

more than in

1967. Also on the in-

public use of hospital services

facilities. The

number

and

of admissions to hospi-

tals during 1968 increased by 2.1 percent, while
visits to outpatient

departments increased 6.7

percent over the 1967 total.”

In terms of the Gross National Product,
now represent nearly 7 percent
of the total, and there are predictions that they
will approximate 10 percent by 1975. To many
people, in government and elsewhere, this
trend is disturbing. As a matter of public policy, should health care consume this much of
the nation’s goods and services?
There are many factors responsiblefor the
rise in hospital costs and expenditures in this
country, such as continued expansion of services and notable advancements in technology.
But even so, many leaders in the field believe
that various measures can be taken by hospitals to brake the continuing upward spiral. The
Foundation has supported several such efforts,
including assistance to a selected number of
pilot programs in hospital ‘‘management engihealth services

neering.”
Principles of

Management Engineering

Management engineeringinvolves

the appli-

cation in hospitals of principlesrelating to
standards and controls, with a heavy emphasis
upon quality. Programs currently aided by the
Foundation are in California, Florida, Indiana,
Massachusetts, Michigan, New York, Texas,
Virginia, and two regional programs in the
Mountain States and Pacific Northwest.

“CASH”

Receives Initial Aid

The Commission for Administrative Services in Hospitals in Californiaor ‘‘CASH,”
was the first such activity aided by the Foundation, and in fact was the pioneer program of
this nature in the country.
The objectivesof the total program are to
improve patient care and hospital administrative methods, train supervisors to develop
their

management

skills, increase the effective-

ness of hospital personnel, compile and distribute informationand develop and install op-

erating standards and controls.Additional
funds have been provided to permit the program to conduct training institutesfor hospital
representativesand other interested persons
from throughout the country.
One major indicator of the progress of the
member institutionsis the growing general acceptance of the fact that hospital services can
be measured and that the resulting standards
of performance provide an objective and fair
basis for work-load distribution and staffing.
Together with the improvementof patient care
methods and quality, it is estimated that the
acceptance of CASH’S ‘‘staff utilization and
control” programs has resulted in annual cost
reductionsfor the now 140 subscribing hospitals in excess of $12 million.
The Foundation is providingfunds to permit
a special experiment to be conducted by CASH
in the area of hospital incentive reimbursement. These moneys representapproximately
half the cost of a pilot program in Southern
California to demonstrate (a) the relationship
of rising hospital costs per patient care to
“third party” reimbursementsystems (Medicare, Medicaid, Blue Cross, etc.), and (b) a reimbursementformula that will serve as an incentive to hospitals to reduce costs. The other
half of expenses for the eighteen-month demonstrationto be carried on in twenty-six
Southern California hospitalswill be jointly
borne by the California Hospital Association,
the Hospital Council of Southern California,
the Blue Cross of Southern California, and the
participating hospitals.

The experiment is premised on a belief that
a major barrier to greater hospital efficiency
and lower costs is the method of reimbursement to hospitals by “third parties,” traditionally on a basis of direct patient day costs and
a “plus” factor for growth capital,bad debts,
etc. Because competition is not a significant
economic factor in the field, there has been little motivation for hospitals to be concerned
about costs. As costs continue to increase at a
greater rate than the general price index, hospital and health care officials believe that incentive reimbursement plans must be carefully considered.
This demonstration will have implications
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for hospitals throughout the country. The
methodology developed could be adapted in
other regions, areas and groups, assuming

management engineering and financial management.

there are the requisite capabilitiesin

Discussionswith

officials of “third-party”

pay-

ers, including private insuranceplans and state
and federal agencies, have been encouraging,

it

draws upon the multiple resources of

trial

Engineering and the Medical Center as

well as the Bureau of Hospital Administration.
In mid-1969 the Foundation also made commitments in support of two multi-state or regional

programs in

Arizona, Colorado,

tive approach if successfully demonstrated in

Wyoming; and

and other

pilot efforts.

Other Management Programs

Another cooperative program in hospital
management engineering aided by the Foundation is that of the

New York

hospital

management

en-

gineering. Being so aided are the States of

indicating a willingness to consider the incenthis

the

University, including the Department of Indus-

New

Mexico, Utah, and

the Pacific Northwest states of

Idaho, Oregon, and Washington. The concept
of these cooperativeapproaches is that a
stronger total program will be possible than if
each state endeavored to mount its own individual activity.

Hospital Research

and Educational Fund, a parallel organization
of the state hospital association. In 1967, the
Foundation agreed to provide support for a pilot regional project based in Buffalo and serving the Western New York region. Additional
moneys have been made available to the Fund
for “seeding” support in three other regions

Improved Administration
For Long-Term Care

tals realized savings totaling some half-million

During the past three years, pilot programs in
long-term care associatedwith state hospital
associations have attempted to identify needs,
explore approaches to problem solving, and
gradually to establish strong and lasting relationships between the acute hospital field and
nursing homes. For many administrators, the
Foundation-supported programs represented
their first opportunityto seek help and advice
from this particular group.
When the first five (Tennessee,Ohio, California, Pennsylvania,and New York) programs

dollars in the past year. In Virginia, the Vir-

got

ginia Polytechnic Institute is cooperating

tenuous and fragmentary. As each sector became more involved and more perceptive
about the eventual effects of a joint effort, programs began to take shape and long-term care
in each state was influenced.
In Tennessee, which is representative of the
Associationsinvolved, program emphasis has
been on conducting institutesand workshops.
Program content has centered about financial
management for long-term care institutions,
medical records, stressing Medicare requirements, and personnel administration. This past
year an institute on progressive long-termcare
management was attended by 100 administrators. The Tennessee Hospital Association is
also closely involved with the state training
and instruction program which is being devel-

within the state, serving a total of 65 hospitals.

Masand Texas follow much
the same procedure as in New York and are
Assisted programs

in Florida, Indiana,

sachusetts, Virginia,

also under the auspices of the state hospital
association.

The Florida project, called the

Health ActivitiesManagement Program, or

“HAMP,” estimates that

participating hospi-

closely with the association in the conduct of
special training programs relating to management engineeringtechniques. The Indiana undertaking has concentratedextensively on

problems of the nursing unit, with special attention to the ward clerk function. The Texas
program was launched in 1969 in one pilot area
and will be graduallyextended to hospitals in
the balance of that large state.
In Massachusetts,the management engineering project plans to enroll as many as 74 participating hospitals by 1970 and is developing
engineeringapplications to many hospital departments. The Michigan program varies from
the others in that the sponsorship is by a university — the University of Michigan. As such,

underway

in 1966, the relationships

were
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oped under the federal nursing home administrator licensing law.
An outgrowth of the institutes on financial
management which has improved long-term
care accounting systems, has been the participation of fifty Tennessee long-term care facilities in the Hospital Administrative Services
program, a cost control operation of the American Hospital Associationdescribedelsewhere
in this Report. HAS provides each participating agency with a monthly financial statement
and statistical report as well as comparative
data. Under a one-year contract, six months of
free service is provided and the participating
agencies receive monthly statistical data which
enables them to compare their operation with
other long-term care facilities.
The results from the new long-term care ac-

were
commitments were
made by the Foundation to five more state associations— to Minnesota in 1967 and to Wisconsin, South Carolina, Florida, and Washingtivities of five state hospital associations

so salutary that additional

ton

in 1968.

Some

of the activities of the Florida project,

completing its first year, are characteristic of
the initial approach that most of the state hospital associations adopted in developing meaningful programs.
The Florida long-term advisory committee
has representation from several diverse organizations.Members are from agencies on a state
and local level and represent government and
the private sector. Most of the long-term care
projects have developed monthly publications
for announcements, news, and services. Association libraries have expanded their long-term
care sections and reprints and publications are
made available. Florida is also one of several
states that has conducted a statewide survey
of extended and long-term care facilities. The
purpose of the surveys is to acquire comprehensive information about the kinds of facilities rendering care and the characteristics of
each. This information is subsequently used
for program development. The year primarily
has been one of assessment to determine program activitiesand 1970 should see the movement gain great momentum.

Inservice Education
In

Long-Term Core

In 1966, the Foundation funded a three-year
program at the University of California to offer
university-based continuing education programs to administrativepersonnel of nursing
homes throughout the Western region. Until
this time, long-term care administratorshave
had little opportunity to benefit from statewide voluntary hospital activities or to take
advantage of educationalprograms at the university level.

Since California

first offered

courses to per-

sonnel from long-term care institutions,the re-

sponse has been enthusiastic, attendance fignew courses have evolved.
One of the most popular courses continues to
be the 12-month Basic Administrative Course
designed to provide knowledge in the fundamentals of health facility organization and
management. Two weeks at the beginning and
end of the course are spent on campus and
eleven months are spent on home study. During the home study period, each student is assigned a preceptor who is an experienced hospital administrator. An outgrowth of the Basic
Course has been the development of an advanced seminar in health facility management.
The Basic Adminstrative Course was conducted at various campuses by University of
California Extension,at the University of
Washington in Seattle,and at Idaho State University in Pocatello, Idaho.
Another program offering was a series of inter-professional conferences designed to assist
the nursing home administratorto function effectively with other professionals such as the
pharmacist, medical record librarian and accountant.
ures have risen, and

Management Emphasis

In

Public Health
Since 1966, Foundation financial assistance to
Department of Health has been
effective in strengtheningpublic health admin-

the Michigan
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istrative services in local health jurisdictions

ployed administrativestaff units, this experimental new program is seeking to establish a
regional pattern of public health services
which will not only broaden the scope of programs but also increase their effectiveness.The
demonstrations are anticipated to have statewide implications.
Foundation funds are used to employ a public health physician,an administrativeassistant, and secretary directly by the State Health
Department and these officials are assigned on
a regional basis to improve and strengthen
public health administrationin experimental
regions, particularly those with sparse populations and low-income levels. The team is concerned with program planning, organization of
services,establishingworking relationships
with the medical profession, hospitals and other units of community health. Also carefully
assayed are the staffing of the official health
units, budget planning, and evaluationof services rendered. The regional medical officer
serves as a consultantto local health officers,
their boards of health, and various community
agencies. His primary function is to provide a
working liaison between the multiple programs and services of the State Health Depart-

ment and the local jurisdiction.
Non-medicaladministrativeservices
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within the Upper Peninsula. Through state-em-

In

A

W.

Education

grant from the Foundation over a period of

Graduate School of
Yale Universityto initiate a mid-career training program for top administrators in large city
school systems.
More than four million pupils attend public
schools in the nation’s fourteen largest cities,
they representingabout 10 percent of America’s children. Another two million are enrolled
in the next fourteen largest cities. These figures
underline the importance of further preparing
able city school administratorsand the reason
that the evolving Yale program is dedicated to
education which will provide leadershipthat
can bring about more dynamic public schools
in major cities.
Yale believes the modern public school administrator must be a statesman of broad perspective since the problems facing urban
school administratorstoday are only in part
educational.They are also sociological, economic, and political. Many leaders have been
so much under the pressuresof day-by-day responsibilities that their opportunitiesto give
careful study to emergent social problems and
their urban school implications have been minfive years is aiding the

imal.
relate

to the provision of technical assistance, partic-

ularly project planning,records management,

coordination of operations,and liaison with
community organizations.
The program was initiated in the western
part of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, and the
Foundation’s contribution subsequently has
been replaced by funds from other sources for
the continued operation of the first regional
team. The Michigan Department of Health is
now able to use the Foundation funds for help
in establishing an administrativeteam in another area encompassingthe northern part of
the Lower Peninsula of Michigan. There is evidence that the experiments will be successful
in alleviating some of the problems in health
program administration and may ultimately
provide models for local health services
throughout Michigan.

The University believes its newly created
Center for Studies in Education will provide
an interdisciplinaryboost to school leadership
for large city school systems, facilitatingthe
application of the basic social sciences to the

preparationof public leaders.
Improved Administration of Colleges
and Universities

The Association of Governing Boards
Universities

and Colleges seeks

of

to enable lay

trustees or regents of universities and senior

and junior colleges to gain greater knowledge
of higher education and thus be better
equipped to set policies to meet the crisis of
growth and change which currently faces institutions of higher education.A Foundation
grant is assisting the Association to improve
its services to trustees by means of special
workshops and exploratory conferences,and
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by enabling the Association to increase its
publicationand reference program.
During the year, the Association was able
to expand substantially its regular publication
(AGB Reports] and distribute widely an important treatiseentitled “The Role of the Governing Board.” Education Abstracts was also
added to the regular distribution system which
furnishes Association members with current
developments in the field of higher education
and its governance. A project to develop for
the first time a nationwide roster of trustees of
all

senior educational institutionswas

ployment when changes forced them to seek
supplementary off-farm or completely new
sources of income.
Accordingly, the Center conducted educational programs to promote better understanding of the changing structure of the

economy,

and the knowledge and resourcesof cooperating organizationswere mobilized to help people in communities find solutions to these
problems.
In the British Isles, the Agricultural Adjust-

ment Unit of

the Universityof Newcastle

Up-

on Tyne, initiatedin 1966 with Foundation aid,

launched during the year and the Association’s
reference service was also improved, including
a comprehensive bibliographybearing on trus-

continued its research-educationalprograms
concerned with management of agriculturalresources of both the nation and the individual.

teeship.

A major conference concerned with “Re-

Coping With Technological
Changes In Fanning
A surge of technologicalinnovations and

the

resultant changes in the socio-economic position of agriculture

ment

demand continuing refine-

of the managerial processes in farming,

both in terms of the individual operator and for
the farming industry at large. The agriculturalrural sectors of the economies of most devel-

oped countries are confronted with severe
problems of adjustment to accommodate to
these new developments.
Two university-based programs provide
leadership in northern Europe in drawing attention to such problems of agricultural and
rural change and considerationof alternative
choices.

The Center for Agricultural Adjustment, esSwedish Agricultural College
at Uppsala with Foundation assistance in 1965,
concentrated during the past year in considering the effects of newly implemented agritablished by the

cultural policies of the

governmentas

they in-

and
economic decline of many rural communities. The prolonged recession of the general
economy increased pressure on the people in
fluence resource outflow from agriculture
the

the problem areas. Older people in particular,
but also many young people with insufficient
education, were unable to find suitable em-

search, Education and Extension in Agriculture” involved policymakers who will be influential in shaping the future of these knowledge
resources in agriculture. Specializedpublications were concerned with the impact of the
common market, efficiency,domestic markets,
trends, and future developments requiring resource adjustment.
The Newcastle Unit in cooperationwith University College-Dublin and the Irish Department of Agricultureand Fisheries sponsored a
pioneeringconference on “Irish Agriculture in
a Changing World.” Over 100 persons, widely
representativeof the many organizationsand
interests concerned with Irish agriculture,considered the causes and impact of change and
examined alternative actions to promote a
more prosperous farm economy.
In Denmark, the Federation of Small Holders’ Association of Jutland launched a Pilot
SpecializedFarming program as a part of its
extension education activities. This new educational undertakingreflects the significant
changes in the pattern of food production,not
only in Denmark, but in most of Europe.
Whereas “balanced” or “general farming,” including animal production and a variety of
cash crops for each farm unit, made up an effective production pattern for Danish small
holders in the past, costs of production have
now increased substantially and farmers are
experiencing severe profit squeezes. In addition, the competitiveinfluence of the Common
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Market and the possibilityof Danish entry into
the European Economic Community appear to
require management changes to decrease costs
and improve quality through specialized farm
operations.

The Federation’s

discuss the possibility of pooling agricultural
resources to attain a North American common
market for meeting world food needs.
AgriculturalPolicy Institute
Since 1960, the Foundation has provided as-

pilot

program, with 33

farms specializing in dairy, feeder pig, bacon,
broiler and egg production, provides a basis
for management recommendationsin extension education programs and opportunities for
training of extension personnel in the specialization concept of farm enterprise. The extension agents of the Association are working
closely with the cooperatingfarmers in studying specialized farming problems — capital requirements, the risk factor, management, and
probable economic return — and conducting
demonstrations involving farms and farmers
throughout Jutland.
U.S. Centers for Agriculturaland

Economic Development
Establishedin 1957 and now in its eleventh
program year with Foundation support, the
Center for Agricultural Development at Iowa
State University has continued to perform

its

catalytic function of focusing attention on significant issues in rural society.

The activities of the Center are organizedintwo broad realms: (1) domestic activities relating to the local and national scene and (2)
international activities concerning problems of
to

world economic and social developmentand
United States policy relating to these problems.

During 1969, the Center again provided leadership in conducting numerous regional conferences and seminars on issues such as sociology of development; post-high school technical education; policy needs for grain and
livestock producers; the relationship between
the university and our changing social and political institutions;and the present and future
economic opportunity and welfare conditions
of rural communities.
Among its international activities, the Center sponsored a conference for more than 200
persons, entitled “The North American Common Market.” Participants came from Mexico,
Canada, and throughout the United States to

sistance to the Agricultural Policy Institute at

North Carolina State University

to

conduct its

varied activities designed to discover, evaluate

and disseminate information related to the
problems of human resource utilization,allocation, and development in the rapidly changing southeast region of the United States.
During 1969, the Agricultural Policy Institute
sponsored or cooperated with other educational agencies in sponsoring conferences and
workshops on topics such as the growth prospect of Piedmont Crescent of the Carolines,
United States agriculturalpolicies both foreign
and domestic, tobacco mechanization and marketing, strengthening the market power of
southeasternagriculture, the structure of
southern farms of the future, creating opportunitiesfor tomorrow, a workshop on land settlement policy and religion and tensions in
temporary society (five experimentalseminars
were held on this topic to bring together ministers and social scientiststo discuss topics of
mutual interest).
The Institute continued its program of
awarding fellowships, for special one-year
programs of instruction at North Carolina
State University, to southern agricultural administrators and specialistsin public agencies.
Four fellowshipsfor advanced training were
awarded to students who have demonstrated
outstandingability and who have a special interest in problems of agricultural adjustment
and public policies.
Publicationsreporting on the conferences
and workshops mentioned above were disseminated throughout the region and nationally. In
addition, the quarterly Agricultural Policy Review continued to reach a wide audience, both
in the South and throughout the country. The
Institute also participated in the

development
Income

of a series of ten leaflets, “People and
in Rural

America,” on rural problems.

SREB AgriculturalEducation
With Foundation aid, the Southern Regional
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Education Board (SREB) inaugurated during
a program of regional cooperationin higher education in agriculture. Its general objective is to improve teaching, organization, and
administrationin the colleges of agriculture of
the Land-Grant institutions of the fifteen
southern states that comprise the Southern Regional Education Compact.
Early in the program, four subcommittees,
composed of university presidentsand deans
of agriculture, were activated. These subcommittees have addressed themselves to each of
the four components of the overall activity:
(1) coordination and encouragementof cooperative arrangements between predominantly
white and predominantly Negro Land-Grant
institutions;(2) improvementand development
1967

of faculty in the sciences

important to agricul-

advancement of

scientificknowledge

ture; (3)

and devising more efficient procedures for utilizing such knowledge;and (4) improvement
of administration, organization, and programs
of the various colleges of agriculture.
During fiscal 1969, the subcommittees have
been active in sub-programs within each of the
designated problem areas. One example of the
kind of conference held during the year was a
tri-state session attended by university presidents and deans of colleges of agriculture
from the states of North Carolina, South Carolina, and Virginia. A major objectivewas to
encourage and provide an overall plan for the
development of state programs for higher education in agriculture.

Since 1967, Michigan State University has been aided by the Foundation in an
automated farm business consulting service and planning system, both based upon the
“TELFARM” computerizedfarm record system developed earlier with Foundation aid. As
in the pictured situation,new computer applications are being
developed in off-campuseducational and farm planning activities.

TJ ECAUSE of the advances and inevitabilities
Dof modern technology,the Foundation
more than ever continues to adhere to a policy
expressed back in the 1930s by an early Board
of Trustees: “We believe there is a place on
the American scene for one foundation that
will stress applicationof knowledge rather

For The Application

Of

New

Technology

than research per se.”

Needed particularlynow

and agencies which can pragmaticallyapply the findings of technology to
the benefit of mankind, and the Foundation,
therefore, continues to give assistance within
various fields to programs which stress application and subsequent communicationof
are organizations

knowledge to

the people.

To Facilitate Education and Communications

Foundation funds have aided the establishment of an InteruniversityCommunications
Council

major

(EDUCOM] to make

it

possible for

universities to unite in exploiting for

educational and research purposes the

new
59
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techniques and concepts emerging from the
of information storage and retrieval,
communications, and learning theory.
The Council, organizedin 1965, was planned
by a group of individuals concerned with educational problems of the health professions. It
was recognized that improved continuingeducation is one of the most important needs today and that there is a serious gap between
available knowledge and its application. These
problems are nationwide so it was apparent
that a national plan utilizing all existing resources in a coordinated effort would provide
the best solutions. The Council was incorporated to promote the effective collaboration of
the member universities in processingand disseminating biomedical,scientific and scholarly
information and to cooperate in the development and operationof interuniversity systems
fields

toward

this goal.

“EDUCOM”

originally

was

oriented toward health matters, but then it
evolved to encompass the total educationalinterests of universities.

The program, headquartered in Boston and
having membership of more than 100 universities, provides a forum where the best minds of
the academic community can discuss, debate,
and effectively appraise the current levels of
communication science and technology and
the problems and opportunities involved in in-

corporating them into the planning and programs of colleges and universities.The organization has established interuniversitytask
forces to focus the expertise already available
on specific current problems in educational
communications.
The task forces are dealing with the feasibility of the establishment of national information networks, including bibliographic services
and a continuingeducation system, particularly as related to medicine. Other task forces
have been assigned to specific content areas
and the evaluation of developments under way
in fields such as military and industrial education. Additional groups are to explore new
communicationtechnologiesand the possibility of a nationwide network of university information centers. Explorationsare under way
regarding the legal and regulatory complexities

that relate to communications practice and basic research in

Knowledge

communications.

Utilization

The Foundation has assisted for many years
a number of projects focused on the widespread disseminationof new concepts, ideals,
and knowledge. However, it has become increasingly clear that in many instances the
process by which individuals and institutions
come to use new knowledge involves much
more than just the availabilityof the facts. The
process involves not only the art of persuasion
but also assistance in helping apply new concepts to the particular situation.Therefore, the

Universityof Michigan Institutefor Social Research, with Foundationassistance, has created a Center for Research on Utilization of
Scientific Knowledge (CRUSK) to study and
develop mechanisms for helping to translate
the results of research into widespreadand
practical use.

CRUSK approaches its

task primarily

through an undergraduate and graduate program to teach university students what is
known about knowledge utilizationand to enable these students through practical experience both to perfect their skill relating to the
knowledge utilizationprocess and to discover
new ways to make the process more effective.
Over 300 students have been involved in the
Center’s program, with the hope that many of
these students will elect as a career choice the

new

field of

knowledge utilization.The num-

ber of on-the-job training and apprenticeship
opportunitiesthat the Center has been able to
provide for advanced graduate students has
been an encouraging measure of success of the
program. Graduate students have been involved during the year in assisting an insurance company in utilizingnew knowledge regarding measurement of organizational structure. Others have assisted the “New Detroit
Project” to gather and use new knowledge related to urban “inner city” problems and the
Center staff and students have gained valuable
experience and greater understanding about
how to work collaboratively with others by
serving, in a consultative capacity, the regional
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medical programs

for heart, cancer, stroke

and

related diseases.

benefits from and

A major developmentduring the year was
the establishmentof a National Advisory Panel in

in agriculture. Farmers must be

Knowledge

cal

know how

consultation base and widespread geographic

to utilize techni-

innovationsresulting from agricultural re-

search.
AgriculturalExtension an Essential Link

The

agricultural extension or advisory ser-

participation.It will also assure that key lead-

vice representsan essential link

ers in the major agencies and organizations
across the country will act as spokesmen for
the pioneeringefforts of the Center.

researcher and the farm.

TV Program

Services

In 1965, the EducationalTelevision Stations

Program Service (ETS/PS) was

established to

provide national exchange of outstandingprograms produced by individualETV stations.
The Foundation has been assisting to develop
the ETS/PS as a self-supporting agency, with
aid premised for a maximum of six years to
subsidize any operating deficits.

ETS/PS pronumber of programs to be
available for distribution and the number of
programs which stations would use over the
next six-year period. All the projectionsand
estimateshave proven too modest, with most
Projections in the original 1965

posal estimated the

1970-71 goals being met by the end

ETS/PS can operate on

of 1967-68.

a self-sustaining basis

from user fees by the end of the 1968-69 fiscal
— two years ahead of schedule.
The rapid growth of the Service has been
due to several factors: The operations costs are
lower than had been estimated, thus making it
possible to acquire more programs than anticipated. The services have attracted additional
outside support for distribution of specific proyear

grams and series. Station payments have exceeded early predictions;consequently, the
stations have been able to afford higher pro-

gram use fees. It is equally cheering that the
supply of quality programs produced by stations has remained large and shows evidence
of increasing rapidly in the near future.

Agriculture And The

New

Technology
Effective

the

Utilization. The creation of

the Panel will provide the Center with a broad

Educational

aware of

communicationsand education are
new technology

requisite to the application of

between the

Characterizing this Foundation’sconcern for
the application of knowledge rather than for
research per se, support has been provided in
the past for such significantprograms as the
National Project in Agricultural Communications of Michigan State University (1953-62)
and the National Agricultural Extension Center for Advanced Study of the National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant
Colleges at the University of Wisconsin (195567). In consequence of these successful efforts
and under the leadership of Foundation Fellows trained in related fields of professional
interest, Foundation support is now helping to
create a network of agricultural extension
training centers in Europe and in Latin
America.
In Europe, programs have been initiated
with Foundation aid by the University of Reading in England, the Faculty of Agricultureof
University College-Dublinin Ireland, the University of Helsinki in Finland, the Agricultural

College of Norway at Vollebekk and Tune
Landboskole of the Federation of Farmers’
Unions and the Federations of Smallholders’
Associationsin Denmark. While details of the
professional and inservice training aspects of

the programs are different in each country,
based upon the institutionaland professional
situations locally, all have the common purpose of improving the effectiveness of agricultural communications and extensionactivities.
The AgriculturalExtension Center of the
University of Reading, developed cooperatively by the Universityand the National Agricultural Advisory Service (NAAS) of the Ministry
of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, provides
both a graduate-level diploma course in agricultural extension and inservice training opportunitiesfor Advisory Service Personnel.
Twelve students were awarded a diploma dur-
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ing the year and fifteen new enrollees repre-

were

sented NAAS, Cypress, Guyana, and the Phil-

the initial inservice training conferences.

ippines.

In Norway, a Department of Agricultural
Education and Extension was launched by the
Agricultural College of Norway in 1969. This
Department, working in conjunctionalso with
the Veterinary College, will have major responsibilities for further undergraduate and
inservice training for personnel of the Agricultural Extension Service, the Forestry Extension Service, the Veterinary Service, and the
Vocational Schools of Norway.

The graduate and inservice training program
in agricultural extension of the Faculty of Agriculture, University College-Dublin is cooperatively supported by the Universityand the
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries of the
Republic of Ireland. The first group of seven
students, Advisory Service field personnel in
technical agriculture, completed the year-long
course in the Summer of 1968. While most faculty resources for the program are provided
by University College-Dublin,a visiting professor in extensioneducation from the University of Wisconsin has worked for the past year
with the eleven full-time students who completed degree requirements in extension education,

with emphasis on

agricultural

initiated in October, to be followed

by

com-

munications, extension methodology, and the
sociology of change. In addition, a series of inservice training sessions for County Agricultural Officers and other advisory personnel
was initiated.
Late in 1968, the University of Helsinki established an Extension Research and Inservice
Training Center for the preserviceand inservice education of personnel of Finnish Advisory Societies in agriculture,forestry, and home
economics. Both undergraduate and graduatelevel training in extension education are being
offered by the Center, and inservice training
programs, with courses varying from three
days to four weeks in duration, provide agricultural, forestry, and home economics information to personnel of the nation’s various organizationsresponsible for extension education, as well as the vocationalschool teachers.
Research workers from the University of Helsinki and cooperatinginstitutespresent up-todate technical research information while the
staff of the Training Center are responsiblefor
the teaching of extension methodology. This
year has been one of preparation, in which the
director of the Center completed a short-term
Foundation fellowshipof visitationsto universities in this country, and three staff associates
completed fellowship degree programs in the
United States. The first University courses

Pictured is Lars Vik-Mo of the Agricultural College of
Norway in the course of his study of Animal Nutrition
at Michigan State University. Mr. Vik-Mo’s
advanced-levelstudy and observations at Michigan
State were through a Kellogg fellowship, one of 667
awarded by the Foundation to selected professional
personnelof European schools or agencies of
agriculture since 1953. Antedatingsuch European
awards have been 1,097 Foundation fellowships since
1941 to make available U.S. educational experiences
for faculty members of Latin American Schools
of Medicine and Public Health, Dentistry, Hospital.
Administration,
and Nursing.

In Latin America, the Instituteof Colombian
Agriculture (ICA) establishedits Division of
Extension in 1966, with Foundation assistance.
ICA is an example of effective institutionalorganizationfor the coordinationof agricultural
activitiesin research, teaching, and extension.
The purpose of its Extension Division is to facilitate the dissemination of agricultural technology to all persons involved in the agricultural development of Colombia, to make available to farmers and the agricultural industry
the results of the highly developed research
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programs of the

Institute. Organizationally,

ICA’s Division of Extension works in conjunction with some 72 extension-type organizations in Colombia and operates a Department
of Social Sciences concerned with training and
research in mass communications, rural sociology, and extension methods, and a Center of
Communicationsresponsiblefor publications,
mass media releases, and audio-visual matter.
A limiting factor in the development of agricultural

communicationsprograms in Colom-

bia is the shortage of trained personnel.Con-

sequently, sixteen Foundation Fellows are
the United States in fields of
extension education,agricultural communications, and rural sociology. The first to complete
a degree returned to ICA in mid-1969 to head
the Center of Communications.

now studying in

To Improve Tropical Agriculture
Cooperative activities,stimulated initially
by the Kellogg, Ford, and RockefellerFoundations, are mobilizing men, money, and other

As cooperative resources help attack agricultural
productionproblems in tropicalLatin America,
follow-up consultation is an importantaspect of the
program of the Foundation-aidedInternational Center
for Tropical Agriculture (CIAT).

Shown

is a

rice specialistin one of his regular visits to

CIAT

two former

Ecuadorian trainees who are testingnew varieties
of rice in the lowland areas of their country.

resources to support concentratedattacks upon agriculturalproduction problems within the
developing countriesof tropical Latin America. Central to this effort is the evolving Inter-

national Center for Tropical Agriculture
(CIAT), with a physical facility started in late
1969 in the Cauca Valley near Palmira, Colombia. CIAT is attacking the closely related problems of economic development, food production, and adequate diets for people who live in
the tropical lowlands,with the principal thrust
an effort toward increasedproduction of proteins through animals and plants.
Kellogg Foundation funds are being used to
finance the CIAT training and communications
program and to construct a Center for Continuing Education.The principal objectives of
this program are to help mobilize, qualify, and
energize the personnel and organizationsin
government and private enterprise, necessary
steps if the food potential of the lowland tropical countries is to be realized.The training efforts are designed to overcome background
and performance inadequacies among professional agriculturists,to develop and demonstrate improved preservice and inservice training, to foster food research, and to help national policy makers learn more about the agriculturalpotentials of their countries and how
these can be realized.
The CIAT communications program should
stimulateand make possible an effective exchange of ideas and plans vital to agricultural
development. Communication research efforts
will seek to identify the reasons why research
results are not readily applied on farms, as
well as to assess training and informational
needs and priorities.
The Kellogg grant finances a core program
staff and provides essential equipment as well
as publications, films, and other materials for
sharing the findings of CIAT with interested
persons throughout the world.
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ry-iWELVE MEETINGS of the Board of Trustees
J- were held at the offices of the W. K. Kellogg Foundation during the fiscal year, including the annual meeting on December 16, 1968.
The annual meeting of the Members of the Corporation was also held on December 16, at
which Alphonse H. Aymond, Jr., Lyle C. Roll
and Kenneth V. Zwiener were reelected Members and Trustees for terms of three years.
Glenn A. Cross and Bessie Rogers Young were
reelected Honorary Trustees for one-year
terms. At the annual meeting of the Trustees,
the following officers were reelected:

Chairman of

the Board, Emory

W. Morris

President, Philip E. Blackerby
Vice-President, Russell G.
Secretary, Leonard L.

Mawby

White

Treasurer, Orville L. DeBolt
Assistant Secretary,

Edward

P.

Sickmiller

Assistant Treasurer, Leonard L.

White

Appointed to the Finance Committee were:

Emory W. Morris, Chairman; Orville L. DeBolt, Secretary; A. H.

Aymond,

Jr., Lyle C. Roll,

and John O. Snook.
In the opening pages of this Annual Report
are listings of the membership of the Board of
Trustees, membership of the Finance Committee, the officers of the Foundation and the
Foundation's staff.
The annual audit of the Foundation books
made by Price Waterhouse & Co. for the year
ended August 31, 1968, was approved by the
Board of Trustees at their annual meeting. During the year the Trustees made new appropriations totaling $19,139,396 for the activities
of the Foundation during the current and ensuing fiscal years.
Statistics Concerning the

America 10 percent; Europe
5 percent; Canada 3 percent; Australia less
than one percent.
Foundation Purpose, Policies and Principles

The purpose of the Foundation is “to receive
and administer funds for educationalor charitable purposes.” Assistance is confined to the
support of nonpartisan,nonprofit educational,
agricultural and health activitiesin the public
interest.

The Foundation is affiliatedwith no other
agency or institution,and the terms of its establishmentdo not commit it in any way, either
directly or by implication, to the advocacy or
promotion of particular theories or doctrines
in any of the fields in which its interests lie.
The Foundation itself does not administer
programs, rather the activities it assists are
those of agencies,institutions, communities,
states and countries with problems to solve.
The assistancetendered is chiefly concerned
with the application of knowledge rather than
its creation through basic research.
Limitationsto Foundation Aid

Unfortunately,many requests for aid have
each year, either because of limited resources and prior commitments,or for
one of the following reasons:
to be declined

1.

is chiefly interested in

2. Activities of the Foundation are largely

limited to aid of programs concerned
with the application of knowledge. Support is not ordinarily provided for research, per se.

1930,

with headquarters in Battle Creek, Michigan.
The current scope of its assistance encompasses parts of North America, Latin America,
Western Europe, and Australia. Total expenditures since 1930 have exceeded $195,000,000.
For 1969, program expenditures were appor-

The Foundation

pioneering or experimental projects and
seldom aids the operational phases of established programs.

Foundation

The Foundation was established in
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tioned geographically as follows: United States
82 percent; Latin

3.

The Foundation does not provide endowments. Neither does it assist developmental campaigns nor give funds for
capital facilities, except where such facilities are

an essential part of an ongo-

ing Foundation-aided program.
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4.

The Foundationdoes not make grants
for conferences, publications, or films
unless they are directly associated with
a project the Foundation is already

and/or equipping facilities, 306;

aiding.

How
awarded directly to
but almost exclusivelyto

5. Fellowships are not
individuals,

foreign universities or agencies as a part
of aid for ongoing programs.
6. The resourcesof applicants for aid are a

Foundation avoids encouragement of any program beyond the
recipient’s eventual capacity to support.

factor, for the

7.

While the Foundation has, in the past,
made some grants for direct relief, present policies do not encompass such expenditures.

8. Despite a natural concern for religious
institutions, the Foundationmakes no
grants to any of the large number of
church sects.
9.

Some

applications are for grants outside

the current scope defined by the Trustees or are not within the governmental
regulations pertaining to foundations.
10.

Some requests come from outside the
geographic areas as presently designated
by the Trustees.

11.

The

large

number

of requests,

and

the

limitation of the Foundation’sresources,

make

it

impractical to grant aid to proj-

ects which are essentially local in scope.

Of the many requests for financialassistance
considered by the Foundation during the 1969
fiscal year, 1,999 were declined. Many of these
applications were in behalf of projects outside
the scope of the Foundation’spresent interests.
However, a great number of relevant requests
were declined because of limited resources and
prior commitments. The applications that were
declined may be classifiedas follows: Financial aid to health, education and service agencies to develop or finance programs, 854; scholarships, fellowships, travel grants, grants for
individualtraining and other assistanceof a
personal nature, 420; funds for constructing

for studies or

research, 245; for the financing of conferences

and meetings or for the development

of publi-

cations or films, 174.
Grants Are Requested and

Made

Institutions and agencies may feel free to
submit proposalswhich are within the fields of
Foundation endeavor and which are not contraindicated by the “Limitations to Foundation
Aid” previously described. The Foundation
supplies no formal application forms. Instead,
as a first step, a letter or memorandum should
be written, briefly describingthe basic problem and plans for solution of the problem. The
objectives of the project should be clearly stated and proposed operationalprocedures outlined, including the personnel and financialresources available and needed. An estimate
should be given of the probable duration and
cost of the effort. To be eligible for a grant, recipient organizationsmust be qualified under
appropriate regulationsof the U.S. Internal

Revenue Service.
If the proposal

comes within an area

cur-

rently being assisted by the Foundation, and

if

Foundation resources permit considerationof
the requested aid, conferencesand staff investigationsmay follow, and the petitionermay be
asked to develop a more detailed proposal. In
any event, the request will have prompt consideration by the Foundation.
The Foundationalso seeks the counsel of
leaders in the various professionalfields for
guidance as to the scope of current activities.
In addition, the reviews of requests for assistance often include consultation with universities and other organizations. Thus, as evaluated on the basis of the best informationavailable, those requests seeming of greatest potentiality are presented to the Foundation’sBoard
of Trustees for final action.
InternationalFellowships

During the year 43 European and 81
American Fellows pursued graduate and

Latin
post-

graduate studies in the United States under
Kellogg Foundation fellowshipsgranted to agricultural,educationaland health agencies in
their respective countries. There follows a listing of the 124 Fellows. Below the name of each
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Fellow is shown the university or agency in behalf of which the fellowship was awarded.
Listed are all Fellows who were in the United
States a minimum of thirty days during the fiscal year. The subject matter of the awards is
indicated where not implied by professional
degree or designations followingnames.

Rodolfo Frederico H. RASCHE, M.D.
University of Rio Grande do Sul
Henrique RIGATTO, M.D.
University of Rio Grande do Sul
Mauri SVARTMAN, M.D.
School of Medicine and Surgery, Rio de Janeiro
Josd Dorneles Freitas VALE, D.D.S.
University of Rio Grande do Sul
Roberto Braga VIANNA, D.D.S.
University of Rio de Janeiro

ARGENTINA

Dioracy FonterradaVIEIRA, D.D.S.*
University of Sao Paulo

Boris ELSNER Pjankova, M.D.
University of Buenos Aires

Rodolfo Hector de LELLIS Dentone,M.D.
Center of Medical Education and
Clinical Investigation (CEMIC)

CHILE
Luis ALFARO Lira, D.D.S.*
University of Chile

Nicolas PARULA, D.D.S.*
University of Buenos Aires

Luis BAHAMONDE Bravo, M.D.
University of Chile

GuillermoPINEDO Gondra, M.D.
Center of Medical Educationand

Rubdn BERMUDEZ Oyarce, M.D.

Clinical Investigation

(CEMIC)

BRAZIL
Ney Soares de ARAUJO, D.D.S.
University of Sao Paulo
Domingos Octavio Lorenzonid’AVILA, M.D.
University of Rio Grande do Sul
Victorio Spinelli T. BARRETO, M.D.
University of

Pernambuco

University of Concepcion
Raul Fernando ESCOBAR Munoz, D.D.S.
University of Concepcion

Pedro Lohengrin FERRER Reyes, M.D.
University of Chile

Gustavo FRINDT Marambio, M.D.
Catholic University of Chile

Alberto GALOFRIi Terrasa, M.D.
Catholic University of Chile

Aleksandar GOlC Goic, M.D.
University of Chile

Francisco Jos^T. BARRETTO, M.D.
University of Pernambuco

Juan Fernando HONEYMAN Mauro, M.D.
University of Chile

Hamilton Correia BRUNI, M.D.
University of Bahia
Abel Silveira CARDOSO, D.D.S.

Jorge HUERTA Miranda, D.D.S.
University of Chile

University of Rio de Janeiro

Renato Machado FIORI, M.D.
University of Rio Grande do Sul
Cldvis Washington FRANCISCONI, M.D.*
(Hosp. Admin.)
University of Rio Grande do Sul
Italo Honorato Alfredo GANDELMANN, D.D.S.
University of Rio de Janeiro

Dalvio GUIDI, D.D.S.
University of Sao Paulo
Adolpho MILECH, M.D.
University of Rio de Janeiro
Josd MONTEIRO Netto, D.D.S.
University of Rio de Janeiro

Bruno Carlos PALOMBINI, M.D.
University of Rio Grande do Sul
Jose Antonio Fernandez PIRES, D.D.S.
University of Rio Grande do Sul
Aristides Cheto de QUEIROZ, M.D.
University of Bahia

Sergio MANDIOLA Benedicto, M.D.
Catholic University of Chile

Marcelo MEDINA Vargas, M.D.
University of Concepcfon
GuillermoMURRAY Cuevas, M.D.
University of Chile
Carlos Humberto OSORIO de la Vega, D.D.S.
University of Chile
Livio PAOLINELLI Monti, M.D.*
University of Chile
Sergio RECART Ossa, M.D.
University of Concepcion

Tomas Eduardo

Patricio VELA Peebles, M.D.
Catholic University of Chile

COLOMBIA
Moise's ALVAREZ Quintero (Extension Education)
Instituteof Colombian Agriculture

Susana
•Secondor Special Fellowship

ROMERO Carvajal, M.D.

University of Chile

AMAYA

Puerto (Mass Communications)

Instituteof Colombian Agriculture
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F.

Enrique ANDRADE Martfnez

(Rural Com. Develop.)
Instituteof Colombian Agriculture
Ligia BARRERA Becerra, R.N.
University of Colombia
C. BRICENO Escobar (Extension Education)
Instituteof Colombian Agriculture

ENGLAND
James Downworth QUINLAN (Horticulture)
East Mailing Research Station

Oscar del

Alvaro CASTILLA (AgriculturalEducation)
University of Colombia
Luis E. CHAVES Escobar (Extension Education)
Instituteof Colombian Agriculture
David CUELLAR Galvez
(Agricultural Communications)
Instituteof Colombian Agriculture
Federico DIAZ Gonzalez, M.D.
University of Antioquia
Jafeth GARCfA Rojas (Agric. ExtensionEducation)
Instituteof Colombian Agriculture
Jose Ricaurte GARCIA Brand (Adult Education)
Instituteof Colombian Agriculture
Jaime GUTIERREZ Sanchez (Rural Sociology)
Instituteof Colombian Agriculture

German Alberto HERNANDEZ

Lopez, D.D.S.

University of Colombia
Luis J. JARAMILLO Sierra (Agric. Communications)
Instituteof Colombian Agriculture

Oscar Jaime

LEMA

Tapias, M.D.

University of Antioquia

Orlando

LUGO

Nasser

(Agricultural Communications)
Instituteof Colombian Agriculture
Jose Hernando MARIN Montoya (Biochemistry)
University of Antioquia
Gabriel OJEDA Castro (Agricultural Communications)
Instituteof Colombian Agriculture

Hernan PEREZ Zapata (Agricultural Communications)
Instituteof Colombian Agriculture
Joaqufn E. QUIROS Davila (Ext. and Communications)
Instituteof Colombian Agriculture
Ernesto RINCON Meza (AgriculturalExtension)
Instituteof Colombian Agriculture
Hernan RINCON Rinc6n (Agric. Communications)
Instituteof Colombian Agriculture
Fabio Andrds RODRIGUEZ Cely, M.D.
University of Colombia
Carlos Emiro TASAMA Mejia, D.D.S.
University of El Valle

Alvaro VELASQUEZ Ospina, M.D.
University of Antioquia

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
Wolfgang Harold HOLTZ (Animal Physiology)
University of Gottingen

FINLAND
Tapani Lauri KATARA (Extension Education)
University of Helsinki

Vappu L. KOSSILA

(Dairy Husbandry)
University of Helsinki

Timo Tapani KURKELA (Forest Pathology)
Forest Research Institute
Erkki Hemmo OKSANEN (AgriculturalEngineering)
University of Helsinki
Maija Helena RIIHIJARVI

(Home Economics Extension)
University of Helsinki

Seppo Olavi

RUUSKANEN

(Forestry)

University of Helsinki

Jorma Kalevi SAINIO (Forest Marketing)
University of Helsinki
Liisa SYRJALA (Animal Nutrition)
University of Helsinki
Harri Edvard WESTERMARCK (Rural Sociology)
University of Helsinki

GUATEMALA
Ricardo Augusto BLANCO Rodriguez, M.D.
University of San Carlos-INCAP
Manuel de Jestis Gonzdlez Avila, D.D.S.
University of San Carlos
Benjamin TORtJN Rymer, M.D.
University of San Carlos-INCAP

Emma

Estela VELASQUEZ
National School of Nursing

IRELAND
Cornelius Patrick AHERN (Veterinary Physiology)
Trinity College
John James CLARKE (Dairy Science)
University College, Dublin
John Augustine CONNOLLY (Farm Management)
University College, Dublin

COSTA RICA
Ruth Mora de GOTO, D.D.S.*
University of Costa Rica

Charles DALY (Dairy and Food Microbiology)
University College, Cork

Michael Joseph

DRENNAN

(Beef Cattle Nutrition)

Agricultural Institute

Anthony Vincent FLYNN (Agronomy)
Agricultural Institute

James Peter
'Secondor Special Fellowship

FRAWLEY

Agricultural Institute

(Rural Sociology)
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John Joseph GARDINER (Forest Soils)
University College, Dublin
Timothy Noel GLEESON (Soil Physics)
Agricultural Institute

Dermot

Hubert

L.

HUTCHINSON

(Meat Inspection)

Ministry of Agriculture

WRIGHT (Meat Technology)
Ministry of Agriculture

David

HARRINGTON (Statistics)

Agricultural Institute

Michael Patrick LUCEY (Veterinary Surgery)
University College, Dublin
Peadar MAC GANNA (AgriculturalEconomics)
Department of Agriculture & Fisheries
Finnain MAC NAEIDHE (Horticulture)
Agricultural Institute
John MULQUEEN (Soil Physics)
Agricultural Institute

David Joseph O’CONNOR (AgriculturalEducation)
Department of Agriculture Er Fisheries
Cormac Padraig O'GAIRBHIDHE
(Veterinary Medicine)
University College, Dublin
Fergus O’NEILL (Agricultural Economics)
Agricultural Institute

NORWAY
HAUGSE (AgriculturalEconomics)
UllensvangResearch Station
Ola KAARSTAD (Civil Engineering)

Lars

Agricultural College of

Oivind Andreas

ODEGAARD (Veterinary Medicine)

Veterinary College of

Agricultural Institute

William Patrick

STAUNTON

(Plant Pathology)

Agricultural Institute

Herbert WHITE (Agricultural Education)
Department of Agriculture & Fisheries

MEXICO
Benito CARRERA y de la Torre, M.D.
University of San Luis Potosi

Norway

Laurits ROSSEB0 (Food Science & Technology)
Veterinary College of Norway

Magnus VALLAND

(Food Science & Technology)
Res. Com. for Pres, of Agric. Food Products

Lars VIK-MO (Animal Nutrition)
Agricultural College of Norway

John REIDY (Agricultural ExtensionEducation)
University College, Dublin

Michael Leo REILLY (Plant Physiology)
University College, Dublin
Michael Joseph RYAN (Pasture Nutrition & Ecology)

Norway

Kari Holtan NODENES (Extension Education)
Ministry of Family & Consumer Affairs

PERU
Wilson DELGADO Azanero,D.D.S.
University of San Marcos
Humberto GUERRA Allison, M.D.

Cayetano Heredia Peruvian University
C6sar Gabriel nAqUIRA Velarde, M.D.
University of San Marcos
Juan Miguel PALACIOS Anicama, D.D.S.
University of San Marcos

Oswaldo VALDIVIA Iporre, M.D.
University of San

Marcos

NAVA y Gutierrez de Velasco, M.D.
University of San Luis Potosi

Manuel

Jorge ZERMENO Ibarra, D.D.S.
University of San Luis Potosi

NORTHERN IRELAND
Michael Colin Foskett COOK
(HorticulturalEconomics)
Ministry of Agriculture

LEONARD
Secretary

L.

WHITE
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Details of the Treasurer’s Report will be found
on the succeeding pages, along with an opinion thereon by independent accountants.The
Treasurer’s Report includes a statement of
net assets as of August 31, 1969; a statement
of income and expendituresfor the fiscal year;
a list of program commitments, with payments
made during the year, showing any unpaid balances; and a detailed list of the Foundation
investments.
Assets

The book value
tion Trust

is

of the

W.

K. Kellogg Founda-

$33,105,417, and gifts received

by

the Foundation from the founder and others
had a value at the time of receipt of $23,121,009.
The market value of assets on August 31, 1969,
was as follows:
'W. K. Kellogg
Foundation
$366,286,860
General
42,052,128
Funds Administered by the
482,044

Trust
Fund
Foundation
Total

$408,821,032

The Foundation incomefor
$16,393,446, which was an
increase of $2,156,036over the previous year.
talled $194,236,739.

the fiscal year

was

Expenditures

During its 39 years, the Kellogg Foundation’s
expenditures for educational and charitable
purposes have been $195,059,385,exceeding
income by $822,646. The Foundation also has
outstandingcommitments extending up to five
years in the amount of $28,225,867in behalf
of programs in health, education and agriculture. The total of the Foundation’s expenditures and of the commitments against its General Fund exceeds its total 39-year income by
$29,048,513. For the past ten years, the Foundation’s administrativeexpenses have averaged 5.5 percent of total annual expenditures.
Administrative expenses during the past fiscal
year were $727,823,which were 4.3 percent
of expenditures.In addition, the Foundation
transferred$450,000 during the year to the
W. K. Kellogg Foundation Savings Fund to
cover past service liabilitiesunder its employee retirement program which was established in 1944.

The Foundation Trust was created by W. K.
Kellogg in 1931 and has, as its sole assets,
9,044,120 shares of Kellogg Company

common

stock, representing 50.4 percent of the outstanding voting stock of the Kellogg Company.
The Trust is administered by three Trustees
and the Harris Trust and Savings Bank. According to the terms of the Trust, the W. K.
Kellogg Foundation is the sole beneficiary and
receives the entire net income of the Trust.
The assets held directly by the Foundation
as a General Fund account as of August 31,
1969, consisted of common stocks, bonds and
notes of 113 publicly held corporations,real
estate and cash. There are also four other
trusts administered by the Foundation for interim beneficiaries,the principal of which will
eventually be distributed to the Kellogg
Foundation.

Investments

The Foundation Finance Committee

of the
Trustees uses the investment counsel
of the Harris Trust and Savings Bank of Chicago and the Bank of New York. The Harris
Trust and Savings Bank also acts as custodian
of the Foundation’s investments.The portfolio
of the Foundation on August 31 was 28 percent
invested in fixed income securities and 72 percent in common equities. The Finance Committee authorizes all purchases and sales of securities and reports its activitiesto the Board
of Trustees for approval on a bimonthly basis.

Board

of

Income
During the 39-year history through the 1968-69
fiscal year, the Foundation’s

income has

to-

ORVILLE
Treasurer

L.

DeBOLT

Price

'Waterhouse & Co.
2

West Michigan Avenue

Battle Creek 49014
October 7, 1969

To the Board of Trustees
W. K. Kellogg Foundation
In our opinion, the financial statements in the
accompanying Report of the Treasurer present fairly, on
the basis indicated below consistent with that of the
preceding year, the net assets of W. K. Kellogg Foundation
(including the assets of the W. K. Kellogg Foundation Trust)
at August 31, 1969 and its income, expenditures and changes
in unappropriated General Fund balance for the year then
ended. Our examinationof these statements was made in
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and

accordinglyincluded such tests of the accounting records
and such other auditing proceduresas we considered necessary
in the circumstances,including at August 31, 1969 confirmation
of securities owned by correspondence with the depositary and
corporate trustee.
The accounts of the Foundationare maintainedon
the cash basis of accounting,except that appropriations for
future expenditures are reflected in the statement of net
assets, and accordingly do not include interest or dividends
receivableand amortization of bond premiums at August 31, 1969.
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STATEMENT OF NET ASSETS — AUGUST

31,

1969
Book Amount

Market

GENERAL FUND

$

Cash

540,952
13,302,483
20,940,362

Bonds and notes
Stocks
Other assets

Appropriated

1,519,179

36,302,976
28,225,867

for grants

Unappropriated General Fund

8,077,109

$

540,952

10,486,733
30,039,943

984,500
42,052,128
28,225,867
13,826,261

FUNDS ADMINISTERED BY THE FOUNDATION
Cash and securities

W.

K.

315,456

482,044

33,105,417

366,286,860

$41,497,982

$380,595,165

KELLOGG FOUNDATION TRUST

9,044,120 shares Kellogg Company

common stock

Net Assets
This Statement of Net Assets includes the W.
K. Kellogg Foundation Trust of which the
Foundation is beneficiary. It also includes certain trusts administered for interim beneficiaries, the residual principalof which will
eventually be distributed to the Foundation,
and funds set aside for retirementbenefits.
Assets purchased by the Foundation are
stated in the Book Amount column at cost and
assets received as gifts or distributions from

trusts are stated at the estimated values at

dates of acquisition. Office facilities and
equipment are included in expendituresas
incurred.

Bonds, notes and stocks are priced in the

Market column based on August 31, 1969
quotes,

where

available. Other valuationsare

at estimated market prices or

book amounts.
Market or book amounts do not necessarily

represent realizable values.
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INCOME AND EXPENDITURES YEAR ENDED AUGUST

31,

1969

K. KELLOGG
FOUNDATION

W.

INCOME
W. K. Kellogg Foundation Trust

$14,438,092

Other trusts

120,934

Dividends

697,840

Interest

1,081,303

Miscellaneous

55,277

16,393,446

EXPENDITURES
Program payments

15,687,081

Refunds on payments in prior years
Administration
Salaries and employees’ benefit program

(73,333)

—

$593,605

Office operations

63,597

Professional services

23,938

Travel

23,937

Publications

22,746

727,823

Past service funding of employee retirement benefits

450,000
16,791,521

Excess

of

$

expendituresover income

398,075

CHANGES IN UNAPPROPRIATED GENERAL
FUND BALANCE

—

Year Ended August

31,

1969

Unappropriated general fund balance at beginning of year
Excess

of

expendituresover income

(398,075)

Gain on sale of securities
Increase in appropriationsfor future expenditures
and funding of retirement benefits
Unappropriated general fund balance at end

$8,777,802

1,688,548

(1,991,166)

of

year

$8,077,109
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PROGRAM COMMITMENTS AND PAYMENTS
Within the next several pages is listed every program
aided by the Foundation to which payments were
made during the fiscal year or to which payments are
yet to be made. The purpose of each grant and program is stated. However, the necessarybrevity of the
statementprecludesthe inclusion of an ultimate purpose that is implied in every grant — "It is to advance
the well-being of people.”

Shown in the pages which follow are also (1) current commitments, (2) unpaid balances of commitments at the beginning of the fiscal year combined
with commitments made during the year, (3) payments
made during 1969 and (4) unpaid commitments at August 31, 1969. Each of the agencies listed is a governmental or nonprofit organization. Below is a summary
of the payments by subject matter and by geographical area.

Geographical Areas

Subject Matter

AUSTRALIA

Europe
Latin America

$

Health

AGRICULTURE

$

652,146
353,695
645,731

United States

$

37,198

CANADA

$

Education
Health

118,986
303,407

1,651,572

$

422,393

$

652,146
44,369
158,752

$

855,267

EUROPE

EDUCATION
Canada
Europe

$

United States

118,986
44,369

Agriculture
Education
Health

6,957,869

$

7,121,224

LATIN AMERICA

$

Agriculture
Health

HEALTH
Australia

'

$

37,198
303,407
158,752

Canada
Europe
Latin America

1,185,646

United States

5,229,282

$

TOTAL

$

1,539,341

UNITED STATES
Agriculture
Education
Health

$

645,731
6,957,869
5,229,282

$12,832,882

6,914,285

$15,687,081

353,695
1,185,646

TOTAL

$15,687,081
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Unpaid Balance
August 31, 1968
and Committed
During Year
at

Current

Commitments

Fiscal

Year
Payments

Unpaid
Commitments
August 31, 1969

AUSTRALIA
HOSPITALS
EDUCATION IN HOSPITAL
ADMINISTRATION
For improvement of the University’s curriculum
in education for hospital administration through
a cooperativeexchange program with selected
United States universities.
University of

New South Wales

$

36,819

$ 18,546

$ 18,546

332,060

278,650

18,652

259,998

$128,892

$ 62,598

$ 66,294

133,450

123,440

56,388

67,052

76,140

47,058

22,646

24,412

114,000

106,020

46,222

59,798

$

To strengthenthe University’s program of education for hospital and health service administration.
University of

New South Wales

CANADA
EDUCATION
COMMUNITY COLLEGE DEVELOPMENT
To

assist in creating a Canadian Commission for
the Community College to provide direction and
leadership in the community college movement

Canada.

in

Canadian Associationfor Adult Education

$

202,800*

IMPROVEMENTOF INSTRUCTION IN
HIGHER EDUCATION
To

aid in the development of a program to asCanadian professional schools in improving
instructionalmethods, applying new educational
technologies and designing curricula.
sist

Ontario Institutefor Studies in Education

HOSPITALS
CONTINUING EDUCATION
To help establish a broad program of continuing
education for hospital administrative personnel
throughoutCanada.
American College

of Hospital

Administrators

To assist the provincial hospital associations of
Alberta, British Columbia, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, the Canadian Hospital Association, and
the University of Alberta in developing programs of continuingeducationin behalf of hospitals throughout Western Canada.
Western Canada Council on Educationof
Health Care Personnel
(University of Alberta, Payee)

COOPERATIVE HOSPITAL SERVICES
To

aid the establishmentof a centralized electronic data processingprogram for Manitoba’s
smaller hospitals.

AssociatedHospitals

of

Manitoba

•Current commitments in Canada are stated in Canadian
currency; all other amounts are in U.S. dollars.

- - ;~v;i

76,820

6,344

6,344
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Unpaid Balance
Current

Commitments

at August 31, 1968
and Committed
During Year

Fiscal

Year
Payments

Unpaid
Commitments
August 31, 1969

EDUCATION in hospital
ADMINISTRATION
For assistance in the improvementof hospital
administration and hospital services through the
development of educational programs.

$

University of Montreal

Western Canada Center for Educationin
Health Services Administration
(University of Alberta, Payee)

167,840

$ 69,073

$ 30,376

$ 38,697

212,250

149,017

33,776

115,241

156,520

145,520

80,092

65,428

135,000

93,316

41,872

51,444

45,000

42,000

13,920

28,080

178,700

143,848

28,159

115,689

317,600

$ 86,171

$ 62,844

$ 23,327

367,570

249,153

80,261

168,892

35,000

28,000

4,000

24,000

HOSPITAL ACCREDITATION
To help improve health care services by aiding
the Council in revising its standards for, and a
methodology of, accrediting Canadian hospitals.
Canadian Council on Hospital Accreditation

MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH

IMPROVEMENTOF CANADIAN
MEDICAL SCHOOLS
To support studies on financing facilities, staffing and student enrollments of Canadian medical
schools.
Association of Canadian Medical Colleges
(Association of Universities and Colleges
of

Canada, Payee)

STRENGTHENING PROFESSIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
To help the Association employ a full-timeexecutive director as an essential step to reorganizing and expandingits programs serving the
health needs of Canada.
Canadian Public Health Association

NURSING
GRADUATE EDUCATION

IN

NURSING

To support establishmentof a graduateprogram
for the preparationof clinicalnurse specialists.
University of Toronto

EUROPE
AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT
To provide assistance for programs to discover,
evaluate, and disseminateinformationpertaining to agriculturaladjustment and public policy.
Swedish Agricultural College
University of Newcastle Upon Tyne, England

$

EXTENSION METHODS DEMONSTRATION
To assist in improving the effectiveness of agricultural extension work.
Federationof Small Holders' Associations
Jutland, Denmark
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Unpaid Balance
August 31, 1968
and Committed
During Year
at

Current

Commitments

Fiscal

Year
Payments

Unpaid
Commitments
August 31, 1969

EXTENSION PERSONNEL TRAINING
To

assist in establishing programs for the preservice and inservice training of personnel in
agriculturalextensionand education.
Agricultural Research Council of

$

Norway

315,000

$289,928

$ 30,928

$259,000

University of Reading, England

206,066

55,100

18,083

37,017

University College, Dublin, Ireland

175,000

124,180

19,565

104,615

University of Helsinki, Finland

143,700

140,200

27,700

112,500

Federation of Danish Smallholders’
Associations and Danish Farmers’ Unions
(Tune Landboskole,Payee)

172,400

172,400

77,440

94,960

FELLOWSHIPS
To

help improve agricultural education and
practices in Europe by providingopportunities
for study in the United States for qualifiedteaching, extension, and research personnelof selected European agencies.
Agricultural Research Council, Great Britain

1,044

1,044

1,044
13,416

Ministry of Agriculture, Northern Ireland

13,416

13,416

Department of Agriculture and Fisheries,
Republicof Ireland

110,166

110,166

110,166

National Research Council for Agriculture
and Forestry, Finland

41,420

41,420

41,420

33,789

33,789

33,789

2,660

2,660

2,660

7,262

7,262

7,262

255,000

102,801

57,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

398,000

398,000

100,000

74,059

26,048

48,011

150,360

150,360

35,520

114,840

Agricultural Research Council of

Norway

Ministry for Food, Agriculture and Forestry,

West Germany
Equipment

for

Use

of

Former Fellows,

University College, Dublin, Ireland

FOOD SCIENCE
To help establish a program
science and technology.

of education in

food

University of Helsinki, Finland
University College, Cork, Ireland
Agricultural Research Council of

Norway

45,801

398,000

RURAL YOUTH
To

assist in the development of a program to
train volunteerleaders for local 4-H Clubs.
Norwegian 4-H Clubs (Agricultural Research
Council of Norway, Payee)

To aid in employing

full-time regionalyouth
officers,expanding training programs, and developing a nationalheadquarters and training
center.

Macra na Tuaithe, Ireland

K. KELLOGG
FOUNDATION
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Unpaid Balance
August 31, 1968
and Committed
During Year
at

Current

Commitments

Fiscal

Year
Payments

Unpaid
Commitments
August 31, 1969

EDUCATION
CONTINUING EDUCATION
To

assist in providinga residential, facility for
Continuing Education and to subsidizeinitial

activities.

University of Oxford, England

$

135,100

$

2,209

$

1,869

$

340

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
To

aid the Seminar in American Studies in
program with European scholars.

its

Salzburg Seminar in American Studies,

Austria

MEDICINE AND PUBLIC

155,000

155,000

42,500

112,500

1,343,093

1,146,791

158,752

988,039

549,320

$238,919

$109,298

$129,621

50,382

50,382

50,382

1,156,915

1,074,915

191,015

1,157,715

1,157,715

HEALTH

SUPPORT FOR WORLD HEALTH
To assist in establishing a Federationof World
Health Foundations.
Federation of World Health Foundations

LATIN

AMERICA

AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION
To assist in strengthening agriculturalextension
work in Colombia through ICA’s Division of Extension.
Instituteof Colombian Agriculture
(University of Nebraska Foundation,Payee]

$

To help improve agriculturalextensionwork in
Colombia by providing study opportunitiesin
the United States for qualified extension personnel.
Instituteof Colombian Agriculture

To

assist in developing the extension, information, and training activities of the Center to
serve tropical Latin America.
International Center of Tropical Agriculture,

Colombia

883,900

To assist in construction of a facility for CIAT’s
ContinuingEducation programs to improve food
production in the Latin American tropics.
International Center of Tropical Agriculture

Colombia

1,157,715

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
To aid citizenendeavors to strengthen the economy of BritishHonduras.
Michigan Partners

of the Alliance

9,000

6,000

3,000

3,000
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August 31, 19G8
and Committed
During Year
at
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Commitments

Fiscal

Year
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Commitments
August 31, 1969

DENTISTRY
FELLOWSHIPS
To provide opportunitiesfor

selectedfaculty

members to obtain specialized preparationin
the U.S. as a part of cooperativeprograms
improve dental education.
University of Buenos Aires, Argentina
University of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil

to

$

2,521

$

2,521

$

2,521

15,008

15,008

15,008

University of Rio de Janeiro,Brazil

15,831

15,831

15,831

University of Sao Paulo, Brazil

17,341

17,341

17,341

18,950

18,950

18,950

University of Concepcion,Chile

838

838

838

National University of Colombia

698

698

698

University of Antioquia, Colombia

196

196

University of Costa Rica

1,371

1,371

1,371

University of San Luis Potosf,Mexico

5,839

5,839

5,839

University of El Valle, Colombia

5,697

5,697

5,697

National University of San Marcos, Peru

5,714

5,714

5,714

646

646

646

University of Chile

University of San Carlos, Guatemala

$

196

IMPROVEMENT OF PROFESSIONAL

EDUCATION
To help strengthendental educationby providing assistance to selected dental schools for faculty salaries, teaching equipment and materials,
library resources, and consultative services.
8,400

University of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil

42,000

16,800

8,400

University of Sao Paulo, Brazil

24,647

6,079

6,079

60,000

60,000

30,000

30,000

University of Chile
University of Concepcion,Chile

93,853

93,853

39,311

54,542

17,279

3,525

13,754

581

University of Antioquia, Colombia

36,339

National University of Colombia

48,680

6,621

University of Costa Rica

39,348

21,612

University of San Carlos, Guatemala

141,847

71,798

Central University of Venezuela (Pan
American Sanitary Bureau and Central
University of Venezuela,Payees)

152,932

152,932

52,812

100,120

149,644

68,671

28,499

40,172

30,000

30,000

10.000

20,000

5,584

16,028
71,798

COMMUNITY WATER FLUORIDATION
To

train technical personnel in the fluoridation
of water and to encourage public acceptanceof
the idea.

Pan American Sanitary Bureau, Agent

STRENGTHENING PROFESSIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
To

aid the Associationin its program for the
benefit of dental educationin Latin America by
establishing a regional office in Rio de Janeiro.
Latin American Association of Faculties
of Dentistry (Pan American Federation of
Associations of Medical Schools, Payee)
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Current

Commitments

Unpaid Balance
at August 31, 1968
and Committed
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Fiscal

Year
Payments

Unpaid
Commitments
August 31, 1969

TRAINING DENTAL AUXILIARIES
To help extend dental manpower resources
through the training of auxiliary personnel.
University of Antioquia, Colombia

$

37,000

$

7,960

$

4,200

HOSPITALS
FELLOWSHIPS
To provide opportunitiesfor selectedfaculty
members to obtain specialized preparationin
the U.S. as a part of cooperativeprograms to
improve educationin hospital administration.
University of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil

3,201

3,201

3,201

21,830

21,830

10,896

10,896

10,896

3,861

3,861

3,861

11,044

11,044

11,044

University of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

4,575

4,575

4,575

University of Pernambuco, Brazil

2,078

2,078

2,078

IMPROVEMENT OF PROFESSIONAL

EDUCATION

To help strengthen educationin hospital administration by providing assistanceto selected
schools for faculty salaries,teaching equipment
and materials, library resources, and consultative services.
Central University of Venezuela

MEDICINE AND PUBLIC

84,601

HEALTH

FELLOWSHIPS
To provide opportunitiesfor selectedfaculty
members to obtain specialized preparation in
the U.S. as a part of cooperativeprograms to
improve medical education.
Center for Medical Education and
ClinicalInvestigation,Argentina
University of Buenos Aires, Argentina
University of Bahia, Brazil

School of Medicine & Surgery,
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
University of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil
Catholic University of Chile

4,204

4,204

4,204

19,826

19,826

19,826

14,876

14,876

14,876

28,497

28,497

28,497

University of Concepcion,Chile

2,830

2,830

2,830

National University of Colombia

696

696

696

26,160

26,160

26,160

University of Chile

University of Antioquia, Colombia

INCAP-Universityof San Carlos, Guatemala
National University of San Marcos, Peru

PeruvianUniversity
University of San Luis Potosf, Mexico

Kalamazoo (Michigan) College

7,719

7,719

7,719

11,690

11,690

11,690

6,366

6,366

6,366

8,305

8,305

8,305

19,985

19,985

19,985

$

3,760
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Commitments
August 31, 1969

IMPROVEMENT OF PROFESSIONAL

EDUCATION
To help strengthen medical education by providing assistance to selected medical schools for
faculty salaries, teaching equipment and materials, library resources, and consultative services.
Center for Medical Education and Clinical
Investigation,Argentina

$

39,000

$

1,800

$

$

1,800

108,500

18,649

9,600

9,049

University of Pernambuco, Brazil

13,754

2,920

510

2,410

University of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil

22,000

8,228

6,966

1,262

University of Chile

248,500

99,903

60,019

39,884

University of Antioquia, Colombia

287,520

130,843

93,659

37,184

79,600

49,905

28,552

21,353

562,328

372,386

133,170

239,216

University of Bahia, Brazil

University of El Valle, Colombia

Mexico
San Luis Potosr,Mexico

University of Nuevo Leon,

87,235

5,920

3,672

2,248

Catholic University of Chile

63,500

63,500

43,500

20,000

University of Concepcion,Chile

47,380

47,380

47,380

400,000

225,000

75,000

150,000

274,000

171,560

70,909

100,651

University of

POPULATION PLANNING
To

aid in developing comprehensive programs
of education in family planning in Latin
America.
International Planned Parenthood Federation
(Planned Parenthood Federation of America,
Inc., Payee)

STRENGTHENING PROFESSIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
To help improve medical educationby strengthening associations of medical schools.
Pan American Federation of Associations of
Medical Schools

FELLOWSHIPS
To provide opportunitiesfor selectedfaculty
members to obtain specialized preparation in the
U.S. as a part of cooperativeprograms to improve nursing education.
National School of Nursing — Guatemala
National University of Colombia

641

641

641

5,977

5,977

5,977

139,144

51,300

22,362

44,901

33

33

National University of Colombia

163,184

115,470

University of El Valle, Colombia

108,559

22,569

22,569

National School of Nursing — Guatemala

243,038

203,068

47,032

156,036

67,540

37,242

25,815

11,427

30,000

5,886

IMPROVEMENT OF PROFESSIONAL

EDUCATION
To help strengthen nursing education by providing assistanceto selected nursing schools for
faculty salaries, teaching equipment and materials, library resourceSi and consultative services.
University of Bahia, Brazil
Javeriana University, Colombia

University of Nuevo Leon,

Textbooks

for Latin

Mexico

American Schools

K. KELLOGG
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28,938
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5,886
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UNITED STATES

AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURAL ADJUSTMENT
To provide assistance for programs designed to
discover, evaluate, and disseminateinformation
pertaining to agriculturaladjustmentand public
policy.

Iowa State University
North Carolina State University

$
at

Raleigh

345,663

$229,863

$118,945

1,231,212

204,810

204,810

474,370

98,746

61,751

726,619

436,281

514,262

382,373

33,549

348,824

295,500

232,730

40,241

192,489

40,000

40,000

40,000

93,543

62,502

23,358

439,837

54,790

54,790

$110,918

AGRICULTURAL LEADERSHIP
For aid to young farmers’ intensive study program for strengthening leadership in agriculture.
Michigan State University

36,995

ARCTIC RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
To

assist the experimentalutilizationof musk
oxen as a contribution to the economic welfare
of people in Arctic regions.
University of Alaska

146,435

289,846

FARM MANAGEMENT EDUCATION
For

the utilization of computer technology in
farm management education through development of an automated consultingservice and
farm planning program.

Michigan State University

INTER-INSTITUTIONAL
IN

EDUCATION

COOPERATION

To

aid in developinga program of regional cooperation in agricultural education throughout
sixteen southern states.

Southern Regional Education Board

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
To help

finance a study of the role of publicsupported U.S. colleges and universities in international education and developmental activities.

National Association of State Universities
and Land-Grant Colleges

DENTISTRY
DENTAL AUXILIARY TEACHER EDUCATION
To help establish graduate programs

to

prepare

teachers of dental hygiene.
University of North Carolina

DENTAL TEACHER TRAINING
To assist in the development of experimental
programs for the training of dental teachers.
MassachusettsInstituteof Technology

39,144
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NEGRO STUDENT RECRUITMENT
To help establish a recruitment and scholarship
program to attract qualified Negroes to careers
in Dentistry.

American Fund

for Dental

Education

$

177,500

$141,500

$ 57,500

$ 84,000

106,672

62,917

27,209

35,708

90,600

46,104

27,933

18,171

STRENGTHENING PROFESSIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
To help establish a program of educational services in the central office of the Association.

EducationalTrust of The American
Dental Hygienists’ Association

To aid in establishing an office of Educational
Director as part of the Association’s Secretariat.
American Dental Assistant Association
Education Trust

TRAINING OF DENTAL AUXILIARIES
To assist in the development of programs for the
training of dental assistants (DA), dental hygienists (DH), and dental laboratory technicians
(DLT).
University of North Carolina —

DA

116,922

9,226

9,226

University of North Carolina —

DLT

161,264

59,237

23,726

35,511

660

660

173

487

Publication:
Description of University of Pittsburgh
training program for dental hygienists
and assistants

EDUCATION
CAMPING AND CONSERVATION

EDUCATION
To

aid the researchand publication of a report
of twenty years of outdoor educationconducted
for San Diego City-County elementary school
pupils.
San Diego City-CountyCamp

Commission

12,075

12,075

12,075

216,000

186,537

97,522

89,015

260,000

142,100

62,600

79,500

553,770

180,875

COMMUNITY COLLEGE ADMINISTRATION
To

assist in the development of comprehensive
preservice and inservice programs for the trainin'g of administrative personnel for positions in
community colleges and in nationaland state
agencies.
University of California:

Berkeley—
Los

program
Angeles — for program
for

Florida Board of Regents
Florida State University
University of Florida

Wayne

State University

—

Universityof Colorado
University of

Washington

coordination

180,875

84,000

63,000

21,000

42,000

219,785

209,943

38,833

171,110

179,447

96,970

43,616

53,354
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COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAMS OF
COMMUNITY COLLEGES
To assist a national effort to strengthen the community service programs of community junior
colleges.

American Association of Junior Colleges
To support inservice and graduatetraining programs for communitycollege personnelresponsible for communityservice programs.
Michigan State University
To help community collegesdevelop experimental demonstration programs of community

$

241,900

$167,175

$ 92,445

$ 74,730

179,450

114,000

67,000

47,000

200,320

200,320

31,650

168,670

116,898

116,898

9,400

107,498

187,356

187,356

20,800

166,556

2,254,841

714,000

684,000

30,000

72,600

72,600

52,900

19,700

service and continuing education.

Lake Michigan College (Michigan)
Montcalm Community College (Michigan)
Oakland Community College (Michigan)

CONTINUING EDUCATION
To

assist selected institutions in the development of facilities and programs designedto provide this type of adult education to people of
varied age levels and different educational
achievements.

New England Regional Center:
University of New HampshireFacility and Program
University of Connecticut— Program
University of Maine — Program
University of Massachusetts— Program
University of Rhode Island — Program

73,250

73,250

54,500

18,750

68,300

68,300

47,328

20,972

119,075

89,757

15,341

74,416

185,000

25,000

25,000

Oakland University (Michigan):
Alumni ContinuingEducation
Continuum Center for Women
Columbia University

230,000

157,500

58,187

99,313

1,511,573

202,290

30,000

172,290

California State Polytechnic College

3,000,000

1,462,900

990,602

472,298

397,500

397,500

188,500

209,000

62,250

26,315

4,961

21,354

1,042,355

1,042,355

390,600

651,755

Albion College (Michigan)
Kellogg Community College — Cultural
ActivitiesCoordinator(School Districtof
the City of Battle Creek, Payee)

To aid in the expansion of the Institute’sprograms of human resources developmentand
rural community service.

Tuskegee Institute(Alabama)
aid in developing a program of Continuing
Education for administratorsof metropolitan

To

school systems.
Yale University

310,250

310,250

21,689

12,413

12,413

18,572

9,899

2,014

310,250

Publications:

ContinuingEducation in Action:
Residential Centers for Lifelong Learning
The University in the Public Service
(in process)

7,885

“f’
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EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
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W.
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Commitments FOUNDATION
August 31, 1969

‘.V -

To

aid in the development of a service for the
acquisition and distribution of educational television programs.
National Associationof Educational
Broadcasters(Indiana University
Foundation,Fiscal Agent)

$

344,840

$ 16,585

$ 16,585

235,000

168,432

34,027

134,405

158,144

135,051

11,211

123,840

75,000

50,000

17,219

32,781

868,125

868,125

2,500,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

90,000

30,000

HEALTH TECHNOLOGY TEACHER
PREPARATION
To help develop programs for the education of
community college teachers of environmental
health and health care technology.
National Sanitation Foundation (Michigan)
City University of New York (Research
Foundation of City University of
New York, Payee)

I

1

IMPROVED ADMINISTRATION
To help improve the administrationof colleges
and universitiesby assisting the Associationto
expand its program of inservice education.
Association of Governing Boards of
Universities and Colleges
To assist in developing a multi-faceted educational effort, counselingservice, ancFstudy program concerned with the organizationand administration of institutionsof higher education.
National Industrial Conference Board

868,125

To

assist the Council in acquiringa headquarters facility in Washington, D. C.

American Council on Education
To help finance the activitiesof the Committee
for the Improvementof Management in Government.
Committee for Economic Development
To aid in developing a program for providing
direction and guidance to small and middlesized foundations, particularly those not having
the benefit of professional staffing.

Council on Foundations,Inc.
To assist the Center in expanding its educational and service programs contributingto improved administrationin private philanthropy.
The Foundation Center

60,000

f,

175,000

175,000

yl

175,000

i*

To aid in establishing education programs for
the judiciary, especiallynewly elected trial
judges.
National College of State Trial Judges
(Fund for Public Education of the American
Bar Association, Payee)
To help develop a program of study, education,
demonstration,and inservice training for juvenile court.judges and workers.

-

474,000

J:

'

y

58,000

58,000

y. v'ry-

Children’s Charter of the Courts of

Michigan, Inc.

454,225

192,471

82,365

y/X.:
...

\

y

110,106
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HIGHER EDUCATION FOR THE

DISADVANTAGED
To

assist in financing programs of identifying
and counseling students from disadvantagedsituations who can benefit from, but not otherwise
be able to obtain college educations.
Michigan State University
Associationof Independent Colleges
and Universities of Michigan
(University of Detroit, Payee)
Western Michigan University

$

70,000

$ 45,000

$ 20,000

$ 25,000

45,500

45,500

45,500

194,600

194,600

41,500

153,100

2,481,190

2,481,190

96,200

2,384,990

46,382

46,382

46,382

25,000

25,000

25,000

125,000

75,000

24,983

75,000

25,000

25,000

500,965

311,538

102,907

208,631

1,509,250

775,759

366,600

409,159

IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTIONIN
HIGHER EDUCATION
To aid the development of a Center for the
Teaching Professionsfor improving the training of teachers and assistinginstitutionsof higher education and professional organizationsin
the strengthening of their teaching programs.

Northwestern University

To

aid in modernizing the College’s Language

Laboratory.
Kalamazoo College (Michigan)

To

assist in library acquisitions for accredita-

tion.

Eisenhower College (New York)

INSERVICE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
To

assist the Academy in the establishmentof
permanent secretariatand expanded statewide
program.
Michigan Academy of Science, Arts, and
Letters (University of Michigan, Payee)

a

50,017

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
To

aid

program activities encouragingeconomic,
and cultural cooperationfor strength-

political,

ening the Atlantic Community.
The Atlantic Institute(Atlantic Council
of the United States, Inc., Payee)

KNOWLEDGE UTILIZATION
To assist the University’s Institute for Social
Research in the establishmentof a Center for
Research on Utilizationof ScientificKnowledge.
University of Michigan

SEMIPROFESSIONALAND
TECHNICAL EDUCATION
To assist in providing leadershipfor planning
and developmentof technicaleducation programs in community jpfiior colleges.
American Association

of Junior Colleges
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Unpaid Balance
at August 31, 1968
and Committed
During Year

Current

Commitments

Fiscal

Unpaid
Commitments

Year
Payments

August 31, 1969

STRENGTHENING PUBLIC PREDOMINANTLY
NEGRO COLLEGES
To assist in establishing a development office to
help public predominantly Negro colleges in securing financial support.
National Association of State Universities

and Land Grant Colleges
To provide assistanceto selected public predominantly Negro colleges further to strengthen their educational.programs.
North Carolina Agricultural & Technical

$

50,000

$ 25,000

$ 25,000

$

State University (A & T University

Foundation,Inc., Payee)
Alabama Agricultural & Mechanical College

200,000

150,000

50,000

100,000

203,050

203,050

65,200

137,850

Fort Valley State College (Georgia)

199,744

199,744

36,024

163,720

Langston University(Oklahoma)

197,000

197,000

39,000

158,000

184,990

184,990

70,490

114,500

28,000

28,000

28,000

5,250

5,000

42,500

35,500

35,500

2,424

2,109

2,109

9,000

9,000

9,000

YOUTH PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION
To

aid in establishing a

program

to recruit, train,

and upgrade professionaladministrativepersonnel.
Junior Achievement, Inc.

LOCAL COMMUNITY SUPPORT
For an annual contribution to the allied charities
of the Battle Creek community.
Battle Creek Area United Torch Drive
To aid in a study to determine the feasibilityof
linking the major communitiesof West and
South Central Michigan in a water service area
supplied from Lake Michigan.
West Michigan Water Supply Study
(MichiganGrand River Watershed Council,
Payee)
To help provide professionalcounsel for the
studies being undertaken by th0 Battle CreekKalamazoo Joint Regional Airport Study Com-

5,000

mittee.
Battle Creek-Kalamazoo Airport Study
(The W. E. Upjohn Institutefor
Employment Research, Payee)

To provide trainirrg experiences within the
Foundation offices for youth from the Battle
Creek area.
Work-Learn Office Trainees
To assist in establishing a branch of the Big
Brothers program to serve Battle Creek area
youth.
Big Brothers of Greater Battle Creek
(BattleCreek Area United Community
Services, Payee)

To aid

development of the Council’s educational and character-building programs.
Young Adult Council, Battle Creek Chapter,
National Associationfor the Advancement
of Colored People.
in the

'

1

11,980

11,980

10,180

1

)V-^

•

1,800
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Unpaid Balance
Current

Commitments

Local

at August 31, 1968
and Committed
During Year

Fiscal

Year
Payments

Unpaid
Commitments
August 31, 1969

Community Support (Continued)

To help

establish professionally operated day
care services for preschoolchildren.
Battle Creek Area United Community Services

$

15,000

$ 15,000

$ 15,000

900,000

900,000

900,000

300,000

300,000

300,000

600

600

600

311,108

100,484

210,624

277,380

88,249

69,582

18,667

153,037

66,008

24,150

24,150

11,650

505,375

46,601

46,601

85,037

85,037

23,408

$

To aid in constructing a Visual and Performing
Arts Center at Kellogg

School Districtof
To

Community College;

the City of Battle Greek

improvement of the
Calhoun County VocationalCenter.

aid in the acquisition and

site for the,

School District
To aid

of the City of Battle Creek

promoting the economic development
of the State and the well-being of its residents.
in

Greater Michigan Foundation

HOSPITALS
CONTINUING EDUCATION
To

assist the Associationto develop a broad national program of education for personnel in
various levels within the hospital field.

Hospital Research and Educational Trust
of the American Hospital Association

1,933,782

To assist the College to upgrade the administration of hospitals and related health facilities in
the U.S. and Canada.
American College

of Hospital

Administration

To assist in developing a continuingeducation
program for mid-management hospital personnel.
University of Missouri

66,008

COOPERATIVE HEALTH SERVICES
To

assist the development of a regional planning program for the improvement of health
services in Branch and Calhoun Counties, Michigan.

Branch-Calhoun Area Health Planning
Council (BattleCreek Area Hospital
Funds, Inc., Payee)

12,500

COOPERATIVE HOSPITAL SERVICES
To

assist the hospital field in the development
of experimental programs for the sharing of

services.
Hospital Research and EducationalTrust
of the American Hospital Association

To

aid cooperativeefforts to improve the quality and reduce the costs of patient care, and to
improve the quality of staff inservice educational programs in six Denver hospitals.

Denver Presbyterian Medical Center

61,629
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Unpaid Balance
at August 31, 1968
and Committed
During Year

Current

Commitments

Fiscal

Year
Payments

August 31, 1969

DEVELOPMENT OF HOSPITAL SERVICES
AND FACILITIES
For the development and evaluationof experimental programs providing various aspects of
Progressive Patient Care in hospitalsand in
homes.
McPhersonCommunity Health Center,
Howell, Michigan
University of Michigan
Sinai Hospital of Detroit

v'

v-

(

$

108,862

$

361

$

$

383,520

'383*520

144,600

144,600

361

129,140

254,380

72,300

72,300

Publication:

Report of Munson Medical Center-Grand
TraverseCounty experimentallong-term
care program.
University of Michigan
For the development and improvement of LongTerm and Extended Care programs and services.
George Washington University
Hospital Educationand Research Fund,
Inc’. (New York)
Research and EducationalFoundation of
the Ohio Hospital Association, Inc.
University of California,Los Angeles
Hospital Educationaland Research
Foundation of Pennsylvania
Tennessee Hospital Education and
Research Foundation
Minnesota Hospital Research and
EducationalTrust
Washington State Hospital Education
and Research Foundation
South Carolina Hospital Research and
Education Foundation
Florida Hospital Research and
Education Foundation
University of Wisconsin

i

1,194

1,194

'/S /

1,194

136,900

17,830

6,003

32,213

32,213

32,213

11,827

\

t-

-

ypv

48,000

48,000

18,500

29,500

143,159

90,710

21,490

69,220

59,708

22,640

20,398

2,242

47,757

47,757

18,498

29,259

90,400

54,400

27,863

26,537

73,660

45,368

45,368

68,465

42,310

42,310

65,607

37,994

88,350

58,800

9,136

487

18,155

'

•T?.!;

‘X •

J!

;•

,

19,839
58,800

Publication:

-

Extended Care Unit Brochure

487

EDUCATION IN HOSPITAL
ADMINISTRATION
For assistance in the improvementof hospital
administrationand hospital, services through
the development of educationalprograms.
Association of University Programs in
HospitalAdministration
Duke University
George Washington University
Medical College of Virginia
Ohio State University
Tulane University
University of California,Berkeley
Universityof Chicago
University of Colorado
University, of

Iowa

Washington University
Yale University

/S' ’

;

.Sa-ir

-

42,176

210,500

42,176

175,000

94,403

42,472

51,931

193,700

44,117

27,250

16,867

127,909

82,965

121,650

121,650

162,339

104,048

82,965
47,950

73,700
104,048

78,060

9,951

7,626

2,325

120,000

80,000

39,992

40,008

59,948

144,102

137,756

91,096

327,350

204,050

123,180

82,120

153,150

30,271

91,096
’

13,112

69,008
30,271
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Unpaid Balance
August 31, 1968
and Committed
During Year
at

Current

Commitments

Fiscal

Year
Payments

Unpaid
Commitments
August 31, 1969

EDUCATION OF HOSPITAL PERSONNEL
To

assist in the development of educational and
training programs for various categories of hos-

pital

workers.

$

Georgia State College
Michigan State University

$

53,850

$ 19,415

$ 17,350

50,019

13,509

13,509

328,500

214,000

251,640

27,461

27,461

121,880

73,955

42,055

31,900

162,412

93,425

56,079

37,346

199,277

95,376

2,065

HOSPITAL ACCREDITATION
To assist the Commissionin upgrading and expanding its program for the accreditationof
health care institutions throughout the United
States.
Joint Commission Accreditation of Hospitals

214,000

HOSPITAL COST REDUCTION AND
PRODUCTIVITY
To aid in the development of. comprehensive
managementengineering programs for improved
efficiencyof hospital services.

Commission for AdministrativeService in
Hospitals (Hospital EducationalFoundation
of California,Payee)
Florida Hospital Research and

Education Foundation
Albert and Grace Hahn Educational
Foundation of the Indiana Hospital
Association
MassachusettsHospital Research and
Education Association
Virginia Hospital Research and
Education Foundation
Hospital EducationalFoundation of California
University of Michigan
Texas Hospital Education and
Research Foundation
Regionalprogram for Idaho, Oregon, and
Washington (Idaho Hospital Research and
Educational Foundation,Inc., Payee)
Regional program for Arizona, Colorado,
New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming (Hospital
Research and EducationalTrust, Payee)

MEDICINE AND PUBLIC

95,376

94,000

40,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

120,000

120,000

74,000

46,000

99,000

99,000

41,000

58,000

212,000

212,000

125,000

87,000

252,850

252,850

114,100

138,750

1,350,000

630,000

180,000

450,000

121,600

121,600

64,400

57,200

40,000

HEALTH

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS IN
PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
To

establish a national forum to explore major
problems of continuingeducation and to set up
a modern framework for interuniversitysystems
to store, retrieve,process, and disseminatescientific information.

EDUCOM, The

Interuniversity

Communications Council

IMPROVED ADMINISTRATION
To help establish an educationalprogram for
businessofficersof medical schools.
Association of American Medical Colleges
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Unpaid Balance
August 31, 1968
and Committed
During Year
at

Current

Commitments

Fiscal

Year
Payments

Unpaid
Commitments
August 31, 5969

IMPROVEMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
assist medical schools with studies and demonstrations to improve the organization and provision of health services to the public.

To

Duke

$

University

263,565

$207,652

University of Southern California

395,454

267,017

Washington University

399,250

319,400

69,978

249,422

700,000

700,000

140,000

560,000

383,200

383,200

76,640

306,560

Instituteof Agricultural Medicine,
University of Iowa

223,491

43,030

31,110

11,920

Instituteof Rural Environmental Health,
Colorado State University

198,024

198,024

55,615

142,409

442,380

442,380

147,460

294,920

900,000

650,000

300,000

350,000

2,437,000

1,150,000

400,000

750,000

1,000,000

170,000

125,000

45,000

500,000

500,000

214,360

285,640

486,675

325,446

83,386

242,060

250,000

100,007

500,000

183,414

99,662

500,000

125,417

74,676

50,741

250,000

150,000

50,000

100,000

500,000

400,000

100,000

300,000

(St. Louis)

$ 51,665

$155,987
267,017

IMPROVEMENT OF THE ENVIRONMENT
To

assist the Environmental Studies Board of
the NationalAcademy of Engineeringfor study

of developments in the sciences and in public policy having application to environmental
problems, and for the implementation of programs to improve the environment.
National Academy of Sciences
To aid in developing collaborative programs
with governmental and private agenciesto utilize knowledge of the basic sciences in the solution of problems in the field of the environment.
Washington University(St. Louis)
To aid programs dealing with environmental
_

quality and health in rural areas.

To aid a demonstrationprogram assistingselected communities in developingeffectiveand continuing programs for a quality environment.
National Sanitation Foundation (Michigan)

POPULATION PLANNING
To

assist in establishing a National Technical
Assistance Center for -the development of programs and the disseminationof Information on
populationplanning in the United States,
Planned Parenthood Federation of America,
Inc.

SCHOOLS OF THE BASIC
MEDICAL SCIENCES
To

assist in establishing Schools of- the Basic
Medical Sciences through aid for the employment of teaching personnel and construction of
facilities.

Michigan State University
Universityof Hawaii
University of

Nevada

STRENGTHENING MEDICAL SCHOOLS
To help improve

the quality of medical graduates through the development of fulltime clinical faculty and strengthening of medical school
administration.

CreightonUniversity
University
University of Utah
St. Louis

University of

Vermont

Albany Medical College
Meharry Medical College

100,007
83,752

W.

K.
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Unpaid Balance
August 31, 1968
and Committed
During Year
at

Current

Commitments

Fiscal

Year
Payments

Unpaid
Commitments
August 31, 1969

STRENGTHENING EDUCATION AND
SERVICES IN PUBLIC HEALTH
To aid in the development of a nationwide program of continuingeducationfor the personnel
of voluntary health organizations.

National Health Council
To aid in establishing an experimentalregional
health unit for the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
Michigan Department of Public Health
To aid in expanding the facility of the University’s School of Public Health.
University of Michigan

To

$

105,433

$ 43,720

$ 43,720

175,330

42,412

42,412

500,000

500,000

500,000

1,161,900

952,500

$

implementing the recommendations
of the National Commission on Community
Health Services.
assist in

Community Health,

Inc.

952,500

To help provide staff for the Committee'sstudies
on educationalneeds for the provisionof adequate health care for the people of the State of
Michigan.
Citizens Committee on Education
for Health Care
(University of Michigan,Payee)

98,680

62,340

62,340

254,900

200,000

88,500

1,000

1,000

1,000

186,838

151,021

25,524

125,497

77,506

77,506

31,078

46,428

80,000

80,000

STRENGTHENING PROFESSIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
To

assist in the establishmentof a central office
to enable the Associationto serve its member
institutionsin the improvement of education in
the allied health fields.

Association of Schools of Allied
Health Professions

111,500

To help finance a conferenceto explore ways in
which the Association's structure might be
changed to better meet today’s community
health service needs.

American Public Health Association

TRAINING OF ALLIED HEALTH PERSONNEL
To aid in developinga graduateprogram to train
teachers for baccalaureateprograms in medical
dietetics.

Ohio State University
To assist the Council in expanding its program
of recruiting personnelfor the allied health professions.

Michigan Health Council

UNIFORM ACCOUNTING FOR VOLUNTARY
ORGANIZATIONS
To help implement a national uniform system of
accbuntingand financialreporting for voluntary
health and welfare Organizations.

NationalSocial Welfare Assembly

80,000
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August 31, 1968
and Committed
During Year
at

Current

Commitments

Unpaid
Commitments

Fiscal

Year
Payments

August 31, 1969

ASSOCIATE DEGREE PROGRAMS
IN NURSING
Tp aid in the improvementand expansion

of

AssociateDegree programs in nursing in community junior colleges.
Illinois Department of Public Instruction
Manatee Junior College (Florida)

$

264,045

$ 27,938

$ 27,938

74,403

15,752

15,752

451,250

360,250

$

v

-

i-N

;'';v "

CONTINUING EDUCATION
assist in developing a comprehensive program of continuingeducationfor nurses.
Michigan State University

To

319,323

40,927

GRADUATE PROGRAMS IN NURSING
To prepare faculty for- communitycollege Asso^
ciate Degree nursing programs.
Boston University
Loyola University (Chicago)
New York University
University of

Wayne

Washington

State University

University of

Kentucky

13,869

75,762

25,613

11,744

151,800

30,700

30,700

141,738

82,829

47,829

71,932

26,668

12,884

13,784

16,167

10,715

-

35,000

77,584

26,882

60,000

39,100

100,000

50,000

50,000

422,215

185,042

46,748

138,294

216,140

93,289

45,690

47,599

180,010

101,093

91,416

9,677

$41,548,178

$15,687,081

25,861,097

39,100

NATIONAL NURSING STUDY
To help finance a national study of nursing and
nursing education.
National Commission for the Study
of Nursing Education, Inc.

REGIONAL PROGRAMS IN
NURSING EDUCATION
To

assist regional nursing councils and the improvement of nursing education through a program of faculty development.
Southern RegionalEducation Board

REORGANIZATION OF NURSING
EDUCATION AND SERVICE
To assist an experimental effort to

enhance
nursing education and service through innovations in the organizational structure and relationships of the University’s School of Nursing
and the Department of the University Hospital.
Case Western Reserve University

ROLE IDENTIFICATION FOR
NURSING PERSONNEL
To identify and demonstratethe respective roles
of professional and technical nursing personnel.
University of Florida
Total program

commitments

and payments

Appropriatedbut not committed
Appropriatedfor Administrationfor Fi seal Year 1970

KELLOGG
FOUNDATION

W. K.

Unpaid Balance

1,542,820
821,950
$28,225,867
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SECURITIES OWNED AUGUST

31,

1969

BONDS AND NOTES

Face

Book

Amount

Amount

Market

PUBLIC UTILITY
Baltimore Gas & Electric Co.
4Vss due 6-1-80

$

California Water Service Co.
61/4S due 11-1-96

41,000

$

41,769

$

33,620

99,000

99,000

75,240

300,000

315,000

249,000

300,000

300,000

198,000

67,000
168,000

67,000
168,006

52,930
129,360

100,000

103,313

76,000

100,000

100,000

66,000

300,000

300,000

252,000

Commonwealth Edison Co.
53/4S due 12-1-96

ConsolidatedEdison Co.

of

New

York, Inc.

4.60s due 10-15-94

Gas Service Co.
37/ss due 10-1-75
4.90s due 7-1-81

General Telephone Co.

of Florida

5s due 3-1-90

General Telephone Co.

of

Indiana

43/4S due 9-1-90
Illinois Bell

Telephone Co.

6s due 7-1-98

Indiana Gas & Water Co.
33/8S due 9-1-80

86,000

86,000

57,620

Inter-county Telephone & Telegraph Co.
4. 70s due 6-1-89
45/8S due 4-1-90

100,000
100,000

100,000
100,000

67,000
65,000

lowa-IllinoisGas & Electric Co.
57/es due 7-15-97

300,000

296,250

246,000

98,000

98,000

69,580

192,000

192,000

126,720

100,000

100,000

71,000

192,000

192,000

128,640

300,000

315,000

248,625

300,000

318,750

252,000

300,000

300,000

246,000

291,000
98,000

291,000
98,000

189,150
63,700

250,000

261,875

207,500

194,000

194,000

141,620

184,000

184,000

130,640

113,790

113,790

98,997

300,000

300,000

267,000

200,000

200,000

156,000

Lincoln Telephone & Telegraph Co.
5s due 3-1-91

Middle States Telephone Co.

of Illinois

4.70s due 7-1-90

MissouriUtilities Co.
5V8S due 6-1-91

Northern Illinois Water Corp.
43/4S due 12-1-89

PacificGas & Electric Co.
53/4S due 12-1-98
Pacific

Telephone & Telegraph Co.

6s due 11-1-02

Public Service Co. of Colorado
57/ss due 7-1-97

Southern California Water Co.
43/ 4S

due 2-1-95

5.10s due 3-1-96

Southern New England Telephone Co.
53/4S due li-1-96

Virginia Telephone & Telegraph Co.
4.825s due 10-1-90

Western Power & Gas Co.
4.80s due 10-1-89

IAILROAD EQUIPMENT TRUST CERTIFICATES
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Co.
4.35s due 6-1-73

Union PacificR.R. Co.
53/4s due 3-1-77

)THER

CORPORATE

American Hospital Supply Corp.
Note 5s due 4-1-86
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Armco

Face

Book

Amount

Amount

Steel Corp.

$

5.90s due 7-15-92

500,000

$

500,000

Market

$

424,375

Baxter Laboratories, Inc.
Cv. 4V2S due 2-15-88

120,000

120,000

158,400

Beloit Eastern Corp.
Note 45/ss due 10-1-78

158,000

158,000

116,920

Cities Service Gas Co.
4V2S due 1-1-77

79,000

79,000

63,990

Clark Equipment Co.
Note 43/4S due 9-15-85

100,000

100,000

72,000

Colonial Pipeline Co.
Note 4.736s due 6-1-90

400,000

400,000

280,000

130,000

130,000

98,800

300,000

300,000

207.000

219,718

219,718

166,985

286,000

286,000

237,380

47,000

47,000

36,660

200,000

200,000

158.000

60,000
200,000
95,000

60,000
200,000
95,000

52,200
148.000
68,400

300,000

300,000

266,625

600,000
53,000

600,000
53,000

600.000
42,930

100,000

100,000

71.000

187,727

187,727

137,041

300,000

298,260

255.000

59,000

59,000

46,020

300,000

314,250

252.000

80,000

80,000

56.000

Reproco,Inc.
Note 45/ss due 1-1-90
RTE Corp.

177,133

177,134

120,451

Cv. 5V2S due 5-1-78

Crown Zellerbach Corp.
Note 43/ss due 12-1-81

Dow Chemical Co.
Note 41/2S due 1-15-90
Fleming Co., Inc.
Note 5s due 3-1-83
Ford Motor Co.
Note 4s due 11-1-76
Four Corners Pipeline Co.
Note 5s due 9-1-82
General ElectricCo.
Note 53/4S due 11-1-91
General Finance Corp.
Note 5V2S due 2-1-75
Note 47/es due 12-1-82
Note 45/ss due 3-1-83
General Motors Acceptance Corp.
6V4S due 8-1-88
International HarvesterCredit Corp.

Demand Note
Note 43/4S due 2-1-77
Jewel Companies, Inc.
Note 4V2S due 3-31-87

Miehle-Goss-Dexter,
Inc.
Note 45/ss due 1-15-84
Natural Gas Pipe Line Co.

of

America

6s due 6-1-87

Old Ocean Fuel Co.
5s due 1-1-81

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.
SVss due 8-1-91
Portland Pipe Line Corp.
Note 4.65s due 4-30-85

250,000

250,160

260.000

Sears Roebuck Acceptance Corp.
Note 7s due 9-15-69

160,000

160,000

160,000

Shell Oil Co.
Note 4V2S due 4-15-90
5.30s due 3-15-92

100,000
100,000

100,000
99,750

72.000
81,500

70,000
69,999

70,000
69,999

60,900
60,199

Sunexport Holdings Corp.
Note 43/4S due 1-1-75
Note 43/4S due 7-1-75
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BONDS AND NOTES
Swift & Co.
6.30s due 8-1-92

$

Texaco, Inc.
Note 4V2S due 12-15-89

Face

Book

Amount

Amount

300,000

$

300,000

Market

$

234,000

500,000

500,000

360,000

59,000
300,000

59,000
298,254

44,840
252,000

149,778

149,778

104,845

100,000

101,639

77,000

200,000
300,000

200,000
300,000

132,000
234,000

84,000

84,000

64,680

200,000

200,000

168,000

20,000
45,000

20,000
44,887

19,600
40,050

250,000

251,174

215,000

$13,483,145

$13,557,483

$10,741,733

$13,302,483
255,000

$10,486,733
255,000

$13,557,483

$10,741,733

Trans Union Corp.
33/4S due 10-15-75
6s due 6-1-87

Tremarco Corp.
Note 37/es due 1-1-82
West Virginia Pulp & Paper Co.
4s due 1-1-78

CANADIAN
Bell

Telephone Co.

of

Canada

4.85s due 9-1-95
6.60s due 12-1-97

Canadian PacificRailway Co.
Note 5s due 1-6-81
Swift Canadian Co.
Note 4.95s due 3-15-76
Toronto, Canada Consol. Loan
3s/8S due 12-1-69
33/8S due 12-1-71

Vancouver
41/ 4S

B. C.

Canada

due 10-15-73

.

Total Bonds and Notes

ALLOCATED TO
General Fund
Funds Administeredby the Foundation

-

A -\

"•

1

’

)

97
K. KELLOGG
FOUNDATION

W.
Book

STOCKS

Amount

Shares

Market

COMMON

$

702,000

6,000

Avon Products,

4,000

519,077

10,400

425,709

366,600

6,500

236,951

299,812

12,600

361,300

499,275

7,293

86,606

309,952

18,700

625,185

481,525

Consumers Power Co.

14,120

375,843

460,665

Corning Glass Works

1,700

371,907

457,300

Crowell-Collier & MacMillan,Inc.

11,000

387,415

335,500

Delta Air Lines, Inc.

23,400

713,537

742,950

684,244

652,032

Inc.

Burlington Industries,Inc.
CaterpillarTractor Cd.
Central & South West Corp.

Commonwealth Edison Co.
ConsolidatedFreightways,

Inc.

696,346

$

Atlantic-RichfieldCo.

660,000

R. R.

Donnelley & Sons Co.

18,112

Dun

& Bradstreet, Inc.

16,000

718,750

736,000

12,240

92,495

939,420

18,000

657,081

758,250

5,500

499,915

330,687

18,000

485,855

510,750

Eastman Kodak Co.
Factor (Max) & Co.

—

class

A

Fairchild Camera & InstrumentCorp.

Fedders Corp.
First National City Corp.

3,600

65,536

240,750

General Motors Corp.

8,798

170,598

637,855

13,200

491,272

448,800

6,120

107,502

160,650

19,934

280,639

730,083

Harcourt Brace & World, Inc,

4,100

338,210

242,925

Bank

12,692

186,748

793,250

International Business Machines Corp.

10,242

57,970

3,533,490

Kellogg Co.

18,320

426,860

741,960

Gerber ProductsCo.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Gulf Oil Corp.

Harris Trust & Savings

Eli Lilly & Co'.

7,400

277,950

545,750

Litton Industries,Inc.

2,050

140,044

98,913

Marathon Oil Co.
McGraw-Hill,Inc.

15,518

615,402

750,683

6,600

295,823

184,800
528,000

5,500

193,339

National Airlines;Inc.

12,000

524,493

367,500

Northern Illinois Gas Co.

10,900

213,122

327,000

Northern Indiana Public Service Co.

12,900

385,331

356,363

PacificGas & Electric Co.

10,800

176,287

378,000

12,000

53,022

621,000

Polaroid Corp.

6,924

742,753

896,658

Procter & Gamble Co.

5,232

74,623

497,040

Roadway Express, Inc.

9,000

213,073

222,750

Sears, Roebuck & Co.

11,400

359,846

782,325

Southern Co.

20,000

558,765

502,500

Southern California Edison Co.

18,964

528,437

654,258

3,500

630,200

652,750

14,182

78,058

482,188

9,300

475,523

491,738

Merck &

J.

C.

Co., Inc.

Penney Co.

Tampax,

Inc.

Texaco, Inc.
Texas Utilities Co.

98

STOCKS

Book

Amount

Shares

Market

COMMON
Textron, Inc.

5,000

$

251,070

$

145,625

Trans Union Corp.

13,000

408,000

Trans World Airlines,Inc.

12;500

575,409

350,000

Union Oil Co.

10,000

551,333

530,000

of California

393,250

United States Gypsum Co.

8,000

538,497

592,000

Upjohn Co.

6,000

279,597

259,500

Weyerhaeuser Co.

9,000

329,134

348,750

Xerox Corp.

8,310

724,508

796,721

12,200

654,129

488,000

900

29,043

23,400

$20,940,362

$30,039,943

Zenith Radio Corp.

PREFERRED
Columbia BroadcastingSystem, Inc. — cv
Total Stocks
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PHOTOGRAPHERS’ CREDITS
7,

59

9

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITYINFORMATION SERVICES, East Lansing
WIDE WORLD PHOTOS, Washington,D.C.
CHILDREN-S CHARTER OF THE COURTS OF MICHIGAN,INC., Kalamazoo
INTERNATIONAL PLANNED PARENTHOODFEDERATION
ENQUIRER & NEWS, BattleCreek, Michigan

10
13
15
15 WARD MORGAN STUDIO, Kalamazoo,Michigan, and
SCHWAIGER, Grand Rapids, Michigan
DR.
19 KRUMS PHOTOGRAPHIC, BattleCreek, Michigan
20 ROBERT KINSINGER, BattleCreek, Michigan
21 NATIONAL COLLEGE OF STATE TRIAL JUDGES, Reno, Nevada
27 JAY DEE PHOTO SERVICE, Jersey New Jersey
30 COMMISSION ON PROFESSIONALAND HOSPITAL ACTIVITIES,Ann Arbor, Michigan
31 UNIVERSITYOF ROCHESTER,New York
34 FOTO CASA SUIZA, Bogota',Columbia
36 FOTO STAUFER, San
Costa Rica
38 ALBANY (New York) MEDICAL COLLEGE
41 OHIO STATE UNIVERSITYHOSPITAL, Columbus
42 MICHIGAN HEALTH COUNCIL, East Lansing
42 UNIVERSITYOF HAWAII, Honolulu
42 UNIVERSITYOF MICHIGAN,Ann Arbor
FRANK LOTZ MILLER, New Orleans, Louisiana
46 JOHN PIKE PHOTOGRAPHYUNLIMITED, Kalamazoo,Michigan
47 AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF JUNIOR COLLEGES, Washington,D.C.
47 BROOME TECHNICAL COMMUNITYCOLLEGE, Binghamton,New York
47 KELLOGG COMMUNITYCOLLEGE, BatUe Creek, Michigan
48 AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION,Washington,' D.C.
62 W. LEE KUCKER, East Lansing, Michigan
63 CENTRO INTERNACIONAL DE AGRICULTURA TROPICAL,
Colombia
C.
R. C.

E.

City,

Jos£,

46

C.

Cali,
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